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Howto
merge
without losing
your
assets.
Asset management is never easy. And when you're
verging on merging, the complexities compound. You'll
need objective answers to questions of amount, quality,
condition, and value on your own assets. And as much
information as you can get on the assets of your new
partner. Are there property ghosts? Are values current
and supportable? What will be the tax consequences
of the various options? Have you overlooked some
tangible intangible assets? And the main question: how
to best use the full weight of your assets to make the
best possible deal? Perhaps we can help.
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PILOTS OF SOCIAL PROGRESS
By Robert Beyer
NAA's President reports on the interpretation of "corporate social responsibility,"
which served as a basis for discussion at the White House Conference which he
attended; and he offers his interpretation of the role that accountants will play as
pilots of social progress.
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Cover: Robert Beyer,
newly-elected NAA
President, in his New
York office.

ACCOUNTING FOR COUNTRY CLUBS: A DIFFERENT VIEW
By Jack C. Finnell
This article discusses certain potential problem areas which, in accounting for country
clubs, tends more or less to determine the effectiveness of a club's financial policies.
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SOCIAL CLUBS: ACCOUNTING FOR UNRELATED BUSINESS INCOME
By Benjamin C. Mahrle
This article points out some of the intricacies of the current tax laws affecting social clubs,
and some of the record keeping requirements that will aid in avoiding costly tax
consequences.
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CONTRACTED EDP IN A SMALL BUSINESS
By Ernst H. Schreiner
Conversion of the accounting function to EDP, with the help of a service bureau, permitted
this manufacturer of ice cream and related dairy products to mail statement - invoices
to customers on a weekly basis and change over to a standard cost system with
four -week periods and a thirteen - period year.
An award- winning article: Certificate of Recognition
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STANDARD COST ACCOUNTING FOR CONTRACTORS
By Charles W. Walker
Standard cost accounting for "one man" (proprietor) operations provides one of the best
methods for maintaining control of projects. In this article, a step -by -step approach to
rate setting and budgeting for a paint contractor operation is described.
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HIRE OR OVERTIME? A BEST BET METHOD
By Oliver Galbraith, III and Jack H. Morse
The "Best Bet" method compares the weighted costs of alternative courses of action
which may be taken under a variety of labor -hour demands. The authors use a
step -by -step case study to illustrate the method.
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COSTING FROM A DATA BANK
By John M. Caspole

A production and inventory control data bank is extended to include a cost system.
How the system was developed, some of the problems encountered, and future plans
are discussed.
An award -winning article: Certificate of Merit
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SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF EDP
By Dennis J. Zaiden

A few cautions are proposed to those contemplating the use of electronic data
processing for the first time.
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THE CAPITALIZATION OF COSTS AS OPPOSED TO CHARGING
THE COST OFF AS AN EXPENSE
The Management Accounting Practices Committee's discussion draft, anticipated to be
the first step in guidance to companies in the handling of their fixed asset accounting
problems.
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IMA DIRECTOR NAMED
Dr. James Bulloch has been appointed Director of the Institute of Management
Accounting.
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ACCOUNTING OBJECTIVES AIRED AT PUBLIC HEARINGS
AICPA Committee on Accounting Objectives climaxes its work with three days of
public testimony in wide - ranging discussion of financial statement aims; NAA's MAP
Committee presents testimony.
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LETTERS to the editor
DATA SHEET items of interest for the businessm an
NEW PRODUCTS /SERVICES a semi - annual review
CHAPTER /MEMBER NEWS all about chapters and m embers
TIME OFF the lighter side of the ledger
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Association policy unless so stated.
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING is an unusual publication in many respects.
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It is the only magazine in the accounting area whose readership

William M. Young, Jr.

encom passes the entire spectrum of individuals working in the field.
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As both Publisher and a long -time reader, I agree wholeheartedly
with the point of view of many members that we should have more
practical articles describing specific accounting applications used
daily in our plants and offices. However, we rarely receive articles
of this nature and obviously we can n ot publish what we d o not
have. What we need are more individuals who will take the time
to write articles of this type. I am firmly convinced that every one
of our members working in the field of accounting has at least one
good practical accounting application which he or his company has
developed and which would be of interest to his counterparts in
si m i l a r i n d u s t r i e s . M o s t , I a m s u r e , c o u l d w r i t e s e v e r a l a r t i c l e s b a s e d
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on their own practical experience. Unfortunately, very few take advantage of the opportunity to share these experiences with us .

and at additional

Conversely, a great number of our chapters submit articles written
by their members in the academic world. These are generally excellent
articles and they make a valuable contribution to the field of accounting. Otherwise we would not publish them. However, they probably
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Dept., NAA, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.V.
10022. Allow six weeksfor change. Price $1.25

would have even m ore im pact if they were published in conjunction

with articles dealing with day by day problems of the accountant.
A new Association year lies ahead. Why not make it the year when
you�do�what�you've�often�only�thought�about�—and�write�that�article?
J o h n E. V a v a s o u r
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per copy. Single subscriptions available only
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Over 11,200 successful CPA candidates
have been coached by
International Accountants Society, Inc.

"if you don't pass your CPA examination
after our CPA Coaching Course, we'll coach you
without additional cost until you do!"
DONALD R. MORRISON, CPA,
Director of Education of IAS

Any CPA will tell you it takes more than
You may be eligible for
accounting knowledge and experience
GI Bill benefits
to pass the CPA examination. You must
If you qualify, you may be eligible for
know the quick, correct way to apply
GI Bill benefits. You may start the IAS
your knowledge, under examination
CPA Coaching Course, or the full IAS
room conditions.
accounting curriculum any time you
How you budget your exam time, for
please —there are no classes, no fixed
example —how you approach each
enrollment periods. So you can make
problem or question —how you decide,
maximum use of the time available,
quickly, the exact requirements for the
starting as soon as you enroll and consolution— construct an acceptable pretinuing right up to the examination
DONALD R. MORRISON, CPA
sentation— extract relevant data —and
dates.
use accounting terms acceptable to the examiners.
Send today for free report
That's where the International Accountants Society can
To get the complete story on how you (or some member of
help you. As of June 1, 1971, 11,247 former IAS students
your staff) can benefit from the proven IAS C PA Coaching
who had obtained all or a part of their accounting training
Course, just fill out and m ail the co upon below. No
through IA S had passed CPA examinations. Our CPA
obligation.
Coaching Course is proven so effective we can make this
agreement with you:
International Accountants Society

oa
US

A Hom e Study Sc hool Sinc e 1903

209 W est Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60606
Att: Director of CPA Coaching

I

4F1 -264

Please send me your new report on the IAS CPA Coaching Course.
I understand there is no obligation.
Name

I
Address

I
The IAS CPA Coaching Course is designed for busy accountants. You train at home in your spare time, at your
own pace. Most important, every lesson is examined and
graded by one of our faculty of CPA's, who knows exactly
the problems you'll face in your CPA examination.
If you need refresher training in certain areas, IAS w i l l
supply, at no extra cost, up to 30 additional elective assignments, complete with model answers, for brush up study.
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Apt.

City

I
State

Zip

I
Employed by

Check here if eligible for GI Bill benefits.
Accredited Member, National Home Study Council.
ONE OFTHE

I

BELLE HOWELLSCHOOLS

APPROVED
GI BILL

Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Mr. 1. Wayne Keller Speaks Out in Defense of
"Uniform Cost Accounting Standards"

his beliefs summarized in the last part of the article. Phase II
and guidelines will never function successfully because the workers
and businessmen generally feel they are good and appropriate only
when they apply to a neighbor or a business across town.
Any discussion on this subject naturally finds the participants
covering everything from business to unions, government, and
exports/ imports. It seems to be a "which came first" controversy
and I am more convinced than ever that there is no easy answer
to control inflation.

The April 1972 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING carried all
article by Mr. Michael P. Herman on the subject "Uniform Cost
Accounting Standards: Are They Necessary ?" While I recognize
that our magazine should present different points of view, in my
opinion the subject article was inappropriate.
The question was answered affirmatively in the opinion of
Congress when they enacted Public Law 91 -379 on August 15,
1970, which added Section 719 to the Defense Production Act
Ken Struttmann
and which established the Cost Accounting Standards Board as
Manager, Corporate Accounting
an operating agency. It is composed of eminent accountants under
Archer Daniels Midland Co.
the chairmanship of Mr. E. B. Staats, Comptroller General of Decatur, Ill.
the United States. The Board has selected a capable staff which
is working on the formulation of cost accounting standards with Tax Exemption or Tax Deferral?
careful deliberation.
The subject matter of the article "Representation Without
In my opinion, if Mr. Herman's article were to be published,
the lead should have been the portion on page 16 which did state Taxation," by Joe Hall, appearing in the March 1972 issue of
that the Board was already established. Also, there should have MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, is very interesting but also extremely
been close editing to avoid confusion between "proposed" and complex. In my opinion, the author has sorted out reasonably
"accomplished" actions. With this an analysis of the questions well the several facets of the authorizing legislation, but some
clarification of his comments thereon would appear to be in order.
confronting the Board may have been appropriate.
Since 1936 the Merchant Marine Act has required subsidized
I wish to emphasize to our readers that the Board and its Staff
have been working closely with the Management Accounting Prac- American -flag operators in the foreign trade (currently 13 in
tices Committee of NAA. As stated in a footnote to Mr. Herman's number) to maintain capital reserve funds to insure the prompt
article, a MAP Committee statement of "Concepts for Contract payment of their obligations to the United States and the replaceCosting" was published in the March issue Of MANAGEMENT ment of their subsidized vessels. Income tax benefits have been
ACCOUNTING. It was developed in consultation with the CASB granted with respect to certain deposits in these funds. The Merchant Marine Act of 1970 extended the opportunity to many others
Staff.
This Staff submits drafts of proposed cost accounting standards to maintain similar funds and to obtain similar tax benefits for
to the MAP Committee for reaction. To expedite our responses the purpose of providing replacement, additional, or reconstructed
a sub - committee of MAP, chaired by Paul W. Holt, a Division vessels for operation in the United States foreign, Great Lakes,
Vice President of Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Aircraft or non - contiguous domestic trade or in the fisheries of the United
Corporation, has been appointed. It is in close contact with the States. Thus the granting of income tax benefits to these operators
cannot exactly be called "a completely new concept in income
CASB.
We commend the Board and its Staff for the high degree of taxation."
Nor does the caption of the article or the reference to the
cooperation being maintained between MAP and the CASB. We
are confident that this will continue. We urge our members to "elimination" of income taxes accurately portray the full nature
recognize the difficult task facing the Board, and endeavor to assist of these benefits. The article recognizes that the basis of a vessel
acquired, constructed, or reconstructed with reserve funds that
them in accomplishing it as legislated by Congress.
would have been taxable if not placed in the fund must be reduced
1. Wayne Keller, Chairman by the taxable portion of such funds. The effect, however, of the
Management Accounting reduction in the basis requires explanation— deductions for deprePractices Committee ciation on the vessel are reduced and the operator's income subject
to tax is correspondently increased. Thus taxes foregone will be
Lancaster, Pa.
replaced by taxes collected in subsequent years. It is for this reason
The article mentioned above was submitted by NAA member that the Senate Committee on Commerce, in recommending
Michael P. Herman in Chapter competition, and was recom- passage of the Act, repeatedly referred to the benefit as tax defermended for publication by the Manuscript Review Committee. rals and the fund as the tax deferred reserve fund.
Another point worthy of mention is that the funds will not
However, it was not published as a statement of NAA policy,
but rather to maintain open discussion on this vital matter. Ed. consist solely of income on which taxes have been deferred. To
the extent that amounts equivalent to depreciation are deposited
in
the funds, the funds represent capital deposited by the operators
Which Came First?
and not income on which tax has been deferred. And if past history
I was very pleased to read Mr. DeRieux's article on a very timely is a guide, these amounts will be substantial.
Shipbuilders are unquestionably "fallout" beneficiaries of the
subject, "Controversy Over Wage -Price Policies," in the February
1972 issue. Wage -price policies are definitely controversial and legislation, but the main thrust of the legislation is assistance to
after reading Mr. DeRieux's article, I am convinced that there operators and to the economies of the areas served by these operais no foolproof solution to the inflation problem. I agree with tors. As an example, construction of new vessels for the fleet in
6
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IU,NAAILMEM
As a special membership bonus, this
brand -new research study (publication
date: July 1, 1972) will be sent FREE
to all NAA members who request a
copy before October 1, 1972. After
that date, all copies will be sold.
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DEFENSE CONTRACT COSTING:
THE STATE OF THE ART

Ij

by James Bulloch

Im
!
ih

An up-to-date coverage of the accounting
problems and issues in defense contract
costing. Emphasis is on cost allocation and

41

valuation methods with discussion of cost
concepts, principles and procedures, as well
as current practices of defense contractors.

ABO U T T H E AU T H O R :
When he wrote this book, Dr. James Bulloch was an Associate
Professor of Account ing in the Graduate School o1 Business
Adm ini st rat ion of the U niver sit y of Mic hi gan, at Ann Arbor. H e has
since been selected by NAA to head -the new Institute of Management
Accounting, as its Director.
Dr. Bulloch holds B.B.A. and M.B.A. degrees fr om the University of Michigan and his PH.D . degr ee f rom Ohio Stat e U niversi ty.
He has been a CPA since 1957, and in addi ti on to his extensive
academic background, has been associated wi th several public
accounting firms.

- - - - - - Mai l t o: "F r ee Book"
National Association of Accountants
919 T hir d Avenue
New Yor k, N . Y. 10022
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YES, I want the c opy of Defense Contrac t Cos ting: The State
of t he A rt to whic h I am entitled as an NAA member. You
have my present correct address.*
Name (Please Print)

NAA Acc ount: Number
*If present address is incorrect or will change within next four weeks,
please attach complete correct NEW address including ZIP code.
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the Great Lakes had dwindled during the 60's to the point where
80 percent of the ships were more than 25 years old. Thus it was
considered by the Congress that operators needed tax deferred
benefits to modernize and reconstruct existing vessels and to build
new vessels. It is inappropriate to say or imply that the purpose
of the legislation was solely, or even primarily, to provide a new
incentive to stimulate shipbuilding.
Basically the amendments to section 607 in 1970 would appear
to be a bold attempt to bolster the shipping industry; an industry
plagued by high costs not only of operating and maintaining its
vessels but of constructing new and modernizing aging vessels.
Success is likely to depend almost wholly on the ability of the
ship operators to efficiently serve the economies of their areas
at a price consumers or users are willing to pay.
A. T. Samuelson
Washington Chapter
Washington, D.C.

The Annual Report Problem
The erudite article "Causes That Underlie Changes in Corporate
Earnings" by William F. Crum in the February 1972 issue of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING has been long overdue.
Only those who participate in the yearly exercise of writing the
annual message can fully appreciate the problems that confront
them. The Chairman or President, when writing his report, is
caught between the responsibility of providing full, understandable, and responsible disclosure and the necessity of maintaining a high degree of security over past or planned actions.
Some of these actions could, if publicly disclosed, be detrimental
to the best interests of the shareholders. Of course, the only valid
reason for non - disclosure is the impact on the stockholders' equity
which could arise through premature disclosure of planned actions
to competition, labor unions, or others who could utilize the
information in a manner adverse to the stockholders' objectives.
Therefore, the following comments appear in order:
1. It is not fear of "misinterpretation" but fear that the opponent,
be it a competitor, a union or otherwise, could utilize the
information to "negate" the objective.
2. Recognize that non - disclosure is justified only by its impact
on stockholders' equity.
The analysis presented by Dr. Crum discloses, by the broad
nature of the reasons given for profit variance, that this same
dilemma must be ever present in writing the annual report. It
is not clear why the author segregated the reasons for profit
variance into "Reasons Normally Under Control of Management,"
"Reasons Partially Affected by Management," and "Reasons Entirely Beyond Management Control." For instance, the classification of increases and decreases in sales volume and product mix
as factors "Entirely Beyond Management Control" raises a number
of serious questions:
If sales volume is totally beyond management control, why
do many companies invest huge amounts in advertising, promotional schemes, sales force, distribution channels, and marketing
efforts?
Does "Entirely Beyond Management Control" indicate that
profits would be enhanced by elimination of the costs noted
in (1) above, because sales volume would have remained the
same regardless of the level of expenditure or any action or
inaction on the part of management?

3. Similar considerations apply to product mix.
Similar questions are raised relative to categorization of high
labor costs, higher material costs, and higher overhead costs as
items "Entirely Beyond Management Control:"
1. The portion of higher costs that is properly attributable to
external economic factors may of course be beyond the control
of management.
2. Simply "Higher" costs in these areas would appear to be a
factor subject to a significant degree of management control.
3. To hold that these costs are "Entirely Beyond Management
Control" suggests that budgetary cost control, industrial engineering, corollary disciplines, and management accounting are
fruitless exercises in futility.
The primary question is, "What factors are entirely beyond
management control ?" If the items cited above are so classified
by management without some qualifying statements relative to
external factors that are truly beyond management control, the
quality of management should be investigated. If external factors
beyond management control are the reasons then they should be
cited rather than citing their effect as higher or lower sales volume
or cost.
Forrest L. Heuser
San Gabriel Valley Chapter
West Covina, Calif.

Passing the Buck on Corporate Earnings
Dr. William F. Crum's article "Causes that Underlie Changes
in Corporate Earnings" in the February 1972 issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING points to the fact that many top management people
tend to "pass the buck" when corporate earnings are in the red.
This. is a real, year- after -year action taken by many corporate
presidents and the chairmen of the boards of directors. The published annual corporate reports to stockholders should show adequate reason for financial loss rather than alibis to protect top
management.
Reasons for poor earnings such as loss of government contracts,
"Acts of God," and laws of Congress are honest reasons. Why
not then explain these losses in detail to the stockholders?
The usual procedure is to blame the accounting department
involved. For example, the cost accounting department is used
to accumulate data, but the data is set aside by top management
as irrelevant. The question is, why develop cost accounting if
money decisions are being determined by archaic means of "costs
to complete "?
My congratulations to Dr. Crum for his analysis of an extremely
relevant problem.
Morris J. Engelke
Auditor
State of California
Upland, Calif.

Truck Fleet Expansion: Alternatives
The article "The Lease or Buy Decision in Truck Fleet Expansion" by Paul I. Roesner in the January 1972 issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING offered a good study of some of the problems faced
today by a large percentage of firms in dealing with the expansion
of their fleets. However, I feel that he did not present a complete
Picture of the alternatives available.
Continued on page 53
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING / JULY 1972

management's answer to the control of fixed assets
UNI -GROUP is a computerized property accounting system, designed to
accommodate management's property information requirements.
This flexible software system, designed for commercial, institutional, and
industrial properties, combines EDP with the experience of valuation
consultants, for easy access to information required to:
• mechanize calculations for depreciation — it's programmed for
ADR provisions
• determine gain, loss, recapture
• expedite completion of tax returns
• automate insurance value computations and assist with proof of loss
• prove equitable tax assessment values
Uni -Group provides a unique property coding system
and achieves many other objectives for management.
For further information, write for Brochure 23.

MERICAN
PPRAI SAL a I

The American Appraisal Company, Inc. / An American Appraisal Associates Company • Headquarters: 525 E. Michigan Street,
Milwaukee, W is. 53201 • Regional Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles, New York • District Offices in other principal cities.
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Aunt Jane and the Annual Report: Reading More but Enjoying It Less
The small stockholder (Aunt Jane) is spending more time on the annual report (on the average:
15 minutes) but seems to be enjoying it less, according to a survey of 219 small stockholders
by Georgeson & Co., an investor relations firm. Some of the findings: generally, annual reports
are not understood; what's more stockholders often feel they are being conned through technical
jargon they do not understand; overdone artwork is considered a subterfuge for hiding the
truth about the company; the stockholders' letter was often viewed as confusing and stocked
with meaningless phrases. Some recommendations for improvement: write annual reports in
clearer, simpler language; give divisional and market breakdowns for the analysts; re- examine
the letter to stockholders: is it really communicating; send 10Ks to selected analyst list, and
highlight the annual dividend rate at the front of the report since Aunt Jane is most interested
in this figure. Georgeson, in the preface to its survey findings, pointed out that the small
stockholder was in danger of being driven out of the market. "Through the use of the stock
market, institutions could well control many of the major economic decisions within this
decade —a responsibility they do not want. It is foreseeable they could have monopoly power
over the financial decisions of the country within two decades unless there is dramatic change
from the current trend."
Environmental Management Executive: A New Face on the Organization Chart
More than 50 companies have established a position to meet the growing concern for environmental protection, according to the American Management Assn. In its 21st edition of the Middle
Management Report on compensation, AMA includes a listing for an Environmental Management
Executive. Salaries for executives in this category range from a low of $18,000 to a high of
$42,000, depending upon factors such as company size, scope of responsibilities and others.
Typical responsibilities of the new executive include developing, implementing, and coordinating
policies on matters involving air, water and land 'conservation, and development of policies
in the area of pollution abatement and environmental management.
U.S. Business Will Have to Spend $22.8 Billion to Meet Pollution Standards
To bring its existing facilities up to present pollution - control standards, American business will
have to spend a total of $22.8 billion, according to a study by McGraw -Hill economists. In
its Fifth Annual Survey on pollution control expenditures, the company said it would cost
business four - and -a -half times the $4.91 - billion planned for investments in air and water pollution control this year just to meet present standards. The survey is available from McGraw -Hill.
Price: $5.
American Management Assn. Plans Merger with Society for Advancement of Management
The 50-year -old American Management Assn. and the 60- year -old Society for the Advancement
of Management have announced an affiliation agreement. Under the terms of the agreement,
SAM will become the local chapter division of AMA. The merger is seen as another step in
AMA's plan to build a single organization bringing together American management in a united
approach to the development and implementation of professional management philosophy.
English Institute Adopts 'Management Accountants' Title
In recognition of the changed role of the corporate accountant, the 52-year -old Institute of
Cost and W orks Accountants of the United Kingdom has changed its name to the Institute
of Cost and Management Accountants.
Top Staff Executive Named at the Institute of Internal Auditors
John E. Harmon of Washington, D.C., has been appointed executive vice president of the Institute
of Internal Auditors, Inc. Mr. Harmon, who formerly served as executive vice president of the
National Employment Assn., will develop and supervise all programs for the 8,000-member
international association. The Institute plans to move from New York to a new, permanent
location in Winter Park, Fla.
Capital Appropriations in First Quarter Increase 11.4%
Capital appropriations by the nation's 1,000 largest manufacturers increased 11.4% in the first
quarter of 1972, over the last quarter in 1971, according to the latest Conference Board survey.
10
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PILOTS OF SOCIAL
PROGRESS
Because Of Our Unique Relationship With Business And The
Public, We Must Become The Pilots Of Social Progress, Charting
The Course For Business And Government

By Robert Beyer
For three days, the country's leading businessmen and
business experts met with government officials at a
White House Conference on the Industrial World
Ahead.' The discussion and the speeches reflected a
very strong concern about the role that business could
and should play in finding solutions to the problems
of society as we approach the 21st century. During
this meeting we heard a great deal about "corporate
social responsibility."
This is not a new concept. Corporate social responsibility is almost as much a part of the lexicon of
business management as profit and loss. Modern business executives seem to have an insatiable appetite
for reading about it and for listening to speeches on
the subject. But what do we mean by corporate social
responsibility? The interpretation which served as the
basis for discussion at the White House Conference
was a simple one. Corporate social responsibility refers
to those expectations arising from transactions between a corporation and its constituencies —its shareholders, its employees, its consumers, its suppliers, and
the government.
The social aspects of business responsibility stem
from the two -sided relationships between business and
the society which created it, and which it, in turn,
serves. Accelerating social change already has affected
these relationships and is forcing business to meet new
challenges. Through the national debate now in progress we are seeking to establish the nature of these
new responsibilities.
It is likely that for the next few years, government
will have the dominant role in specifying the requirements and providing incentives for business in terms
of its proper social role. But looking beyond that, I
anticipate that the corporations will assume a more
important role in such areas as: human resource planning, technology assessment, social auditing, new public -goods markets, and new private /public partnerships.
The direction is clear. But what is not clear, is where
will the leadership come from and who will take the
initiative?
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Who is more qualified by tradition, training, and
experience than accountants? Obviously, economists,
social scientists, and environmentalists will also be in
the vanguard. But because of our unique relationship
with business and the public, we must become the
pilots of social progress, charting the course for business and government. We will still be accountants,
operating under the same disciplines. But the nature
of our activity will be expanded beyond its present
borders to a new kind of accounting— accounting for
social progress.

We Became an Integral
Part of Management
This development is logical and has its justification
in the history of our profession. Accounting came into
its own as a profession in the 19th century as a result
of the change in our economic system. With the
development of the corporation and public ownership,
we began reporting the progress of the enterprise.
Eventually, our high stools and quill pens gradually
gave way to calculating and tabulating machines, but
these were merely extensions of the old manual system.
For decades we remained in the background.
With the introduction of the computer in the
1950's, we were projected into the foreground of business. Computers required whole new systems, not
only of record keeping, but of organizing and managing
data, and ultimately, the business enterprise itself. At
that point, we became an integral part of management.
Once again, the profession is on the threshold of
another transformation, this time, responding to the
change in our social system. Once again, we will have
to ex pand our fOct ion. But this change will only
further strengthen our professional relationship to the
business community.
More than any group in society, the business community is equipped to attack the problems besetting
us today. It has analytical methods and the technological capabilities to influence the process of improving the quality of our lives. As businessmen, we
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1 Robert Bever, President of NAA, reports on the White House Conference which

he atten ded during Feb ruary 1972, at the in vitatio n of Presid ent Nix on.
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we were
able to
identify
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where profit
could be made
by serving
society's new
requirements.'

must participate in the process. As accountants, we
are singularly qualified to help management chart the
course to social progress.

Two Extreme Points of View
What emerges from the national debate on this
subject are two extreme points of view, each argued
effectively by its proponents. One extreme is the conviction that the proper business of business is business;
that the corporation's main function is to maximize
profits and leave the salvation of our society to the
social workers and the clergy.
Professor Milton Friedman, the high priest of this
cult, argues that the doctrine of social responsibility
involves the acceptance of the socialist view —that
political mechanisms, not market mechanisms, are the
appropriate way to determine the allocation of scarce
resources to alternative uses.
At the opposite extreme is the view that business
must do penance for its sins; that the corporation has
a moral obligation to solve not only the social and
environmental problems that it has created, but a vast
array of problems that it has had nothing to do with.
Somewhere between these two extremes is the pragmatic concern that we, as individuals, share for the
future. But as individuals, we are helpless to cope with
the complexities of the problem. The future cannot
be affected by a handful of philanthropists and foundations, no matter how generous —nor by sloganeers,
no matter how sincere. Nor can the "maximize profits"
theorists undermine the conviction shared by most
corporation executives that it indeed is their responsibility to do something about minorities, the environment, endangered species, and other causes.

The Committee for
Economic Development
Last year, I participated in the deliberations of the
Committee for Economic Development in the preparation of a policy statement titled "Social Responsibilities of Business Corporations."' Those of us who
participated in the study were representatives of the
major corporations in the country. We were neither
social reformers nor sloganeers. But we were able to
identify opportunities where profit could be made by
serving society's new requirements. Our report noted:
"There are a great many social areas —such as
housing, education, manpower training, health,
transportation, large scale urban redevelopment,
and new cities —in which public pressures for
improvement are already strong enough to
create profitable markets, or markets that can
be made profitable by a combination of greater
business initiative and more government incentives. As these new opportunities develop, corporations with the entrepreneurial zeal to anticipate what the public is going to want, instead
of merely supplying what it has wanted in the
past, are apt to improve their profitability by
discharging these responsibilities to society."
' See Social Responsibilities of Business Corporations, A Statement on National
Policy by the Research and Policy Committee of the Committee for Economic
Development, lone 1971. Copies may be purchased from the Distribution Division,
C o . , ee for Economic Development, 977 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
10022.
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That does not really solve the problem. In fact, it
might seem somewhat cynical to talk about making a
profit in meeting society's needs. Wh a t a b ou t t h e
projects that cannot be turned into profitable ventures? Do we just ignore them?

On Corporate Philanthropy
Education, culture, and medical research, for example, also demand and deserve support. Business is a
major contributor to these programs, but it requires
strong support from the top policy levels of management. This kind of support is a relatively recent development on the corporate scene.
It started 20 years ago when a major corporation
decided it had an obligation to give financial support
to education. The company anticipated criticism by
its shareholders for using profits in this fashion. The
opportunity to test the legality of such support arose
when the A. P. Smith Manufacturing Company made
a contribution to Princeton University which was
challenged in the courts of New Jersey. In a landmark
case, the New Jersey Superior Court held that "it was
not just a right, but a duty of corporations to support
higher education in the interest of the long -range well
being of their shareholders." Thus, the court argued
that the company could not hope to operate effectively in a society which is not functioning well.
Last year, on behalf of the Business Committee for
the Arts, our firm conducted a nationwide survey of
corporate support for the arts. The survey showed that
direct support will rsach 72 million dollars this year,
compared to 22 million dollars in 1965. There is every
indication that support to the arts will continue to
grow and eventually will match the hundreds of mil lions being given to education.
Nevertheless, the level of total corporate philanthropy is abysmally low. In order to encourage corporate contributions, the government permits corporations to deduct up to five percent of pre -tax
income for corporate philanthropy. But the present
level amounts to about one percent. I do not think this
reflects corporate miserliness or an attitude of tokenism. Corporate philanthropy is being limited by the
absence of standards and the lack of systematic procedures for evaluating the impact that such contributions
are making. In the absence of standards the easiest
course is to do nothing, or relatively little.
I am encouraged by some of the steps that are being
taken to correct the situation. A growing number of
corporations, particularly the larger ones, have established contribution committees with staff members
assigned to survey worthwhile projects, monitor the
results of grants, and prepare annual contribution
budgets. More than 1,500 have established company
foundations to devote continuous and more professional attention to the philanthropic area. There have
also been cases of companies banding together in a
consortium arrangement, with each member pledging
to bear its share of the deficit, of, say, a private hospital, provided all the other members do the same. In
that way, there is a direct connection between the
outlay and the return. The cost which each company
incurs will be small, but the effectiveness of its contribution in preserving the hospital as a vital community institution will be substantial indeed.
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Needed: A Set of Guidelines and Principles
All this is still philanthropy — individual or corporate.
The simple fact is that our traditional philanthropy
no longer satisfies the demands of education, the arts,
and health. It can, in no way, cope with the newer
areas of social concern: civil rights and equal opportunities, urban renewal and redevelopment, employment
and training, recreation, pollution abatement, conservation, and feeding tomorrow's populations. Nor can
these problems be solved by the kind of government
programs adopted in smaller countries. What we need
to achieve an orderly process of social progress is a
set of guidelines and principles —a rationale for corporate social involvement. Like it or not, our involvement is a fact.
Corporations, by their actions, confirm that they
are sensitive, or, at least becoming sensitive, to the
changes in values and expectations affecting society.
Call it what you want — "youth culture," "new consciousness," "equal opportunity," or "quality of life" —
there is no simple phrase to capture its significance.
It is not limited to the young, to the minority groups,
or the culturally disadvantaged. Its effect on society
will be pervasive and fundamental.
Consider what has been accomplished already. Some
major corporations are expanding the representation
of their boards of directors to include consumers, social
reformers, and minority groups. Their annual meetings
are becoming more like town hall meetings. Industry
has committed capital to minority banks and its expertise to the development of minority enterprise. Chemical companies are investing in capital equipment
to fight pollution they have helped create —one company is organizing an operation to reclaim city garbage
dumps. Automobile manufacturers, with prodding
from the government, are installing exhaust control
systems.
It is true that much of this activity is responding
to existing pressure, rather than innovation and anticipation. We need the rationale for corporate social
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

involvement with its guidelines and principles immediately so that we can catch up with events and be
ready for tomorrow's pressures. To be useful, these
guidelines should reflect national objectives, provide
mechanisms for greater corporate involvement in the
public sector goods and services market, encourage a
balanced development of new technology, and seek
a more sophisticated understanding of manpower
planning.
During the recent White House Conference, Arjay
Miller, Dean of the Graduate School of Business,
Stanford University, emphasized that in order for
corporate programs to succeed, it was necessary to
integrate the social objectives into the fabrics of the
corporations. The corporation should be an activist
in the area of its expertise and establish goals on a
rifle, not a shotgun, approach. If this is done, then
the corporate executive will be able to participate
actively in social projects, speaking out and seeking
the cooperation and support of others — customers and
suppliers and, as appropriate, trade associations and
business- oriented organizations.

"Some major
corporations
are expanding
the
representation
of their boards
of directors to
include
consumers,
social
reformers, and
minority
groups."

Where Do We Start?
Where do we start? Who is qualified to assume
the responsibility of speaking for and to business?
From my own parochial vantage point, I see the accountant in the vanguard of this effort, working with
all groups who serve the business community.
As accountants, even now we are being asked by
management to find ways of measuring their performance that go beyond financial statements and earnings
per share. We are being asked to act as consultants
both to government and to every other form of social
organization —not only for fiscal planning, but for
allocating social and human resources. We are being
asked to provide an accounting for the quality of air
and water, of education systems, and of just about
every other kind of social and cultural activity.
With the dissolution of the traditional boundaries
of our profession, we have already moved deeper and
deeper into the areas that affect the quality and nature
of our lives — social accounting. This will not force us
to abandon our present methods and traditions, any
more than the computer revolution did. Our day -today procedures, in a considerably more sophisticated
form, will serve equally well in social accounting as
it has for profitability accounting. Probably the most
important contribution we will be called upon to make
initially will be in establishing principles of social
accounting.

The New Cost Factors
The accountant is contributing to the progress being
made in the effort to solve the problems of pollution
through our manpower and methodology. Our skills
in business forecasting and projection will have an
increasingly significant impact on the complexity of
cost /value problems.
For example, the use of low sulphur fuels to produce
power has helped bring about a reduction in air pollution. But it is already evident that this
be a short
term solution. Supplies of such fuels, limited to begin
with, are becoming prohibitively expensive as electric
utilities compete for them. The obvious next step is
will

Based on our experience in this area, from surveying
corporate philanthropy and from our modest program
to provide financial guidance to struggling arts groups,
we have identified a crucial aspect of the philantropic
dilemma. Both the corporation (the donor) and the
arts organizations (the recipient) have turned to the
accountant for advice or counsel. This situation demonstrates the unique role we can play. The corporation
executive is seeking reliable information on the financial condition and management of the arts groups
which they are helping. The recipient organizations
are looking for guidance in setting up accounting
records, preparing annual reports, filing appropriate
tax returns, and finding skilled managers.
There are also programs in every city where accountants and accounting firms are providing advice to
minority groups starting up businesses. NAA has been
very active in this effort and much is being done, but
so much more has to be done. However, even in this
limited way, in only these two areas, the accounting
profession is serving as a pilot in charting the course
of corporate activity. It is providing the clarity, the
objectivity and the independent judgment necessary
for sound and enlightened decision making.
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"As the
corporation
moves into
uncharted
social terrain,
we will have
to develop
new methods
of measuring
social
progress. "

to turn to nuclear power. But that requires huge capital
investments to make the plants safe. We will be called
upon, and we have to be ready, to provide the analyses
of relative costs, thereto- pollution prospects and other
risks that will affect solutions.
Restrictions on the use of "free" air and water are
also matters of social accounting. Society now is examining costs that have always existed —costs in terms
of life and death, damaged buildings and art works,
fouled beaches, ruined foliage, and all the other noxious effects of pollution. The only difference is that
now these costs are being transferred —to the extent
that is feasible —from the community at large to those
who cause them and benefit from them.
Cause and effect become intertwined in the long
run in other ways as well. Sewage treatment reduces
water pollution, but it also produces a kind of inert
sludge as a by- product. Many communities have been
dumping this sludge into lakes and ocean waters, only
to discover lately that they are creating a new form
of pollution.
Somewhere along the line, a new cost factor will
enter the water pollution situation and a new, and
probably temporary, solution will have to be developed—at a cost and a price. How clean is clean? Who
will be able to establish a trade off of cost and benefit?
It will have to be someone whose objectivity and
neutrality is easily accepted by the community.

The Social Accountant's New Function

in

Consider the problems of population growth, food
needs, and fixed amounts of land. Who is more qualified than the accountant to become involved in planning rational land use and development, as well as
food production
terms of measurable needs, costs,
and alternative results? As social accountants, we must
be prepared to handle such intangibles as consumer
preference for products created out of the technological effort to feed the population.
What about the use of uninhabited land? Some
of it must be preserved for recreation and wild life
refuges as well as for indigenous population. But the
growth of populations and their need for food demands the development of much of this land for
farming and natural resource extraction. Tomorr ow's
accountant will have to participate in land use planning and in reclamation costs and effects on ecological
balances. He will have to participate also in the development of computerized mass transit systems to move
people, and in the allocation and preservation of
methods that will assure rational distribution of social
costs and benefits.
These are just examples drawn from one of the most
perplexing problems confronting business and society
today in achieving a clean environment. They also
demonstrate how much a part of our activity will be
social accounting.

Measuring Social Progress
The role of the social accountant in achieving a
clean environment presents us with a different challenge. As the corporation moves into unchartered
social terrain, we will have to develop new methods
of measuring social progress. The present system does
not reflect whether corporations have well formulated
14

goals for social performance or have adequate gauges
for judging whether these goals are being reached.
Sophisticated investors are beginning to be concerned
with a company's policy on minority group employment, on its attitude toward consumerism, and on how
it is contributing toward the protection of the environment.
Security analysts are trying to assess management
and are making judgments about the quality of the
human organization and its capabilities for innovation
and growth. A social audit is not the remote possibility
we thought it was five years ago.

A Quasi-Political Role
Perhaps even more than developing new methods,
the greatest change in our professional tradition will
be that, as we become social accountants, we will
necessarily take on a quasi - political role.
I am not suggesting that we abandon our professional objectivity, or become partisan advocates, but
we are going to have an impact on society that we
never dreamed. We will have to deal with'the means
of establishing relative values for the consideration
of governments and voters. By defining costs and
values, by dealing with emotion - charged issues such
as oil coated ducks and the occupational diseases of
coal miners in terms of double entry accounting, we
will make voters and legislatures aware of the social
costs they are already bearing unwittingly.
By confronting tax payers and lawmakers with the
full costs of poor quality education— especially the
billions spent on welfare payments to unemployables—we will play a vital role in reversing such trends
as the voting down of school bond issues and the
reluctance of many communities to pay the costs of
quality schooling. In this way, the accountant will
enable tax payers to recognize the opportunity to get
a return on social investment.

They Have a Future as Accountants
While I have no doubt about our qualifications to
assume leadership roles in establishing a rationale for
corporate social involvement for others, we must be
aware of our own performance. Is it one that would
inspire confidence in those looking for a rationale?
Will our contribution in the joint effort with others
serving the business community be in proportion to
our own social progress? What will our credibility be
at a time when no organization or profession can avoid
public scrutiny?
We are more and more in the public eye, and what
is even more significant, in the courts. We would be
foolish to ignore the criticisms already being directed
against us on such issues as financial reporting and
accounting principles.
What about our record with respect to minority
hiring? We have one of the worst records of minority
and women participation of any profession in the
country. We must seek out the young blacks and young
women and assure them, before they reach college,
that they have a future as accountants, either in industry or with accounting firms. The pressure to improve our social performance should not come from
the outside.
We have the kind of leadership to accomplish this
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1972

within our profession. The last thing we want is to
have social progress forced upon us by government
fiat or to have to accede to demands from outside
pressure. I am hopeful that, as we recognize the tremendous opportunities available to us, we will put
our own books in order first and then turn to our
new responsibility.

Goals for the Profession
I plan to set up, as soon as I assume my duties
as President of the NAA, a task force to establish goals
for the profession. I shall call upon the membership
of the NAA to participate with me in this effort to
set forth principles of social accounting and to improve
our own social performance. I would hope to also
involve the Institute and accounting firms throughout
the country. And I hope that our key business associations and organizations will cooperate in our investigation and conclusions.

Conclusion
Our social performance is as much a part of the
business community as that of bankers, lawyers and
engineers. If we assume the responsibility of measuring
social progress of others, then our own should provide
an example. We should be prepared for changes that
will revitalize our profession for the future.
The future does not lie before us. It is already upon
us. And we must be aware of the new challenges it
presents to us. We have demonstrated our adaptability
to change before when we accepted the challenge that
transformed our profession. In order to remain a dynamic, evolving, profession we must demonstrate our
ability to serve the progress of our society by applying
our skills in defining, measuring, and allocating our
finite resources— natural and human —that will create
the quality of life we have and have a right to expect
in the future.

"We should
be prepared
for changes
that will
revitalize our
profession for
the future."

MEMBERS ELECT NEW ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
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Clemente, Harrisburg Area; Edward F. Feith, San
Antonio; Mrs. Lillian V. Filardo, Greenwich-Stamford,
and Bliss R. Finlay, Detroit.
Also: David J. Fisher, Princeton; Elmer F. Fisher,
Frankfurt; William W. Hartmann, Central Arkansas;
Peter R. Lasusa, New York; Carlyle O. Livingston,
Conejo Valley; Gordon E. Louvau, Oakland -East Bay;
Walter L. Massie, North Texas; James W. McLeod,
Merrimack Valley; Francis T. McManus, Jr., Northern
New York; Ralph E. Meyer, Ohio Mid - Eastern; Harold
C. Moore, Baltimore; Tony J. Motekaitis, Muskegon;
John M. Newberg, Sioux City; Thomas J. O'Reilly,
Pittsburgh; John E. Overmyer, Fort Wayne; James H.
Pohl, Cuyahoga Valley, and Charles A. Rainaud, Raritan Valley.
Also elected; J. B. Rehnstrom, Cedar Rapids; John
L. Rhoads, Birmingham; Eugene M. Rock, Fox River
Valley; Robert L. Rosenblatt, Boston; William E.
Sander, Peoria; Arthur Schmaltz, Western Wayne;
Neill R. Schmeichel, Ann Arbor; Arthur T. Swick,
Chicago; Edwin T. Taylor, San Jose; Charles A. Trice,
Charlotte; Roderick G.Turner, Jr., Atlanta; Robert S.
Waligore, San Francisco; Robert F. West, Seattle;
John W. Wielde, St. Paul; Leslie E. Willis, Bangor Waterville; Guy B. Wilson, Orange County, and Raymond P. Withrow, Beaver Valley.
n

During the Annual Meeting at the Annual International Conference in Philadelphia, NAA members
elected Robert Beyer, Colorado Springs- Pueblo, President of the Association for 1972 -73. At the same time
12 international Vice Presidents were elected to office
for a term of one year.
They are: Warren W. Byrne, Illinois Northeast;
Robert L. Chaplin, Fort Wayne; Robert L. Cramer,
Mid - Florida; G. William Fahey, San Francisco; Chester R. Kennedy, Pittsburgh; William D. Lee, Orange
Coast; James E. McMillen, Central Texas; Robert B.
Oakleaf, Olean- Bradford; Robert L. Pyle, Cleveland;
Vernon C. Quarles, Delaware; Charles T. Smith, Jr.,
Atlanta; and Arthur S. Taylor, Boston.
Clemens A. Erdahl, New York, was re- elected Treasurer of the Association. This will be his third consecutive term.
Elected as international Directors to serve two years,
1972 -74, were David B. Ayres, Jr., Richmond; Jerry
M. Baldwin, Baton Rouge; Jerome F. Beeson, Boise;
Albert J. Bova, Lehigh Valley; Francis D. Bowman,
Hampton Roads; Cedric D. Bridger, Buenos Aires;
James W. Brown, Nashville; Patrick J. Callanan, East
Bergen- Rockland; Richard L. Cebrowski, Waukesha
Area; James J. Corboy, Dallas; Bruce L. Davis, Jr.,
Miami; Don D. Decker, Mid - Missouri; Donald J. Di-
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ACCOUNTING FOR
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A country club is a business, namely the business
of providing service, facilities and entertainment. The
club situation is unique in that each customer is usually
also an owner. This situation alone creates a difference
which raises some interesting problems, especially in
accounting. Unlike business in general, however, the
profit motive is absent. The break -even situation where
income equals outgo would be the ideal. However,
many special problems arise with regard to the various
accounting and management functions of a country
club, which will prevent this ideal situation from occurring.
Some of the more important problem areas are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Continuity of the board of directors
Authority of the treasurer
Extent of the club manager's control
Choice of the accounting approach
Accounts receivable procedure and control

This discussion is based on certain assumptions. We
are not concerned here with the clubs which are, in
effect, in the envious position of being able to project
the next year's cost of all the luxurious services they
can think of and then billing each member for his
share. We are, however, talking about clubs whose
operations fall within the following parameters:
1. There are a fixed number of members, each owning
a voting share of stock.
2. Monthly dues are paid by the members and the
dues level is raised only by approval of the shareholder members. (Consequently, dues are only
raised to keep from getting too far behind.)
3. Since the levying of an assessment also must be
approved by the shareholder members, these levies
are few and far between, even when urgently
needed.
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There are included in the club's operation the
following activities: clubhouse, dining room and
bar operations, golf, swimming pool, tennis; and
the one which is most demanding in its cost,
grounds maintenance.
The control and management of the club are entrusted to a board of directors, and each is a shareholder member.

Continuity of the Board of Directors
The first question that comes to mind is: How do
you, as a member, go about contributing your time
to the club? The answer to this question is that, to
be effective to any degree, you must get yourself
elected to the board of directors as treasurer. After
this is accomplished, it would be a good idea to get
a copy of the club's bylaws and read the section dealing
with tenure, and find out how long you are going to
be on the board. If the tenure of the treasurer is only
a year, then it will be a waste of time. A year does
not give an individual enough time to implement a
good accounting system or even to become acquainted
with the individuals involved.
The lack of continuity of the board is at the heart
of many clubs' accounting problems. A change of
treasurer has an unsettling effect as far as the club's
accountant or bookkeeper is concerned and looking
forward to having a new boss every two or three years
does not provide much security. In addition, over the
long term, the club's bookkeeping system is in a constant state of change, first adequate and then inadequate. This is because each new treasurer is different;
some have accounting backgrounds and some do not;
and some are merely apathetic.

Authority of the Treasurer
At this point it would be wise to look at another
section of the bylaws to find out how much authority
you have. If it reads something like this, you are in
luck:
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"DUTIES OF THE TREASURER. The Treasurer
shall receive all fees, dues, and other revenues
of the Club, deposit such funds in one or more
banks designated and approved by the Board,
and disburse the same as directed by the Board.
He shall keep accounts of his receipts and disbursements and shall submit a report thereof
to the Board at each monthly meeting. A summary of his detailed report of the financial
transactions of the Club for the preceding fiscal
year shall be embodied in the Annual Report
of the Board. His books and accounts shall be
audited at least once each year by a public
accountant or other qualified party selected by
the Board. He shall be authorized to employ,
discharge, and fix rates of compensation for one
or more Bookkeepers or Auditors, and to delegate portions of his duties to such employees.
He shall perform such other duties as may be
assigned to him by the Board or as are usually
regarded as incident to the office of Treasurer."
From a practical standpoint, there will undoubtedly
be restrictions put on the actions of the treasurer, such
as:
.. provided, however, that the authority to
discharge employees shall rest in the Board."
11

It is a good idea to know what restrictions exist before
you proceed further.

Extent of the Club Manager's Control
With your authority established, the next thing to
consider is how much authority the club manager has.
Some clubs tend to delegate too much authority to
the club manager. His authority may include all of
the following: the right to hire and fire employees
(including the bookkeeper), the right to give raises,
sign payroll checks, purchase all foods, beverages and
supplies, approve all invoices for payment, and pay
all bills. If this situation exists, some internal accounting ctmtrols are needed, and herein lies a problem
which involves two factors.
First, the board members, in most instances, cannot
give their undivided attention to the club's operations
and someone is needed to coordinate and give day -today supervision to the operation of the club's different
departments — clubhouse, golf, grounds, swimming
pool, tennis, and to the bookkeeper. In order to effectively perform this function, the manager must be
given a great deal of responsibility and authority.
Second, regardless of how many accounting controls
and restrictions are imposed, in the final analysis you
have to depend on the integrity of the club manager.
Consequently, a considerable amount of time and
thought must be given to setting up accounting controls and defining the authority of the manager.
Integrity brings up another point —good club managers don't come cheap. Also, they are difficult to
retain. They are very mobile, and they often change
jobs to better their economic condition. and to advance
to more prestigious clubs. Good club managers are
generally well paid and therefore, as treasurer and
chairman of the finance committee, you should be
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aware that a substantial amount of money must be
provided in the budget for the club manager's salary.

Choice of the Accounting Approach
An easy way out is to contract a private or public
accounting firm to handle all the bookkeeping and
accounting functions. However, in most cases, the cost
of such service would be prohibitive. Another approach
would be to hire an accountant. This, however,
presents yet another problem. Although the board
members are mainly businessmen, it is surprising how
often many of them will take the antiquated attitude
that the accounting and bookkeeping functions are
a necessary evil and the money could be put to better
use on the golf course. Consequently, the absolute
minimum is budgeted for these accounting services.
In addition, what can the small club offer a prospective
professional besides a salary, even if it is reasonable?
Usually, there are very few fringe benefits, no guarantee of job security or retirement plan, and no thrift
plan, accrual of sick time or long vacations. Moreover,
there is no chance for promotion.
Another alternative is to hire a bookkeeper or clerk
and, for internal control, have someone with an accounting background prepare the monthly bank reconciliations, journal entries and financial statements.
However, it is well to remember that even bookkeepers
quit, get sick, or for other reasons do not attend to
their duties. Since country clubs usually stay open six
or seven days a week, the accounts receivable procedures must be performed almost daily. Also the payroll
must be prepared on time and payroll taxes must be
paid when due. If this work is unattended for a period
of two or three weeks, even an experienced person
stepping in to straighten it out would find complete
chaos. The truth of the matter is that two bookkeepers
are needed, one as a backup even if it is only on a
part-time basis.

,,...

good club

managers
don't come
cheap."

Locating the Bookkeeping Office
Another problem is where to locate the bookkeeping
office. Ideally, it should be conveniently located in
the clubhouse, but this arrangement has its drawbacks.
First, the atmosphere created by a social club environment can make concentration very difficult. Who, for
instance, can do a good job of payroll preparation
when music is playing full blast and you are frequently
interrupted by members who have tippled a few and
just want to talk? Since country clubs are owned by
the members, the bookkeeper must be careful never
to offend. After all, offend one member and you might
find that he is on the board the following year with
the express intent of firing you. Consequently, contact
between the bookkeeper and the members in this
atmosphere should be avoided. Also to be avoided,
of course, is putting the bookkeeper in some vacated
storage room that was not intended for an office.

Supervision
If a bookkeeper is hired, it must be decided who
is to provide the necessary day - today supervision.
Since you, the treasurer, will not have the time, the
logical alternative is the manager. If it is to be the
manager, then serious consideration should be given
to the following points.
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"... you will

find that most
individuals
become
dedicated to
the job and
accustomed to
the extra
income within
a short period
of time."

Most boards will retain the authority to give raises
to and fire the bookkeeper. Consequently, the individual will be working for one person while being paid
by another. This arrangement weakens the manager's
ability to supervise effectively.
Often there is as much as 100 percent turnover in
operating personnel within a year after a new manager
is employed. This turnover frequently includes the
bookkeeper, even though the manager may not have
the authority to fire him. For the accounting and
bookkeeping system to function, there must be complete cooperation between the manager and the bookkeeper. When this cooperation breaks down and
someone has to be replaced in order for the system
to function, it would not be the highly paid hard -toreplace manager who otherwise is doing a good job.
Regardless of the amount of accounting training the
manager has had, he will eventually become food and
bar cost oriented.' These measurements of efficiency
reflect directly on the manager who is in complete
control in this area as opposed, for instance, to grounds
maintenance, where no revenue is generated and expenditures are allocated by the board. Consequently,
any decision the manager might make concerning the
bookkeeping system would reflect this cost orientation.

Hire People from Local Industry
Another good solution to the accounting problem
is to use people already employed in local industry.
There are many qualified management accountants
who have good full -time positions but would be more
than willing to take on an additional job. This approach has several advantages: for one thing, it is the
least costly of any of the approaches discussed above
and eliminates the concern over promotions and
fringes. Also, this individual would be in a position
to select and pay other specialists within his firm —
secretaries, payroll clerks, bookkeepers, and even other
accountants —to perform the various accounting duties
after their regular working hours.
' Although the Club Managers Association of America (C
A) offers advice
and instructions in bookkeeping to its members, few club managers possess a
thorough working knowledge of accounting and bookkeeping.

This approach follows the preferred accounting
practice of dividing the accounting duties and assigning them to as many different individuals as possible.
It also lessens the burden placed on any one individual
and eliminates the need to depend on one person.
In short, you always have a backup. Additionally, the
accountant would report to the treasurer and need
not be supervised on a day -to -day basis by the manager.
Moreover, the bookkeeping would not be done at
the club, eliminating the disadvantage of working in
a club atmosphere. Also eliminated would be the
interruptions generally associated with clubhouse located employees, such as answering the telephone
to take reservations and other messages, and the addressing and mailing of announcements and bulletins.
Even if this means hiring an additional person to
perform these nonaccounting duties, the club would
still be better off financially than if any other approach
is used.
In this way, stability of the accounting system can
also be achieved. Even though the working hours may
be inconvenient, you will find that most individuals
become dedicated to the job and accustomed to the
extra income within a short period of time.

Accounts Receivable Procedure and Control
The most important area in a club's bookkeeping
system is the accounts receivable procedure. Losing
control of this procedure for just one month can cost
the club a good deal of money. The first thing to
consider is the type of ticket that will be used to record
the types of goods sold and services rendered, the
amounts charged, and the signatures of the members
in order that each member's account may be properly
posted.
The selection of the ticket, of course, will depend
on whether or not the volume justifies the use of
electronic data processing (EDP) equipment. If it does,
then someone is sure to suggest that, in order to avoid
a lot of problems, a card system should be instituted
much like the one used by American Express. Each
member would be given a plastic card with his name
and number embossed on it. The card is used to print

Exh i bi t 1
CH A R G E T IC K E T

DATE

AMOUNT

MEMBER NO

COUNT RY CLUB

REFERENCE NO
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AMOUNT

BRATIATY
TOTAL
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$
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_

MEMBER N0.

0
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this information on the charge ticket that the member
signs. This eliminates the possibility of a good number
of mistakes and is a good idea, but there is the cost
to consider, and this method also implies placing a
restriction on the members. First of all, what can you
do about all those kids at the swimming pool who
are buying cokes, milk shakes and hamburgers? Are
they going to be required to carry the card at all times?
If Johnny dropped his card in the pool, does he have
to go home until a new card is issued? Second, what
happens if a member is entertaining some important
business friends and realizes at ticket - signing time that
his card is in the coat he just sent to the cleaners?
This type of member restriction has a tendency to
break down completely in a short time. It is like the
restriction often imposed to eliminate the problems
of handling cash, i.e., absolutely no cash purchases strictly charge. If one member doesn't want his wife
to know how much he is spending at the club each
month and states that he will only pay cash, the system
breaks down.
Some of these problems may be bypassed by the
selection of a data processing charge ticket. Exhibit
1 is an example of a charge ticket that is compatible
with a cash register system. There are several types

Amount
31.20
3.90
11.69
$46.79

$

0443
0443
0453
0453
0453
0453
0453
0453
0453
0453
0453
0455
0455
0455
0455
0455
0455
0455

0461
0461
0461
0461

0462
0463
0463

4; 23
2.14
6.37

1.98
1.46
27.03
2.45
1.10
1.10
.89
1.98
1.98
$39.97
4.90
7.67
6.89
6.84
3.10
5.53
19.51
$54.44

Number of
tickets

3

permanent
number to
each
member."

Total previous balances
Total current dues
Total current charges
Total current mist charges
Total cash tickets
Total month charges
Total accounts receivable
Total unused minimum

$7,215.29
$12,592.00
$13,936.96
$15.98
$43.40
$26,544.94
$33,760.23
$17,452.78

2

Exhibit 4
STATEMENT OF MEMBER'S ACCOUNT
SEPT. 1, 1971

9

MR. CLUB MEMBER
STREET ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE
PRIOR BALANCE (1)
CURRENT DUES
CURRENT CHARGES (3)
CURRENT MISC. CHARGES
TOTAL CURRENT CHARGES
TOTAL BILL NOW DUE (2)

7

5.74
1.31
5.69
1.31
$14.05

4

19.51
$19.51

1

1.93
11.69
$13.62

2
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"The first step
is to assign a

Exhibit 3
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SUMMARY
AUGUST, 1971

Exhibit 2
CHARGE TICKET RECAP
AUGUST 1971
Member
no.
0442
0442
0442

of cash registers and cash register systems available.
When making your selection, bear in mind that the
system used must be in keeping with the casual atmosphere of a country club. The system should not
inconvenience the members nor give them the impression that they belong to a cafeteria.
To have an efficient billing procedure and at the
same time maintain complete control of accounts
receivables, the following procedures are suggested.
They are based on the assumptions that (1) the
members are billed monthly for dues and charges; (2)
there are several types of memberships, i.e., shareholder member, senior member, junior member, etc.,
and that they pay different amounts of dues; (3) there
is a quarterly minimum; (4) computer time must be
kept to a minimum; and (5) the EDP procedures are
to be kept simple and include no costly frills.
The first step is to assign a permanent number to
each member. Member numbers should be grouped.
For example, 100 through 599 would be assigned to
shareholder members, 600 through 799 assigned to
senior members, etc. This number must be placed on
each ticket the member signs, and it can be done,
with a minimum of inconvenience, by the member,
waitress, or bookkeeper.

60.00
56.79
3.21

442

$10.00
$30.00
46.79
NONE
76.79
$86.79

MINIMUM (QUARTERLY)
CUMULATIVE CHARGES AGAINST MINIMUM
(INCLUDES CASH TICKETS)
BALANCE (IF ANY) ON MINIMUM

(1) THIS AMOUNT IS NOW CONSIDERED TO BE DELINQUENT, AND, PURSUANT
TO SECTION X, ARTICLE X OF THE CLUB'S BY -LAW S, FAILURE TO PAY SUCH
AMOUNTS W ITHIN 15 DAYS WILL SUBJECT MEMBER TO SUSPENSION.
(2) THIS INCLUDES CHARGES THROUGH 25TH OF PRIOR MONTH PLUS DUES FOR
CURRENT MONTH. SHOW MEMBER NO. ON ALL PAYMENT CHECKS.
(3) NO CREDIT WILL BE ALLOWED FOR IMPROPERLY CHARGED TICKETS UNLESS
SUCH TICKETS ARE RETURNED TO THE CLUB.
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" . . . most clubs

cannot afford,
nor do they
need, to have
their own EDP
equipment."

Preliminary Processing
1. Add gratuity and tax to member charge tickets and
foot. (See Exhibit 1.)
2. Separate cash tickets from charge tickets and check
them against cash register tape.
3. On the charge tickets, run separate tapes on all
subtotals, i.e., food and bar sales, taxes, tips, and
totals. Check food and bar sales against the cash
register tape.
4. If payments on member accounts are not a part
of the EDP procedure, then a simple ledger should
be maintained in order to give data processing a
list of accounts that are not paid in full at the
time of billing.
5. Provide data processing information on all exceptions.
a. Address changes
b. New members
c. Member status changes
d. Returned charge tickets

EDP Procedures for Billing

10. Prior balance cards, if any, cumulative charges
against minimum (all months except first month
of each quarter), all charge cards and master name
and address cards are merged together by member
number. The Accounts Receivable Summary, Exhibit 3, presents the cumulative receivable status,
including the current month's transactions.
11. Statements of members' accounts, Exhibit 4, are
run. Cumulative cards are summary - punched for
all months except the last month of each quarter
at which time the amount, balance on minimum,
is automatically transferred to the current month's
charges.
12. The carbon is then removed from the billing
statements and the forms are burst. The first copy
of each statement is cut for mailing in window type envelopes.
13. All charge cards (cash tickets pulled out and kept
separate) are given to the bookkeeper along with
the billing statements.
14. A few members pay dues by the year or for several
months in advance. This causes the billing statement prepared by data processing to be wrong
and therefore these must be prepared by hand.
15. Within the computer program are stored the dues
paid by the different classes of membership, and
if the member is exempt from the minimum
charge. This is accomplished by the grouping of
member numbers.

n

1. The charge tickets received from the bookkeeper
are batched by day (a tape total is attached to
each day's transactions). The charge and cash
tickets that do not apply to the minimum are
put in a special group.
2. Charge tickets are key - punched. These keypunched cards are referred to as "charge cards."
(Any errors the key -punch operator makes are
Unfortunately, most clubs cannot afford, nor do
repunched on colored top cards for ease in finding they need, to have their own EDP equipment. They
at a later step.)
can contract to have the work done. This alternative
3. Charge cards are then interpreted (the printing has its drawbacks, however. The person who performs
of the information punched in the cards across Procedure No. 6 above must be completely familiar
the top of each card).
with the signature of each member (some signatures
4. Cards are then tabbed by day on the computer. look more like a mark than a signature) and be aware
If the totals vary by more than 50 cents on the of the families that have the same last name. In
day's total, then each card is checked for its cor- addition, during the summer months when the young
rectness in punching.
children using the pool sign their own name to the
5. After all the charge cards for the month's activity charge ticket instead of the member's name, it requires
are punched and balanced, they are then sorted knowing the names of the member's family, especially
by member number and match - merged on the where there are several members with small children
collator against the master name cards. This with the same last name.
operation pulls from the file all erroneous
Before sending the billing statements to the
member numbers.
members, the accounts receivable summary received
6. The cards must be checked manually one by one from data processing should be checked against the
against an up -to -date membership list to see if accounts receivable control and verified. Once again,
the proper member number is on each card. In each name should be checked on each card before
other words, it often happens that a member will placing the cards with the billing statement in the
sign his card and for various reasons another envelope.
member's number will be put on the card. No
amount of machine match - merging against a mas- Conclusion
ter deck will ever catch this type of error.
This article is an effort to present certain potential
7. The charge ticket recap, Exhibit 2, lists each ticket problem areas which, in accounting for country clubs,
by member number with a total for each number. tend more or less to determine the effectiveness of
8. Prior balance cards are key - punched and balanced. a club's financial policies. In some cases a possible
9. All changes to master name and address cards and solution to a specific problem is suggested; however,
cumulative charges against minimum cards are each club and each situation will differ and, as a result,
key - punched and checked.
each solution will also differ.
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SOCIAL CLUBS:
ACCOUNTING FOR
UNRELATED
BUSINESS INCOME
The Trouble Begins When Club Facilities Are Used By
Non - members. Are They Guests Of Members? Does Their
Recreation Or Entertainment Serve A Personal Purpose Of The
Members?

"The experience of the Treasury Department
has been that the securing of returns from Social
Clubs has been a source of expense and annoyance and has resulted in the collection of
either no tax or an amount which is practically
negligible." '

By Benjamin C. Mahrle

Historical Development
When Congress first exempted social clubs from
income taxation in the Revenue Act of 1916, the effort
required in obtaining returns from these clubs was
considered an "annoyance" not likely to produce significant tax revenue. The official explanation was:
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

The basis for exemption was very well stated in the
original language, which is still found in Section 501
(c) (7) of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. It provided
for the exemption from Federal income taxes of the
income of any club:
. . organized and operated exclusively for
pleasure, recreation, and other non - profitable
purposes, no part of the net income of which
inures to the benefit of any private stockholder
or member." Z

".

As our tax laws become more and more complex, the
maintenance of accurate accounting records becomes
even more of a necessity. In the design of accounting
systems for small businesses, tax return requirements
are often a major factor. The average commercial
enterprise generally will have a CPA to advise it with
respect to what must be done to meet IRS record
keeping requirements. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case with many of our social clubs. With
"management" changing hands annually there is often
a lack of overall tax planning.
Often, members of the accounting profession will
find themselves on the "management team" of a social
club. If they are to perform the accounting function
in an effective, professional manner, they should familiarize themselves with some of the basics of the
applicable tax laws and how the club's records must
be designed to substantiate income and deductions.
This article will point out some of the intricacies
of the current tax laws affecting social clubs. The
various suggestions presented here for meeting the
requirements set down by the Internal Revenue Service will hopefully assist the management accountant
in doing a better job of serving his club.

The underlying thought was that these clubs were
merely a pooling of funds by individual taxpayers for
the purpose of providing recreational or other services
for themselves without profit expectations. The only
motive was the mutual sharing and minimizing of
recreational and entertainment expenses that would
otherwise have been incurred by the members individually. Such activities are still exempt, but have come
under very close scrutiny by the Service.
The Revenue Act of 1950 was designed to put the
unrelated businesses of most exempt organizations on
a par with private enterprises by applying an income
1
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"Almost all
clubs receive
some part of
their gross
receipts from
non - member
sales, or
investments."

tax at the corporate rate.' This application was retained in the 1954 Internal Revenue Code.' Prior to
1950, the "destination of income" doctrine had prevailed.`
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 then extended the
unrelated business income tax to all exempt organizations except U.S. instrumentalities.° This affected
many exempt organizations, including social clubs,
which had previously been excluded from the rules.
However, it was not until May 13, 1971, that the
Internal Revenue Service proposed regulations' for
determining the unrelated business taxable income of
all social clubs. On that day the IRS announced new
guidelines 6 for its agents to use in determining the
effect of gross receipts from unrelated business activities on a club's exemption from Federal income taxes.
The 1969 Tax Reform Act declared that a social
club's entire gross income, less amounts the club can
prove to be exempt (and less directly related expenses)
are taxable' It also included investment income in
the unrelated business income category. The reasoning
here was "if a social club were to receive $10,000 of
untaxed income from investments and securities, it
could use that $10,000 to reduce the cost or increase
the services it provides to members. In such case, the
exemption for that income will no longer simply result
in allowing individuals to join together for recreation
or pleasure without tax consequences." 1 1 In effect,
members would have been using tax -free income that
would not have been tax -free if received individually
for their social purposes.

Enter Complications

Revenue Procedure 71 -17 provides that if gross receipts from the general public are not in excess of
$2,500, or 5 percent of total annual gross receipts,
whichever is greater, the club's exempt status will not
be jeopardy because of such receipts." As this factor
is exceeded the club must shift substantiation of its
exempt purpose to other factors. From a practical
standpoint this might prove difficult. Gross receipts
from the general public include amounts paid to the
club directly by non - members, receipts from visiting
members of other exempt clubs under reciprocal
agreements 11 and any other amounts paid by other
than club members for themselves, their dependents
or guests.
It is of interest to note that the House Committee
on Ways and Means reported a proposal in March
thatwould redesign the $2,500 or 5 percent test. Under
the proposal, up to 25 percent of gross receipts, including investment income, could come from non- member
sources with 15 percent coming from the use of club
facilities by the general public. If these guidelines are
exceeded, the club's exemption would then be tested
under a new "substantially all" requirement replacing
the present requirement that the club be organized
and operated "exclusively" for non -profit purposes.
What form this proposal will take on final passage
by Congress, or whether it will pass at all, remains
to be seen.
AUDIT ASSUMPT IONS

For purposes of administering the tax law, Revenue
Procedure 71 -17 transmits some basic assumptions to
be applied in the determination of exempt function
income. The requirements applicable to these basic
assumptions are as follows:

The trouble begins when club facilities are used by
non- members. Are they guests of members? Does their
recreation or entertainment serve a personal purpose
of the members?
1. "Where a group of eight or fewer individuals, at
Obviously, if the general public is permitted full
least one of whom is a member, use club facilities,
access to the club's facilities there can be little connecit will be assumed for audit purposes that the
tion between their use of the club and the personal
non - members are the guests of the member... ,"
or social purposes of the club members. A business,
in competition with taxable enterprises, has been 2. "Where 75 percent or more of a group using club
facilities are members, it will likewise be assumed
launched and will be taxed on an equal basis with
for
audit purposes that the non- members in the
other businesses entered into for profit. On the other
group
are guests of members... ," and
end of the scale we find a member and his family
entertaining an out -of -town relative or holding their 3. "In all other situations, a host -guest relationship
daughter's wedding reception at the club. This cerwill not be assumed but must be substantiated."
tainly is within the legitimate entertainment purposes
of the member and should be exempt from taxation.
Although provided as a guide with reference to
But what of the many varieties of situations in determining continued exempt status, there is every
between? There must be some point at which the likelihood that, absent guidelines to the contrary,
exempt and non - exempt activities can be segregated. revenue agents will tend to use the same assumptions
What we are really talking about here are two dis- when making a determination of unrelated business
tinctly separable subjects: tax exempt status and unre- taxable income.
lated business income. To say that the former is only
an extreme case of the latter is a gross oversimplifica- Unrelated Business Income
tion.
The general rule states that unrelated business taxable income is the gross income received from any trade
Tax Exempt Status
or business regularly carried on, that is, unrelated to
THE $ 2,5 0 0 OR 5 PERCENT T EST
the exempt purpose for which the organization was
The social club that operates exclusively for formed, less normal business deductions which are
members, their dependents and guests is conspicuous directly connected with such trade or business."
today by its almost total absence. Almost all clubs
There is also a special rule that applies to social
receive some part of their gross receipts from non- clubs that has taken a slightly different, more restricmember sales, or investments.
tive approach. The special rule states that:
22
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.. the term `unrelated business taxable income' means the gross income (excluding any
exempt function income), less the deductions
... which are directly connected with the production of the gross income (excluding exempt
function income) . . . " "
Exempt function income is further defined as only
income received from members in furtherance of the
club's exempt purpose. 15
In comparing the general rule and the special rule
a basic difference in their approaches to unrelated
business taxable income is revealed. The general rule
looks directly to the unrelated trade or business for
its application. The special rule for social clubs takes
into account all income of the organization and backs
out only that which can be shown to be related to
the exempt purpose. In this way, not only unrelated
business income but passive investment income is
taxed." The approach to taxable income is thus much
more inclusive for the social club, making adequate
detailed record keeping even more necessary.

old IRS favorite "all others." More precisely it is
parties of nine or more individuals having more than
25 percent non - members, and the record keeping requirements are legion. Generally stated, they are: "

"Unless you

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

you will most

Date
Total number in party
Non - members in party
Total charges
Non - member charges
Charges paid by non - members
Member's signed statement indicating the amount
of any reimbursement for non - member charges
8. Where a member's employer will ultimately pay
for the charges, the member's signed statement
indicating name of employer, each non - member's
name, business or other relationship, and purpose
of the member being served by the non - member's

are the club's
first treasurer,
likely find an
accounting
system already
in operation."

presence
9. Member's signed statement substantiating any gratuitous payment or reimbursement of charges by
a non - member (other than the member's employer)

Record Keeping Requirements
Unless you are the club's first treasurer, you will
most likely find an accounting system already in
operation. The adequacy of the system to meet day to -day operating requirements can vary widely, but
absence of the following suggested adjustments to the
system could have costly tax consequences.

Exhibit 1
SOCIAL CLUB RESERVATION REQUEST
Important! The information contained on this form is required by the Federal Income
Tax Laws. The form, and your answers, will be subject to review by the Internal Revenue
Service and verification of your answers may be required In the event of examination
by an Internal Revenue Agent.
I,

RECEIPTS
The classes of sales for basic record keeping can
be initially divided into three groups:
1. Sales to parties of eight or fewer individuals,
2. Sales to parties of nine or more individuals, and
3. Sales to parties of all sizes that do not include
any members.
The first two divisions arise from the IRS audit
assumption that as long as a group of eight or fewer
individuals includes at least one club member, the
non - members will be considered guests of the
member." The third division is quite logically going
to be taxable and will not be discussed directly.
There are just two points to be substantiated for
the smaller member group: size and the presence of
a member. The size of the party is very easily accomplished by providing a space on the charge ticket
for the hostess or other club employee to enter the
total number of individuals. A member's signature and
account number should prove his presence as well as
aid in charging his account. No further records are
required of the small groups.
Record keeping requirements for the parties of nine
or more individuals are further subdivided into two
categories. The first is parties including at least 75
percent members. Records substantiating the total size
of the party and some proof of the numbers in attendance are required. A statement over the signature
of the member arranging for the party should provide
some support, but a guest book bearing the signatures
of all attending members and guests is recommended.
The second subdivision of the larger parties is that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

, Club Account No.
(Print Name)
reservation of the
to be held between the hours of
and
day of
197 -

apply for
Room of the Club for a function
on the

W ith respect to said function, I hereby represent as follows: (Check each applicable
box and answer each applicable question.)
1. ❑ ❑The❑function❑will❑be❑my❑own❑private❑party❑attended❑only❑by❑me❑and❑my
bona fide guests and I will not be reimbursed for any part of the expenses
thereof.
2. ❑ ❑I❑will❑be❑reimbursed❑for❑all❑or❑a❑part❑of❑the❑expenses❑of❑the❑function.
(If you have checked the No. 2 box, supply the following Information.)
(a) Name and address of the person or company providing reimbursement

(b) My relationship to such person or company is

(c) T he purpose of the function is

(d) Approximate number of people expected at function
(e) Approximate number of Club members expected at function
I understand that if the function described above is held at the Club and If I have
checked the No. 2 box above or more than 25% of my guests are non - members, I
will be supplied an additional form which I must fill out and return to the Club after
the function is held.
Dated

Member's Signature
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"The most
efficient, least
painful manner
of compiling
such
seemingly
voluminous
detail... is to
let the
member do it
himself with a
questionnaire."

These same records must be kept if reimbursement
or payment is made by the member, his employer or
another person and apply to both business and personal entertainment. Direct payment or reimbursemerit by a member's employer would not be considered
the same as though paid by the member without
reimbursement."
The most efficient, least painful manner of compiling such seemingly voluminous detail, as well as lending support to its validity, is to let the member do
it himself with a questionnaire. This document should
be completed and signed by the club member making
the initial arrangements for the event. If there is any
doubt as to the category a particular event will fall
into, all of the above data should be compiled, including the guest book.
A suggested two -part questionnaire is illustrated by
Exhibits 1 and 2. Exhibit 1 should be completed by
the member when the initial arrangements for the
event are being made. This document can also be used
by the Board of Directors as an application form if
such is the club's policy. Exhibit 2 would be used where
all nine items of information listed above are required.
Most of the dollar amounts would be completed by
club personnel prior to forwarding the form to the
member for completion.
EXPENSES
Revenue Procedure 71 -17 is very explicit about the
records required to be kept which relate to receipts.
Its silence regarding expenses can presumably be interpreted at this stage to indicate that normal record

keeping requirements are essentially adequate to support a deduction.
The proposed regulations allow a deduction for
all expenses directly attributable to the unrelated
business activity. Thus, the cost system must be designed in such a way that the direct expenses can first
be identified. Even though the nature of a direct
expense is identified, there may still be problems in
allocation between exempt and unrelated business
receipts.
Overhead items are considered expenses incurred
for both exempt and non - exempt purposes and the
proposed regulations provide for allocation on a "reasonable basis." For example, assume that a club pays
its manager a salary of $10,000 a year. If the manager
devotes 10 percent of his time to the production of
unrelated business gross income, a deduction of $1,000
would be allowable in computing unrelated business
taxable income. 21
The exact design of such an accounting system will
vary considerably among clubs, but should reflect the
goal of supporting a maximum allocation of both
direct and indirect expenses to the taxable business
activities. One problem in this area may come from
the term "reasonable basis." This can be interpreted
into an infinite number of allocation methods. T o
protect the club's deduction, the system should be
flexible enough to support not only the basis of allocation being used but any other "reasonable basis" the
Service may seek to impose. This one phrase is very
likely to cause considerable controversy in the future.
Be prepared.

Parting Thoughts
Exhibit 2
SOCIAL CLUB EXPENSE REPORT
Important! The information contained on this form is required by the Federal Income
Tax laws. The form, and your answers, will be subject to review by the Internal Revenue
Service and verification of your answers may be required in the event of examination
by an Internal Revenue Agent.
1, the
the

Club Account No.
, reserved
Room of the Club for a function held on
day of

, 197

With respect to said function, I hereby represent as follows:
(Answer each applicable question.)
1. For said function, the Club has billed me $
2. Of the said amount billed, i
reimbursed to me by

You may be asking yourself at this point whether
tax exempt status is really worth all the effort. The
question has merit. This may be a good time to take
a close look at the club's operations from the standpoint of just how much is being saved by the exempt
status. There are many factors involved, such as local
ordinances, liquor license fees, state taxes, etc., all of
which may be affected by a change of status and should
be taken into consideration.
❑

1

H.R. Rep. No. 922, 64th Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1916).
Revenue Act of 1916, Sec. I1 (a).
sP. L. 814, 81st Cong., Sec. 301.
t Sec. 511, 512, 513.
2

been or will be

3. Of the said amount reimbursed or to be reimbursed to me, S
Is related to persons who are not members of the Club.
4. If a large number of non- membem attended the function and they are readily
identifiable as a particular class of individuals, complete the following
statements:
Class of Individuals
Relationship to me
5. If the preceding question Is Inapplicable, use the other side of this form
to list the names of each non-member who attended the function and his
business or other relationship to you.

5
Until New York University became the largest noodle manufacturer in the US.
(Mueller Co. v. Commr., 190 F. 2d 120), the "destination of income" doctrine
prevailed. This doctrine held basically that the source of income was irrelevant
if profits were used for an exempt purpose. See Trinidad V. Swgrada Orden &
Predicadors, 263 U.S. 578, 1 USTC Par. 88 (1914); Roches Beach, Inc. v. Comm.,
35 BTA 1087 (1937), rev'd, % F. 2d 776, 381 USTC Par. 9302, Ct. D. 1359,
1938 -2 CB 230.
' P. L. 91 -172, Sec. 121.

'Prop. Regs. Sec. 1.512 (a) Sec. 121.
sRev. Proc. 71 -17, 1971 -22 IRB (6/1/71).
° Sec. 512 (a).
IcaH. R. Rep. No. 413, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 48 (1969).
11

See note 8 above.
Previously considered the same as club members under Rev. Proc. 64 -36, 1964.2
CB %2 (superseded by Rev. Proc. 71 -17 effective June 30. 1971).
"Prop. Rep. Sec. 1.512 (a) (1).
12

14

Prop. Regs. Sec. 1.512 (a) (3) (A).
" Prop. Regs. Sec. 1.512 (a) (3) (B).

16

(a

Investment income is excluded from taxation if set aside from certain rcl' oua
charitable, scientific, literary or other purposes. Prop. Regs. Sec. 1.512
-3(c)
(3) (W)
17
See note 8, above, Sec. 3.03.
"See note 8, above, Sec. 4.0314.039.

Member's Signature

19

Prop. Regs. Sec. 1.512
m See note 7 above.
21

24

(2) -3

(c) (2) (ii).

Prop. Regs. Sec. 1.512 (a) -3 (B) (5).
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CONTRACTED EDP
IN A SMALL BUSINESS
The Most Logical Approach From Which You May Still Obtain
The Many Benefits That Can Be Derived From Data Processing
Is To Venture Into It Gradually By Means Of A Qualified Service Bureau

By Ernst H. Schreiner
Our business involves the manufacture and distribution of ice cream and shake mixes over a four -state
area. Our drivers have individual routes and maintain
an inventory on their trucks from which to service
customers on either two or three delivery days per
week. Since we were already making frequent deliveries, we thought that other supply items used by
drive -in stands could be handled and delivered at the
same time on an "order" basis. Because of the increased business that would result, and because of the
statistical comparisons that could be made by the
Accounting Department, a major decision for our
company was to decide whether or not we were large
enough for EDP.
Many small companies have a fear of using electronic data processing as a practical way of solving
their day to day problems. Some managements fear
that data processing will involve them with costly
rentals and costly technicians.
The fact of the matter is that it is not at all necessary
to go to an elaborate installation of data processing
equipment. The most logical approach from which
you may still obtain the many benefits that can be
derived from data processing is to venture into it
gradually by means of a qualified service bureau. The
service bureau should be chosen with care. The bureau
heads should have ample experience, integrity, and
the competence to assist in the programming, planning, and completion of timely reports with minimal
delay. Also, other clients of the service bureau should
be consulted and their experiences with the bureau
should be evaluated.
A determination should be made as to what type
of reports would be most valuable in assisting management to solve its problems and in administering and
properly policing the areas covered. The best approach
is to "let your imagination run away with itself." Try
to envision every conceivable bit of information that
could be valuable to management, even at a later date.
Leave a possible opening for as many of these areas
as you can for later applications and management
reports. In our case, it was determined that the cost
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

of processing would be comparable to the clerical cost
of keeping necessary data for management. However,
electronic data processing had the capability of producing far more detailed reports in a much shorter
titre.

System Development
After contacting a number of service bureaus, we
located a rapidly growing firm that was equipped to
fill our anticipated needs. After reviewing our needs,
they gave us a fixed price proposal for programming,
plus monthly charges based on the number of line
item entries, cost of updating master cards, and cost
of stationery used. In view of our past practice of
preparing weekly statements with daily invoice extensions, we accepted their suggestion to prepare a weekly
statement - invoice combination (Exhibit 1). The statement- invoice shows in detail a description of the items
purchased on each delivery, extended invoice totals,
and tax additions (where applicable). It also shows
the accounts receivable balance forwarded, payments
on account, adjustments, and any discounts applied.
The bureau also suggested that our customers, numbering about 700, be assigned a customer number,
staggered within a 10,000 number series, so as to be
basically alphabetic when run in customer number
order. Since we pre- headed our invoices by addressograph before delivery, it was a simple matter to add
the customer number and sales territory on the customer name plate.

E. H. SCHREINER
Akron Chapter (York
1960), is Chief
Accountant,
Stop -N -Go Division,
Reiter Foods,Inc.,
Akron, Ohio. He holds
a B.C.S. degree in
Accounting from the
Detroit Institute of
Technology. Mr.
Schreiner was
awarded a Certificate
of Recognition for this
article.
This article was
submitted through the
Akron Chapter.

Forms Design
The layout of the data to appear on the statement- invoice to the customer was the most complex
of all the problems. It required nearly all of the 4,000
memory storage units on the data center's computer.
The statement is made up in continuous form, with
copies in triplicate; the original is mailed to the customer, the second copy is filed by customer number
(representing the accounts receivable ledger equivalent) and the third copy is sent to the branch out
of which deliveries were made for its parallel information. The original stub is left with the original statement copy to be returned with the remittance, the
25

"The
statement invoice
form
represents an
entire week's
activity."

second copy of the stub is given to the salesman to
provide him with detailed customer activity in purchases, as well as the balance of the account. The third
copy of the stub is used for driver collection follow -up
when needed to collect for a previous bill or the
balance due. This arrangement provides for a full
utilization of all of the forms and copies. The service
bureau de- leaves the carbons and bursts the forms so
they are ready for immediate distribution when received.
The statement - invoice form represents an entire
week's activity. Balance forward is shown at the top,
followed by payments on account and adjustments.
After all invoices are entered on the form, the tax
is calculated where applicable, dependent on the state
code and whether the item is subject to tax, followed
by any discount calculation, and ends with the balance
due. The weekly purchase total is printed out in the
center part of the statement.
As a by- product of printing out the total weekly
purchases, the computer calculates the net revenue
(after applying discounts deducted, if any) by "dairy"
items, and "supply" items, which are also punched
into a sulmnary ca rd for la ter customer ana lysis reports.

Special Envelope
Our previous experience had been that customers
quite often neglected to identify the payment on an
account with the same name under which the account

was carried on the books, i.e., sending personal checks
for business name accounts. This often lead to improper credit to customers with similar names, necessitating further analysis of accounts to correct errors
in applying payments. It was also strongly felt that
the easier it is for a customer to send in a remittance,
the more likely he will pay currently. We adopted
a special two -way mailing window envelope which a
Detroit firm had developed. However, we also had
to design the statement- invoice form to fit this envelope. After the customer opens up the envelope and
tears off part of the flap, he can tear off the stub
of the statement -which has customer name, number,
statement date, duplicate detail from the statement,
and our return address on the reverse side - insert it
in the same envelope, place the check behind the stub,
place a stamp on the envelope, and mail. This envelope, after less than one year's use, was utilized by
about 85 percent of our customers.
Data Input
Our statement week ends on Saturday of each week,
irrespective of the month -end dates. Since our branch
operations are over 100 miles away, their detail covering Saturday's deliveries and collections are completed
at the branch each Monday and sent to the main office
for processing on Tuesday. When the volume is sufficient to warrant it, branch data can be transmitted
by dataphone, saving one day in the processing. The
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main office then processes the data on an add -punch
machine.
The items indexed on the add -punch machine with
the first print index symbol (non- added) are the branch
number, route number, and date. The second items
indexed on the add -punch with the second print index
symbol are the customer number, transaction code,
and invoice number (non- added). The third insertion
with the "add bar" consists of the item number and
quantity. Quantities are pre -added by route, and when
entries for that route are completed on the add- punch,
the totals (last 3 significant digits) are compared in
the visible window, and if correct, the amount is
totaled on the tape. Totals do not register on the
add -punch tape, but are for control totals only.
When cash payments are recorded, the customer
check number is used in the place of the invoice
number and the amount is used in place of the item
number and quantity. Cash transactions are balanced
with the day's cash receipt total controls as shown
on the cash report submitted by the cashier, and if
these agree, the figures are totaled on the add - punch.
The adding machine tape is made up in duplicate.
The original accompanies the punch -tape to the processing bureau, along with the detail control sheets,
to permit the balancing of figures by the processing
bureau. Detail tapes and control sheets are usually
mailed to the processing bureau 25 miles distant on
Fridays, and by armored car service on Tuesday to
complete the week ending the previous Saturday. The
tapes are converted into IBM cards, and totals are
balanced to our control tapes which are submitted
with the punched tapes. After the cards are properly
balanced and checked for correct totals they are sorted
by customer number, merged, and gang - punched with
the remainder of the detail customer information in
the master card set at the processing bureau. The detail
cards are then sorted by item code number, merged
with the detail item master cards, and the information
is then gang - punched into the detail card.

Invoice Register and Cash Report
The cards are next sorted by invoice number. They
are then listed in numerical sequence on a printed

invoice register, with sales and other major distribution
columns. These are summarized at the end of the run
by transaction code numbers, and also by product class.
Cash receipts are listed by route numbers and by
days for a cash book summary register. Route totals
are printed out, as well as daily totals by branch for
checking with cashier totals on daily cash reports. The
cash book distribution specifies the customer number
and indicates by column the payments on account,
cash sales, discounts, payment reversals, and total
received. The end of the run printed out summary
totals by transaction codes for checking to weekly
totals on the cash summary for the week.
After these items are properly checked out and
balanced to the aging schedule of accounts receivable
control totals, the general ledger entry is made for
the week. The four weekly totals are accumulated on
a columnar sheet, totaled for the period, and those
totals are used for general ledger posting entries.

"Preparation of
a weekly trial
balance and
aging schedule
enabled us
to ... solve
many credit
problems."

Statement-Invoice Preparation
Following the preparation of the invoice register
and cash receipts register by the processing bureau,
the weekly statement - invoice form is prepared. The
beginning balance is shown first, followed by payments
on account, or cash sales payments, and the detail
line items of each invoice are priced and extended,
with total individual invoice amounts appearing in the
"total" column.
Following entries of all invoices and /or debit and
credit memos for the period, the sales tax on taxable
items is computed (based on the state code of the
customer, where applicable) followed by the discount,
if any. The total ending balance due is then shown
below the last entry. The current "net weekly total"
purchase amount, however, is inserted in the center
body of the form, over the words "Balance Due."

Aged Trial Balance
Accounts Receivable
Preparation of a weekly trial balance and aging
schedule enabled us to supply each salesman with the
information which would help solve many credit problems. By supplying him with the stubs of the current

Exhibit 2
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-

-
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"...

we
converted our
accounting
system to a
standard cost
system with
four -week
periods and a
thirteen - period
year."

weekly statements and the aging schedule, (Exhibit
2) lie was readily able to determine the accounts
needing attention by glancing down the "Weeks due"
column (determined by dividing the total due by the
weekly charges of the current week), and by watching
the "Percent paid" column (representing percent of
total purchases to total paid on a year to date basis)
for any accounts over 100 percent. This provides excellent current weekly information to the salesmen,
as well as to the person responsible for credit extension
to customers. The reports provide management with
tools to reduce the average accounts receivable
through prompt follow -up. Under the manual system
this data was seldom available more than once a
month.

Inventory Handling
In order to obtain an inventory status report weekly,
we submit by add -punch tape the weekly production
figures and /or purchases bearing another transaction
code. Branch transfers, damaged and destroyed items,
plus inventory adjustment figures are also submitted
weekly to the service bureau. By applying sales units
by branch, developed weekly by the bureau, all figures
are available to prepare a weekly inventory status
report.
The inventory status report is classified by detailed
groupings, preceded by a "header card" to coincide
with the customer order blank sequence. This makes
the checking of items ordered by customers from the
"order blank" relatively simple, as well as handy for
checking for adequacy of inventory on hand when a
customer calls, or when inquiry is made about an item.
The arrangement of the inventory status report is such
that the right side can be cut off so only unit transactions will be seen by the warehouse employees,
leaving the cost and extended cost figures available
on the full sheet for management. The weekly extended cost value by branches can also be used where
fire insurance coverage is on a reporting basis, making
these figures available weekly. This also gives current
information on the amount of funds tied up in inventory, which under a manual system is quite difficult
to maintain.
For the purpose of weekly ordering of items from
the inventory status run, the master item deck at the
bureau is supplied with the "minimum quantity" desired to have on hand for each line item. Depending
on lead time required for ordering and shipment, this
would be established from our historical sales pattern
and economic quantity order basis. This may be adjusted from time to time, as experience is gained in
proper ordering.
In order to safeguard this "minimum quanity" in
the event of a sudden sales increase in any particular
item, we decided to establish also a minimum "number
of weeks' sales units that should be maintained in
inventory, also predicated on lead time required for
ordering and shipment of merchandise. This "number
of weeks' was also placed in the "master item" card
in the card deck at the service bureau.
We then programmed the "total on hand" quantity
column to be earmarked with an asterisk ( °) when
the total on hand falls below the "minimum quantity."
When the sales units for the current week, multiplied
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by the "number of weeks" sales in the master item
card, exceeds the total quantity on hand, a plus ( +)
symbol appears next to the "total quantity" on hand.
As the ( +) symbol appears a quick check is made
to determine whether it is created by some isolated,
large quantity sales that would not likely be repeated,
or whether the general demand for the item warr anted
increasing the manually- established "minimum quantity." The above procedure is ideal in making up
purchase orders for merchandise needed on a regular
schedule each week which can be done shortly after
receipt of the current weekly inventory status report.
This greatly simplifies and minimizes the time required in purchasing, and also effects cost savings.

Inventory Issues Report
The inventory issues report gives weekly information
on the activity of items in inventory, the cost of sales
for general ledger entry information, as well as the
gross margin on each line item. At the end of the
tabulated run, we also have a summary of the same
information by "product class' to give a quicker overview of the activity and margins by general product
classifications. This can be compared with the "product class" ending inventory, to give a current turnover
figure by general product classifications.

Other Sales Reports—Weekly
Our particular operation entailed "royalty" charges
to franchised dealers, representing escrow royalty
funds, reportable monthly to the franchisor. In order
to accomplish this and maintain controls thereof, we
needed a tab run by branch, chain, and customer. For
sales tax purposes, we also needed a report of sales
by branch, state, and customer. For route management, we needed a report by branch, route, and customer. These reports are prepared weekly.

Conversion to Standard Costs and
Thirteen-Period Year
Shortly after conversion to data processing, we converted our accounting system to a standard cost system
with four -week periods and a thirteen -period year. This
enabled us to apply standard costs to all sales (loaded
into the master item deck at the service bureau) to
determine the "gross margin" on each item card of
sales. This method lends itself to faster period closing,
since "cost of sales' is calculated automatically with
sales. The four -week interval reports rather than the
calender month reports previously used, provide much
more relevant comparative sales statistics and other
management reports.

Cautions to be Observed
Some of the areas of caution that-should be pointed
out are:
1. Allow ample time (six months or more) to plan
and lay out programming details.
2. Have a sufficient number of people to work out
the planning process for programming.
3. Make certain that adequate back -up operations are
available in the event of breakdown of input
equipment. The program should provide alternate
Continued on page 46
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STANDARD COST
ACCOUNTING FOR
CONTRACTORS
Comparisons Of Actual Expenditures To Adjusted Budgets,
Actual Hours To Estimated Hours, And Actual Materials To
Estimated Materials Enables The Contractor To Effect Remedial
Action As Required

By Charles W. Walker
Contracting firms range in size from 'one man" operations doing business of several hundred thousands of
dollars to those with millions of dollars of revenue
per year. Examples include painting contractors, street
paving contractors, and industrial air conditioning
contractors. The system described here is largely for
the `one man" (proprietor) operation. This contractor
is usually the proprietor, president, or general manager.
He is the person giving direction to all organizational
Activities, and may involve a working force of from
25 to 50 employees. The maximum number of active
projects would be no more than about five at any
point in time.
Some contractors prefer to limit their growth, sometimes for the simple reason that if they operate on
a larger scale, they invite headaches, ulcers, or a fight
for survival against the larger firms. Nevertheless,
continuing success demands the maintenance of accurate, informative records and reports. Further, data
employed for estimating future business must be accurate lest the company find itself incurring losses and
not knowing why or where.
Standard cost accounting can be beneficially
adapted by all sizes of contractors. All can obtain
beneficial results because they find themselves in a
better position to control their projects, to spotlight
losers and winners, to have answers which suggest
remedial actions, and to estimate future business.
The basic components for such systems do not differ
materially from those required for larger service or
manufacturing operations —except in magnitude of
dollars and degree of detail. They include: a budget
of labor hours and dollars, an overhead budget, labor
and overhead rates per man -hour (or per machine -hour
where machine paced fabricating operations exist). In
addition, up -to -date price lists for materials (metals,
concrete ingredients, painting materials) must be
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

maintained for job estimating purposes. The labor and
overhead budgets are set at a "policy" level. This is
the level which will sustain, over a short -term future
period, a reasonable volume of business with a commensurate level of profits. The overhead budgets are
based on the fixed- variable concept; thus providing
a means of determining break -even points at various
profit factor levels.

Basic Data for Estimating and Reporting

C. W. WALKER

For illustration purposes, a system for a painting
contractor will be described. In most cases, the project
requirements are contained in a set of blue prints,
accompanied by such limitations as minimum standards for materials, quality of workmanship, and, in
some cases, required warranties with regard to material
and methods of fabrication or application.
From the blue prints and specifications, the contractor, or his estimator, performs what is known as
a "time and materials take off." This process consists
of determining, for each segment of the project, the
man -hours of labor and quantities of materials which
would be required to complete the job according to
specifications. In some cases, he may find certain
segments of the work to be beyond the capabilities
of his work -force and /or equipment. In that case, he
may plan to sub - contract the work, or he may rent
equipment with which to accomplish it. From the
segment details, a summary is made of the time and
materials, with proper labor and overhead extensions
for time, and price per unit -of- measure extensions for
materials. An allowance is made for items to be subcontracted to appropriate contractors. Anticipated
equipment rentals are estimated from known fees, and
a provision is made for normal general administrative
expenses and a normal operating profit.
Exhibit 1 illustrates a summary of typical budgets
for labor, overhead, and general administrative expenses. The labor budget has been prepared on the

Piedmont Chapter
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as square
footage per

...

hour increases,
a greater
return on
overhead,
general
administrative

basis of working all available working days. The overhead budget was established at the same level, but
the variable amounts were then reduced to 85 percent.
This was done to take into account working days lost
due to such factors as inclement weather, delays caused
by work scheduling and the like.
Exhibit 2 itemizes the details required for computing the various estimating rates per man -hour. In this
case, it was decided that, progressively, brush, roller,
and spray painting should carry increasing rates per
hour for overhead, general administrative expenses,
and profit contributions. The basic philosophy is that,

as square footage per hour increases, a greater return
on overhead, general administrative expense, and
profit contribution should be realized per man -Hour.
The 85 percent (lost working days) factor has been
incorporated in the labor -hours when dividing the
dollars by hours. This assures the recovery of fixed
costs within the total net expected working days. The
rates per hour, for each type of paint application, are
computed by multiplying the respective elements of
cost per thousand square feet by the rates of application -brush at 60 square feet per hour, roller at 200
square feet per hour, and spray at 450 square feet per

expense, and
profit
contribution
should be
realized per
man - hour."

Exhibit 1
BUDGET SUMMARIES FOR 1972
Labor
No. of
Type
Brush
Roller
Spray
Spray helper
Totals

men
12
6
6
6
30

Hours per:,
Week
Month
540
2,340
270
1,170
270
1,170
270
1,170
1,350

Rate
per hour
$4.50
4.55
4.65
4.40

Amounts per'
Week
Month
$2,565.00
$11,115.00
1,296.75
5,619.25
1,325.25
5,742.75
5,434.00
1,254.00

5,850

$6,441.00

$27,911.00

Budget per month (?a 100%
Total
Fixed
Variable
$1,050.00
$1,050.00
1,045.60
225.60
820.00
282.00
282.00
360.00
90.00
270.00
52.00
52.00
210.00
150.00
60.00
100.00
60.00
40.00
1,000.00
250.00
750.00
450.00
100.00
350.00
450.00
100.00
350.00
320.00
120.00
200.00
75.00
50.00
25.00
135.00
135.00
510.00
510.00
200.00
200.00
30.00
30.00
70.00
70.00
270.00
270.00

Variable
@a 85%

Sub - total- payroll related
S u b -total -other
Totals

$6,609.60

$3,744.60

1,090.00
1,775.00
$2,865.00

$

Account
Salaries- office
FICA taxes
Unemployment benefit taxes
Workmen's compensation insurance
Lights, heat, water
Telephone
Office supplies and expense
Gas, oil -autos and trucks
Repairs and maintenance - buildings and equipment
Auto, truck repairs
Shop expense
Travel
Estimating expense
Depreciation
Building rental
Equipment rental- office
Taxes and licenses - general
Insurance - general

$

Overhead

697.00
229.50
51.00
34.00
637.50
297.50
297.50
170.00
21.25

926.50
1,508.75
$2,435.25

Administrative
Account
Salaries- officers
Advertising
Dues and subscriptions
Travel and entertainment - officers'
Legal and auditing
Donations
Bad debts
Penalties
Total

Budget per
month
$2,100.00
50.00
75.00
300.00
700.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
$3,375.00

Profit (pretax): $48,000.00 per year, or $4,000.00 per month
1. Totals based on 45 hour week.
2. Amounts include overtime premium.
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hour. There is one exception to this "weighting" factor
of productivity per man -hour. The overhead- variable -P /R related -is calculated on a straight per hour
method. However, the spray painting rates (P /R related) are shown as double that for the other two
methods. This is due to the assigning of a helper to
each spray operator and only the hours budgeted for
the operator are employed in all cost computation.

In the next section of Exhibit 3, an activity summary
for the month of February is shown. The totals are
shown in comparison with the normal budget for
man - hours. Thus, the owner or chief executive can
see at a glance the current trend in hours and can
obtain an indication of any major imbalance in types
of paint application.
Overhead is summarized in the last section of Exhibit 3. Since the variable elements were expected to
fluctuate in terms of hours of activity, as established
in Exhibit 1, the actual hours, by type of application,
were extended at their respective variable overhead
rates per hour. To the total variable overhead was
added the fixed overhead, to get the total allowed
budget for the month. This is then compared with
the total actual overhead cost incurred for the month.
While not shown in this article, the variable amounts
for each account are adjusted in the same proportion
and, with the fixed amounts added, there is provided
a basis for comparing actual overhead by account, with
a corresponding spending variance for each account.
In the same section, the hours are extended by the
standard overhead rates per hour. The total equals
the overhead charged to the various jobs on which
work was performed for the month. When this is
compared with the total allowed overhead, a volume

A Typical Painting Job
Data has been prepared for a hypothetical paint
job No. 189 for the XYZ Manufacturing Company.
As the painters perform their work on this and other
jobs, their hours are recorded by job and by type of
paint application. A summary of the hours worked
and wages paid for one week is shown in Exhibit 3.
At the head of the "hours" columns are shown the
hourly rates for overhead, which are cumulatively
extended by the hours worked to determine the total
standard overhead by job. As noted earlier one helper
is assigned to each spray gun operator. This practice
occurs in nearly 100 percent of all situations where
spray painting is involved. Therefore, cost rates are
tied to the spray operator only, otherwise separate rates
would have been computed for the spray operator and
the helper.

"Thus, the
owner or chief
executive can
see at a glance
the current
trend in
hours ..."

Exhibit 2
SCHEDULE OF JOB ESTIMATING RATES
Painting productivity details:
Square feet per:
Hour (net)
Month
85%
60
119,340
200
198,900
450
447,525
@

Hours per month
85%
100%
2,340
1,989.0
1,170
994.5
1,170
994.5

@

@

Type
Brush
Roller
Spray

4,680

Total

765,765

3,978.0

Costs, expenses, and profit subject to operating variations
Per MSF
1.97
4.89
4.41
5.22

$12,628.35

$16.49

$

Per month
1,508.75
3,744.60
3,375.00
4,000.00

$

Variable overhead- nonpayrol I related -at 85%
Fixed overhead -at 100%
Administrative expenses -at 100%
Profit- pretax
Total (Excluding payroll related variable overhead)
Rates per hour:

Spray
(450)
$11,176.75
994.5

5.58

5.65

11.24

$

85%

Rates per hour

Roller
(200)
$5,619.25
994.5
$

@

Dollars per month
Hours per month

Brush
(60)
$11,115.00
1,989.0
$

Labor

.1402
.3941

$

.1402
.1182

$

Variable -P /R related
Other

$

Overhead:
.2804
.8866

Sub -total
Fixed

.2584
.2934

.5343
.9780

1.1670
2.2005

Sub -total
General administrative
Profit

.5518
.2644
.3134

1.5123
.8815
1.0447

3.3675
1.9833
2.3506

Total overhead, etc.
Total rate -all inclusive
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1.1296

3.4385

7.7014

$6.7116

$9.0888

$18.9400
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"As the job
nears
completion, he
can watch its
progress..."

variance is shown. As suggested by the employment
of various rates by type of paint application, a truly
"weighted" pair of variances is obtained.
A statement of income for a typical month is shown
as Exhibit 4. The "cost of jobs billed" is determined
by assigning to each invoice the cumulative costs (inventory balance) shown on the respective job cost
record sheets. Should interim billings be permitted
there would be entries in the "cost of sales" column
for each such invoice with the inventory balances
reduced accordingly. This statement of income is a
summary type of statement. As mentioned earlier, a
comparison of actual overhead to the adjusted budget,
by account, would be included as a "statement of
overhead expenses." The total of this comparison
would equal the $297.11 spending variance obtained
in Exhibit 3. In addition separate statements, by account, of the general administrative expenses, and of
the other income and deductions, would complete the
set of monthly financial statements. The balance sheet

would include an inventory of jobs in progress account.
The amount in the account would represent a total
of the balances at the end of the accounting period
shown for each job on each "active" job cost record
sheet. The inventory procedures employed in this
system would preclude any need for determining the
percentage of completion for jobs in progress.
Payroll details for Job 189 are shown in the top
section of Exhibit 3. These, plus payroll costs for other
weeks and other actual costs chargeable to this job
are shown on Exhibit 5, the job cost record sheet
Since the owner is in direct contact with the active
jobs, this record is available to him continuously. As
a job nears completion, he can watch its progress by
comparing the cumulative costs (inventory balance)
to the original estimate, the details of which are shown
in the upper portion of the sheet. Should a job be
of such magnitude as to extend over a long period,
interim sub - totals can be shown, thus facilitating progress comparisons by cost element. When the job has

Exhibit 3
OPERATING SUMMARIES—FEBRUARY 1972
Time summary:
Week ended February 5, 1972

Std. overhead per hour all lobs

Brush
.5518

Actual hours
Roll
Spray
1.5123
3.3675

Actual
wages

Helper
—

Standard
overhead

Job *
151

50

10

73

70

193
205

63
263

Be
91

41
27

41
22

Totals

460

280

251

245

Activity summary:
Brush
1 480
506
563
552

Actual hours
Roller
280
321
318
298

S ra
251
306
285
267

Totals

2,081

1,217

1,109

4,407

Normal budget at 100%

2,160

1,080

1,080

4,320

Week ended:
2- 5-72
2 -12 -72
2 -19-72
2 -26-72

1

Total
991
1,133
1,166
1,117

Spray

1,109

1.1670

Totals
Fixed overhead budget
per month at 100%

4,407

Total allowed

Amount
537.73
650.24

$

Hours
2,081
1,217

$

Type
Brush
Roller

Allowed
Variable
per hour
.2584
.5343

$

Overhead summary:

1,294.20

Standard
Total
Amount
per hour
$1,147.88
.5516
1,840.47
1.5123
3.3675

$2,482.17

3,734.56
$6,722.91(2)

3,744.60
$6,226.77(1)

overhead vadarw:ea:
Actual overhead
Allowed overhead
Spending Loos
Standard overhead (charged to lobs)
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$6,523.88
6,226.77(1)
$ 297.11
6,722.91(2)

Volume gain

L _± 9 6. 1 4)

Net gain

($ 199.03)
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SPRING 1973

C
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM

"THE CHIEF INSTRUMENT
WE HAVE DEVISED
TO FURTHER THE IDEAL
OF INDIVIDUAL FULFILLMENT
IS CONTINUING EDUCATION"
John W. Gardner
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Continuing Education

Modern management information systems for planning,
control and decision making are based on methods, techniques
and concepts unheard of a few years ago. Accounting and
finance managers and executives who lead the way in implementing modern management information systems can look
forward to expanding their historic role as information specialists, increasing their contribution to the management process
and extending their influence on the management team.
To lead the way, however, requires continuous study and
training. It requires opportunities for discussing current developments and exchanging ideas, experiences and practice. In
effect, it requires a comprehensive program of continuing
education .
To help you meet these requirements, NAA offers this
program of continuing education Courses. We hope it serves
you as a cornerstone of competence ... and as a catalyst for
change.

What is a Course?

NAA Courses provide detailed classroom instruction in basic
fundamentals and applications. Unless specifically indicated,
prior training or background in the topic is not a prerequisite.
Professional staff for lectures and problem solving sessions,
advance assignments and limited enrollment assure participants
of a thorough understanding of underlying concepts and practical applications.

titt
hhCOMA

• Developing and Using Standard Costs
• Flexible Budgeting and Performance Reporting
• Direct Costing and Contribution Accounting
• Costs for Decision Making
• Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures
• Effective Cash Management
• Accounting Information for Pricing — Policies and Decisions
• Management Science for Budgeting and Profit Planning
• Computers and Internal Control
• Data Processing — Concepts and Techniques for Managers
• Fundamentals of Management Information Systems Design
• Inventory Management and Control
• Management Accounting for Insurance Companies
• Management Accounting for Banks
• Management Accounting for Hospitals
• Accounting for Foreign Operations
• Concepts and Uses of Accounting for Executives and Managers
• Communications and Report Writing
• Behavioral Science Implications for Management Accounting
• Linear Programming: Accounting Applications
• Marketing Fundamentals for the Management Accountant
• Statistical Sampling for Accountants and Auditors
• Management Accounting for Hotels
• Planning, Programming, Budgeting for Local Governments and Nonprofit Institutions
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FALL 1972 PROGRAM

COURSES

NEW YORK

DALLAS

BOSTON

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

Sept. 18 -22

Oct. 2 -6

Oct. 16 -20

Nov, 13 -17

Dec. 4-8

Developing and Using Standard Costs. . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Flexible Budgeting & Performance Reporting . .

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Direct Costing & Contribution Accounting . .

Thu. /Fri.

Costs for Decision Making . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Thu. /Fri.

Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures..

Thu. /Fri.

Thu. /Fri.

Effective Cash Management . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Accounting Information for Pricing —
Policies and Decisions . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Management Science for Budgeting
and Profit Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Computers and Internal Control . . . . . . . . .

Thu. /Fri.

Data Processing— Concepts & Techniques
for Managers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue. /Wed.

Mon. /Tue. /Wed.

Mon. /Tue. /Wed.

Mon. /Tue. /Wed.

Fundamentals of Management Information
Systems Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue./Wed.
Thu. /Fri.

Inventory Management & Control . . . . . . . . .

Thu. /Fri.

Management Accounting for
Insurance Companies

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Management Accounting for Banks

Mon. /T ue.

..... . .

Thu. /Fri.

Management Accounting for Hospitals . . . . . .
Accounting for Foreign Operations

. . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Behavioral Science Implications
for Management Accounting

...

. . . .. . . . .

Thu. /Fri.
Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Concepts & Uses of Accounting for
for Executives & Managers . . . . . . . . . . .
Communications & Report W riting

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.
Mon. /Tue.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Wed/Thu./Fri.

Thu. /Fri.

Thu. /Fri.

Linear Programming: Accounting Applications

Thu. /Fri.

Marketing Fundamentals for the
Management Accountant . . . . . . . . . . .

Thu. /Fri.

Statistical Sampling for
Accountants & Auditors

. . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Management Accounting for Hotels . . . . . . .

Thu. /Fri.

Thu. /Fri.

Planning, Programming, Budgeting for Local
Governments& Nonprofit Institutions . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

2

2

2

2
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COURSES

ATLANTA

NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS

PORTLAND

CHICAGO

Feb. 12 -16

Mar. 12 -16

Mar. 26 -30

Apr. 9 -13

May 14 -18

Developing and Us ing Standard Cos ts ........

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Flexible Budgeting & Performance Reporting ...

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Wed. /'Thu./Fri.

Wed./Thu. /Fri.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Wed. /Thu. /Fri.

Th u . / F r i .

Th u . / F r i ,

Th u . / F r i .

Di rec t

Costing & Cont ributi on Acco unting

. . .

Costs for Decision Mak ing . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures .

Thu. /Fri.

Mon. /Tue.
Thu. /Fri.

Thu. /Fri.

Effective Cash Management . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /Tue.

Accounting Information for Pricing —
Policies and Decisions . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.

Mon, /Tue. /Wed.

Mon. /Tue. /Wed.

Management Science for Budgeting
and Profit Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /T ue.

Computers and Int ernal Contr ol , , , , , , , . ,

Thu. /Fri.

Data Processing— Concepts & Techniques
for Managers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue. /Wed.

Fundamentals of Management Information
Systems Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Thu. /Fri.

Invent ory Managem ent & Contr ol

Thu. /Fri.

. . . . . . . . .

Mon./T ue. /W ed.

Thu. /Fri.

Management Account ing for
Insurance Companies . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Management Accounting for Banks

. . . . . . .

Management Accounting for Hospitals
Accounting for Foreign Operations

. . . . .

Communic ations & R eport W ri ting
Behavioral Science Implications
for Management Ac counting

Mon. /Tue.
Thu. /Fri.

Thu. /Fri.

Mon. /Tue.

Mon. /T ue.

. . . . . . .

Concepts & Uses of Accounting
for Executives & Managers . . . . . . . . . . .

Mon. /Tue.
Mon. /T ue.

Mon. /T ue.

. . . . . . .

Wed. / Thu. /Fri.

. . . . . . . . .

Thu. /Fri.

Linear Programming: Ac counting Applications

Thu. /Fri.

Marketing Fundamentals for the
Management Accountant . . . . . . . . . . .

Thu. /Fri.

Statistical Sampling for
Accountant s & A udi t ors

. . . . . . . . . . .

Wed. /Thu. /F ri.

Management Accounting for Hotels . . . . . . .
Planning, Programming, Budgeting for Local
Governments & Nonprofit Institutions . . .

Mon. /Tue./W ed.

Thu. /Fri.
Mon./Tue.

Mon. /Tue.
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Registration Information
To register for any of the Courses described in this booklet,
fill out and return one of the registration forms on

Substitutions, Cancellations, Refunds

opposite page together with your check to:
All registrations will be confirmed by the Registrar in the
order received. You may substitute another individual for
your registration up to the first morning session.
Full refunds will be made on cancellations received earlier
than one week prior to the start of the program.

National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Registrations cancelled later than one week prior to the
start of the program are subject to a cancellation
charge of $30.
No refunds will be made on cancellations received less than
twenty -four hours prior to the start of the program.

A t t : Registrar

Fees

Hotel Accomodations

2 Day Courses
3 Day Courses

$2 00
$3 00

The fee for NAA Courses includes daily luncheons,
refreshments, comprehensive workbooks and technical
materials.

NOTE:

NAA does not arrange hotel reservations. However, the hotel
at which your Course is offered will hold a limited number of
rooms for registrants up to two weeks before your meeting
starts. Please contact the hotel directly for reservations. You
may make your reservation by using the hotel reservation and
rate card which you will receive with your confirmation.

A complete catalog of CEP Courses including
details on course content, dates, hotels, locations, etc.
wi l l be p u b li sh e d i n t h e F a l l a n d sen t wi th o u t ch a r g e
t o a l l m e m b e r s i n t h e U. S . a n d C a n a d a a n d ma d e
a v a i l a b l e t o a l l o t h e r m e m b e r s e v e r y wh e r e .

Registration Form

Please register me for the following Courses:
Print or type complete name of
each Course

Title

Division, Plant or Office
Street Address

Company
City

State

Location

Fee

1.

$ _

2.

$

Zip Code
3.

$

Name

Dates

Firm's Principal Product or Service
4.
N AA Mem ber ( Chapter)
(Ac c oun t No.)
N on mem b er
Pleas e s end me NAA membership inf ormation

$

Business Phone No.

cckp
CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

been completed and all costs have been recorded,
totals are obtained. Thus comparisons of the elements
of costs produce amounts over (or under) the estimated elements. The total of these differences is
carried to the top summary of the sheet, and serves
to show the departure from the estimated "standard"
gross profit.

Exhibit 4
INCOME STATEMENT
FOUR WEEKS ENDED FEBRUARY 1972
Job income
Cost of jobs billed

$48,652.10
39,119.80

Gross profit at standard
Overhead variances (favorable):
Spending
Volume

$9,532.30

Total

(

Operating gain (loss)
General administrative expense
Other (income) and deductions

Conclusion

$ 297.11
( 496.14 )

The procedures here suggest several advantages from
the application of a simple form of standard cost
accounting. Monthly statements and other operating
statistics are obtainable through the application of
standard rates for charging overhead to the various
jobs. These are the same rates used for estimating.
Thus, a continuing validation of the rates is available.
Comparisons of actual expenditures to adjusted budgets, actual hours to estimated hours, and actual materials to estimated materials enables the contractor to

199.03;
$9,731.33

$3,218.06
(
285.16)

Total

2,934.90

Pretax Income (loss)

$ 6,798.43

E�

effec t r em edi a l a ction a s r equ i red.

Exhibit 5
JOB COST RECORD SHEET
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HIRE OR OVERTIME?
A BEST BET METHOD
The Choice Was Between Hiring New Employees With The
Concomitant Costs, Or Maintaining The Present Employees
With The Intention Of Using Overtime As Needed

By Oliver Galbraith, III and
Jack H. Morse
This article was
submitted through the
San Diego Chapter.

Management often turns to its accounting department
for information when faced with the need to make
a decision regarding increased staffing. The technique
presented in this paper provides the accountant with
an approach to decision making that may prove helpful. Specifically, the proposed technique is developed
in the form of an illustration using actual data from
a medium -sized investor owned gas and electric utility.
The company has over 3,000 employees, with about
1,000 of these employees in the operating department.
This department is divided into eight autonomous
districts. Each district budgets for its individual needs.
Each has its own payroll, fleet maintenance facilities,
stores, technical staffs, and office force. The general
supervisor is in charge and reports to the superintendent of district operations. This study is limited
to one of these districts. During the base period from
June to December 1969, this district employed 158
direct construction workers. The specific problem
treated involves the choice between hiring new employees, with the concomitant costs, or maintaining
the present employees with the intention of using
overtime as needed. A "Best Bet" approach is used
as a basis for a model that utilizes forecasts of future
demand.

Base Period
All costs and calculations are based upon the period
from June 1969 to December 1969. Thus the work
force during that time is used as the base for comparative calculations. Similarly, the demand, expressed in
labor hours, for that same period is used as the base
demand. Costs are based upon average relevant costs
during the base period. It is more than likely that
this results in understated costs. However, if we may
make the assumption that all costs increase proportionally, then the relative differences shown in the
model are still valid.

Assumptions
We have used certain assumptions of policy
42

throughout this article for the sake of both simplicity
and consistency. These assumptions approximate the
actual operating conditions experienced by the district
during the base period. Three of the major assumptions are:
A given work force will lose about 10 percent of
its man -hours because of extended sick leave, military and emergency leave, and general absenteeism.
Thus, during the course of a month, a 100 -man
work force will represent 15,600 man -hours (100
x 40 hours per week x 4'/3 weeks x .90).
Employees will work up to 10 percent overtime
at time and one -half. Additional scheduled work
will be paid double time. The actual data showed
that the mix of specific employees and other problems justifies this constraint.
Double time work will be divided between company employees and contractual employees. Employees will do 75 percent of the work while contract employees will do 25 percent. This constraint
follows the operating practices experienced during
the base period.

Relevant Costs
Exhibit 1 illustrates the five types of employee costs
with which the District is faced. One could argue that
the cost of presently employed workers is not relevant
to the problem since they are the base group. However,
the costs for this group are presented for two reasons.
First, the methods used in developing these cos ts are
basic to many of the other classifications. Second, since
some of the alternative courses of action to be considered involve decreasing the present work force, then
this base force cost must be reduced proportionally.
If the District hires more new employees than are
needed, it is estimated that it takes approximately one
month to identify and rectify the situation. The cost
of the excess new employee man -hours must be paid
and allocated over the six -month forecasting period.
At the end of the six months, these employees will
typically be retrained and transferred out of the District to some other part of the organization. The cost
of such retraining and relocating can only he approxMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ JULY 1972

Exhibit 1
TYPES OF EMPLOYER COSTS

a) Regular employee - straight time
Average base pay
Payroll taxes, etc.
(5.0 %)
Fringe benefits- vacation,
sick leave, etc.
(23.0 %)
Tools
Equipment

(1) All employees are paid time and one -half or an average of $2.00 per hour
$4.00
premium pay.
.20 (1) (2) W hen direct employees work overtime, the need for support personnel
decreases. Nevertheless, some support personnel are required resulting in
.92 (2)
the estimate of $.09 per hour.
.16 (3)
(3) The variable cost of tools and equipment is relevant here. It could be argued
1.13 (4)
that existing regular employees working overtime will use existing equipment
$6.41
with a concomitant cost of $1.13 per hour while new employees would
use new equipment with a relevant variable cost of $1.00 per hour. The
single figure of $1.13 per hour Is used for all overtime In the Interest of
simplification. W e feel that the effect of this simplification is negligible In
(1) Approximately five percent of an employee's total earnings are used to cover
the overall result.
payroll taxes and other Incidental charges that vary directly with the em(4) A work sampling study showed that crews working up to one hour a day
ployee's earnings.
in overtime actually gain In productivity since non - productive time for travel,
(2) Approximately 23 percent of an employee's base earnings are used to cover
clean -up, etc., decrease proportionally. On the other hand, the effect of
vacation contribution, medical insurance, sick leave and other charges.
fatigue begins to become apparent after eight hours. Combining these two
These charges are computed on the employee's basic weekly earnings and
opposing factors results In a credit for time and one -half work of approxido not Increase when he works overtime.
mately five percent.
(3) T ool costs are based upon accounting records and are estimated by the
accounting department to be one-half fixed cost and ohe -half variable cost.
Only the variable cost of existing tools is considered relevant to the regular
d) All employees- double time
employee's cost.
Base pay
$4.00
(4) Equipment costs -for existing equipment, based upon accounting rePremium pay
4.00
cords -are estimated lobe $1.74 per hour. The fixed cost portion is estimated
Payroll tax
(5.0 %)
.40
at $.61 per hour while the relevant variable cost is $1.13 per hour. Although
Support personnel
(2.8 %)
.11
seemingly excessive, this cost of equipping the construction worker is a
Equipment
1.13
major expense that cannot be overlooked.
Tools
.18
Credit for Increased
productivity
0 (1)
b) New employees- straight time
Average base pay
Payroll taxes, etc.
Fringe benefits
Training
Tools
Equipment
Support personnel
Hiring

$9.80
(5.0 %)
(23.0 %)
(3.8%)
(8.0 %)
(50.0 %)
(6.2 %)
(1.0 %)

$4.00
.P0
.9P
(1) As in the case of time and one -half work, non - productive time deceases
15 (1)
proportionally. However, the opposing factor of fatigue becomes sufficiently
,32 (2)
important to effectively cancel any gains in productivity. Therefore no credit
2.00 (3)
Is given for double time work.
.25 (4)
04 (5)
$7.88

e) Contract- employees
Contract cost per hour
Tools
Equipment
(1) Training costs are calculated on the basis of average man -hours required
Support personnel
by trainers of new employees and of the trainees themselves.

$6.71 (1)
.16
1.13
11
$8.11

(2) The addition of new employees requires the purchase of new tools. T hus
the full cost of tools is relevant to the cost of new employees.

(3) The addition of new employees also requires the purchase of new equipment.
Estimates of new equipment costs result in a charge of $2.00 per hour (1) The contractor receives approximately 31 percent more per hour for his
for new employees.
employees than the pay, Including payroll taxes, sick leave, etc., for regular
(4) The addition of new employees requires additional support personnel. The
employees. Contract employees are used when possible in lieu of double
6.2 percent figure is based upon the two-year incremental increase per
time work, but, as mentioned previously, scheduling problems limit their
new employee.
use to 25 percent of the hours required beyond straight time and time and
one -half work.
(5) The personnel department estimates a hiring and processing cost of $40
for each new employee. Prorated on a six -month basis this is approximately
$.04 per hour.

$4.00
200
30
09
1.13
16

Summary of relevant costa
(1)
(2)
(3)
(3)

(.30)(4)

Type of cost
a) Existing employee- straight time
b) New employee- straight time
c) All employees -time and one -half
d) All employees- double time
e) Contract work
f Transfer -new employees (see text)
g) Transfer -old employees (see text)
)

c) All employees -time and one -half
Base pay
Premium pay
Payroll taxes, etc.
(5.0 %)
Support personnel
(2.2%)
Equipment
Tools- existing
Credit for increased
productivity
(5.0 %)

$7.38

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

Cost
per hour
$6.41
7,8g
7,38
9.80
8.11
1.31
1.07
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f
g)

A prediction of the demand for labor hours in a
future six -month period was made on the basis of prior
needs. The discrete predictions developed are as follows:

A
B
C
D
E

Labor demand
Increases 10%
Remains constant
Decreases 5%
Decreases 10%
Decreases 20%

Probability
.10
.25
.50
.10
.05
1.00

Alternative Actions
The possible courses of action which the organization might take in regard to staffing were specified

Labor Demand
During the six-month base period slightly more than
30,000 labor hours were required. The specific breakdown was:
Type of labor
Straight time
(158 employees, 90% effectiveness)
(158 x 8 x 20.7 x .90)
Overtime at time and one -half
Overtime at double time
Contract labor
Total

as:
1 Increase staffing by 20%
2 Increase staffing by 10%
3 Increase staffing by 5%
4 Make no change
5 Decrease staffing by 5%
6 Decrease staffing by 10%

Hours
23,548
2,355
3,130
1,114
30,147

Using the policy of 25 percent contract labor, the
breakdown we shall use for the base period is recast
as:

Method of Analysis
With five events and six alternative courses of action
there are 30 event- action combinations to be incorporated into the analysis. Therefore we must first develop
the total relevant costs for each of these combinations
before applying the probability weights.

Exhibit 2
COSTS PER MONTH FOR
SIX -MONTH FORECASTING PERIOD
Alternative courses of action
Estimated
prob. of
occurrence

1
( +20 %)

2
( +10 %)

3
( +5 %)

4
(0 change)

5
( -5 %)

6
( -10%)

.10

228,405
22,841

232,398
23,240

234,396
23,440

236,394
23,639

241,382
24,138

246,374
24,637

B (No change)

.25

209,403
52,351

204,125
51,031

206,124
51,531

208,121
52,030

213,107
53,277

218,100
54,525

C ( -5%)

.50

210,186
105,093

189,992
94,996

191,993
95,997

193,989
96,995

198,976
99,488

203,969
101,985

D ( -10 %)

.10

210,971
21,097

189,328
18,933

178,503
17,850

179,849
17,985

184,834
18,483

189,827
18,983

E ( -20 %)

.05

198,435
9,922

176,792
8,840

165,969
8,298

155,150
7,758

157,550
7,878

161,564
8,078

211,304

197,040

197,116

198,407

203,264

208,208

+

A

(

Labor
demand
10 %)

Sum of probability weighted costs
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Hours
23,548
2,355
3,183
1,061
30,147

Predicted Events

Type of cost
Cost per hour
Existing employee - straight time
$6.41
New employee- straight time
7.88
All employees -time and one -half
7.38
All employees - double time
9.80
Contract work
8.11
Transfer -new employees
1.31
Transfer -old employees
1.07

)

O. GALBRAITH, III

Type of labor
Straight time
Overtime at time and one -half
Overtime at double time
Contract labor
Total

itnated. Careful estimates by company executives
after analysis of accounting data indicate that the cost,
apportioned over the six -month forecasting period,
justifies an additional relevant cost of $1.31 per excess
new employee man -hour.
If the District were to decide to reduce the present
work force as an alternative course of action, then the
base period work force cost would be reduced proportionally. Here again the cost of retraining and transfer
is relevant. In this case the estimated cost is $1.07
per hour for the decreased hours.
From the above considerations, and Exhibit 1, we
obtain the following summary of relevant costs:
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Exhibit 3
LABO R CO ST S COMPUT ATI ONS

in hours

33,162
hours

8
No cha nge
from bas e
pe ri od s
30,147
hours

C
5% Dec reas e
in hours

28,640
hours

D
10 % D e c r e a s e
in hours

27.132
hours

23 ,5 48
4,7 10
2,8 26
1,559
519

641
788

$1 50 ,9 43

c
d

738
980

20, 856

a

811

33 , 16 2

23 , 54 8
3,8 58
(852)`

a
b

2,741
852

c
f

b

641
788
788
738
131

30 , 1 4 7

23 ,5 48
2,488
(2 ,2 22 )"

a
b
b

2,6 04
2,2 22

c
f

23 , 54 8
1,117
(3 , 5 9 3 r

a
b
b

2,467
3,5 93

c
f

4,7 10

c
f

a
b

15,278

2,5 90
3,502

c
d

4, 21 3

1,167

a

$2 28 , 40 5

33 , 16 2

$1 50 , 94 3

23 ,5 48
2,3 55
2. 59 0
1,241

a
In

41 3

a

30,401
6,7 14
20,229
1 ,116

30 , 14 7

$15 0,9 43

23 ,5 48

19,605
17,509
19,218
2,9 11

2,3 55
2, 59 0
110
37

$2 10 , 18 6

28 , 64 0

641

$15 0,9 43

23 , 54 8

788
788
738
131

8,8 02
28, 313
18, 206

641
788
788
738
131

34, 320

2, 47 3
4,4 73

c
d

738
98 0

9,4 64

1,4 91

a

81 1

$2 32 ,3 98

33 , 16 2

$1 50 ,9 43
18,557
19,114
12, 162
3,3 49

23 , 54 8
1,1 77
2, 47 3
2,2 12
737

$2 04 ,1 25

30 , 1 4 7

641

$1 50 ,9 43

23 , 54 8

c
d

788
738
980

1,177
2,4 73

e

81 1

18,557
19, 114
1,078
300

c
d

a
b

2,4 67
1,238

c
f

$2 10 , 97 1

27 , 13 2

641

$15 0,9 43

788
738
131

37, 115

23 , 54 8
(2 , 35 5 )

a
b

57 0
2, 35 5

c
f

a) E xi s t i n g e m p l o y e e - st ra ig ht ti m e
b ) N e w e m p l o y e e - st r ai g ht ti m e

$1 98 ,4 35

98 0
81 1

641
788

4,7 07

24 ,1 18

$15 0,9 43

No C ha n g e in L ab or Force

a
b

a
b
b

4,2 07
6,1 70

64 1
78 8
738

(4)

23 , 54 8
1,177

1,1 17
(1 ,2 3 8) "

27 , 13 2

a
b

23 , 54 8
2,3 55

37, 115

$2 09 , 40 3

28 , 64 0

E
23 ,5 48
20% Dec reas e (4,710)`
in hours
57 0

24 ,1 18
hours

a
b

(3)
In c r e a s e 5 %
Ad d 117 7 n ew hou rs

641
788
738
98 0
811

18,557
19,114

9, 27 5
18,251
43 ,8 35
12 ,0 92

23 , 5 4 8
2, 3 5 5
5, 44 4
1, 8 1 5

641
738
98 0

$1 5 0 ,9 4 3

c
d
a

811

14 , 72 0

a

$2 3 4 , 3 9 6

33,162

$1 50 , 94 3

23,548

a

9, 27 5
18, 251
21 , 67 8
5, 7 7 7

2, 3 5 5
3, 1 8 3

c
d

1,0 61

a

$2 0 6 ,1 2 4

30,147

641

$1 5 0 ,9 4 3

23 , 5 4 8

a

9,2 75
18,251

2, 3 5 5
2, 0 5 3

c
d

1,0 82

c
d

788
73 8
980

10 ,6 04

68 4

a

38 0

a

811

2, 92 0

$1 89 ,9 92

28 , 6 4 0

641

$1 50 ,9 43

23 , 54 8

78 8
788
738
131

8, 80 2
9,7 55
18, 206
1,622

c
d
a

a
b

a
b
b

2,4 67
60

c
f

27 , 1 3 2

641

$1 50 ,9 43

23 , 54 8

788
738
131

18,557

(1,177)
57 0
1,1 77

641
78 8
73 8
98 0
811

a
b

1,1 17
(6 0 ) "

$ 189, 328

4,2 07
3,0 85

$1 5 0 ,9 4 3

641
788
788
738
131

641
788
738
131

a
b
c
f

$1 9 1 ,9 9 3

28 , 6 4 0

$1 50 , 94 3

23 , 5 4 8
2, 3 5 5

8,8 02
473
18, 206
79

92 2
30 7

a

(6)
Decrease 10%
S u b t r a c t 23 55 e xi s t i n g h o u r s

2, 37 1
2, 23 7
6, 4 1 6

$1 43 , 39 8

21 , 1 9 3

c
d

16, 509
62, 877

2, 11 9
7, 38 8

a
c
d

2, 13 8
1, 17 7 Y

a
g

17, 339
1,2 59

2, 46 2
2, 3 5 5 1

a
g

$2 3 6 ,3 9 4

33 , 1 6 2

641
738
98 0

$1 5 0 ,9 4 3

22 , 37 1
2, 2 3 7
4, 15 4

811

8, 6 0 5

17 .3 80
31 ,1 93

1,3 85
1,177Y

27,132

$1 50 , 94 3

23 , 5 4 8
570

a
c

641
738

a

980
811
10 7

a
c
d

64 1
73 8
98 0

$1 3 5 , 8 4 7

2, 11 9
5, 1 2 6

a
g

811
10 7

11, 232
1, 25 9

1, 70 9
2, 3 5 5 Y

a
g

81 1
107

13 ,8 60
2, 5 2 0

22 , 37 1

17 ,3 80
20 ,1 19

2, 23 7
3, 02 4

a
b
d

5, 54 7

1,0 08
1 ,1 77Y

a
g

811
10 7

$1 5 0 , 9 4 3

22 ,3 71

17 ,3 80

98 0
811

9, 03 6
2, 49 0

2, 23 7
1,8 93
63 1

641
738

1

$179,849

27 , 1 3 2

$1 5 0 ,9 4 3

22 , 37 1
1, 74 7

4, 2 0 7

1, 17 7 Y

4,2 07
1,5 42

$246,374

21 1 ,1 9 3

$1 50 , 94 3

641
738

19 ,9 67
2, 5 2 0

16 ,5 09
40 ,7 09

738

28 , 6 4 0

15 , 63 8
72 ,4 02

$1 43 , 39 8

641

$1 9 3 , 9 8 9

33,162

980
81 1
107

$1 3 5 , 8 4 7

641
73 8
98 0

30 , 1 4 7

98 0
811

$241,382

64 1
73 8

a
c
d

$2 0 8 , 1 2 1

1,1 77

$1 7 8 ,5 0 3

9,2 75

a
c
d

17 , 38 0
53 ,3 51

(5)
Dec rea s e 5%
S u b t r a c t 1 1 7 7 exi s t i n g h o u r s

$2 13 , 10 7

30 , 1 4 7

641

$1 43 ,3 98

21 , 1 9 3

a

64 1

$1 3 5 ,8 4 7

73 8

16 ,5 09

2, 11 9

98 0

29 ,6 35
8, 17 5

3, 9 9 6
1, 33 2
2, 35 5 Y

c
d

738
980

15 , 63 8
39 , 16 1

a
g

81 1
107

10 , 80 3
2, 5 2 0

1,2 59
$1 9 8 ,9 7 6

28,640

a
c
d

64 1

$1 43 , 39 8

21 , 1 9 3

738
98 0

16 ,5 09

2, 11 9

a

81 1

g

107

18, 551
5, 11 7
1, 25 9

2, 86 5
95 5
2, 3 5 5 Y

a
c
g

15, 638
50 ,2 35

64 1
73 8
10 7

$184,834

27,132

$1 43 , 39 8
12 ,8 93

21 , 1 9 3
2, 11 9

1,2 59

60 5

$2 1 8 , 1 0 0

$203,969

a
c
d
a
g

641
738

$1 3 5 , 8 4 7

98 0
81 1
10 7

28, 077
7, 74 5
2, 5 2 0

15 ,6 38

$189,827

64 1
73 8

$1 3 5 ,8 4 7

a
c
d

98 0

15 ,6 38
5, 92 9

20 1

a

811

1, 6 3 0

2,355Y

g

107

24 , 11 8

$1 76 ,7 92

24 , 11 8

$1 6 5 , 9 6 7

c) Al l em p l o ye e s -t i m e a n d o n e -h a l f

e) Cont rac t w ork

d ) A l l e m p l o y e e s - do u b l e t i m e

f

24,118

2, 5 2 0

_

A
10 %In cre ase

(2 )
In c r e a s e 10 %
Add 2 35 5 new h ou rs

)

Eve n t s

(1 )
In c r e a s e 2 0 %
Add 47 10 new ho urs

-

Dem and

Tr a n s f e r - n e w em p l o y e e

$155,150

24 , 1 1 8

g ) Tr a n s f e r - o l d e m p l o y e e

$1 5 7 ,5 5 0

24 , 11 8

$1 6 1 , 5 6 4

x ) New em p l o yee s not n eed ed
y ) E xi s t i n g e m p l o y e e s t r a n s f e r r e d

"As a result of
this study . . .
Double time
and contract
work were
reduced . . . "

It is perhaps simplest to illustrate the development
of these event - action costs by means of a few examples.
Let us first consider the combinations of "no change
in demand" and "no change in staffing." This is of
course equivalent to the preceding statement of the
base period demand. Thus we have:

Hours
23,548
2,355
3,183
1,061
30,147

Total
Cost
Type of labor
per hour
cost
Straight time $6.41 $150,943
existing employees
17,380
Time and one -half
7.38
31,193
9.80
Double time
8,605
8.11
Contract
$208,121

The relevant cost of $208,121 is the entry in cell
B -4 in Exhibit 2.
As a second example, we will consider the combination of a 10 percent increase in labor demand and
a five percent increase in staffing. A 10 percent increase
in labor demand is 33,162 hours (30,147 x 1.10). A
five percent increase in staffing results in 1,177 new
employee hours (23,548 x .05). The amount of time
and one -half labor available is now (23,548 + 1,177)
x (.10) or 2,473 hours. By subtraction this leaves
(33,162) - (23,548 + 1,177 + 2,473) or 5,964 hours
to be divided between double -time work and contract
work on a three to one basis. Thus, in cell A -3 of
Exhibit 2, we have:

Hours
23,548
1,177
2,473
4,473
1,491
33,162

Type of labor
Straight time existing employees
Straight time new employees
Time and one -half
Double time
Contract

Cost
per hour

Total
cost

$6.41

$150,943

7.88
7.38
9.80
8.11

9,275
18,251
43,835
12,092
$234,396

The detailed calculations are shown in Exhibit 3.
For decision making purposes, we are concerned with
the relevant cost values and the probability weightings
shown in Exhibit 2. The upper entry in each cell is
the relevant cost while the lower entry in each cell
is the probability - weighted value. The column sums
are the basis for selecting the optimum alternative.

Conclusion
Exhibit 2 shows that the "Best Bet" or optimum
choice from among the given alternatives is to increase
the work force by 10 percent since the sum of the
probability - weighted costs for that alternative is the
lowest. As a result of this study, using the 1969 base
period, the district planned to increase the number
of employees by 10 percent. The work force was actually increased 8 percent. Double time and contract
work were reduced to less than 100 man -hours per
month.
❑

CONTRACTED EDP IN A SMALL BUSINESS
Continued from page 28

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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machine input facilities, so the EDP system is not
dependent solely upon one particular piece of
equipment. (If add -punch equipment is used,
changeable panel boards should be included, in
order that the program can be used on an alternate
machine).
Printed forms needed should be designed as soon
as the program and print out format are finalized
to give adequate time for forms printing.
Give adequate thought to assignment of item
numbers including similar sizes or weights, etc., as
a significant digit in the "item code number." This
will enable sorts of similar items, when and if
needed in reports.
Have all items coded with assigned "item numbers"
in bold size numerals to ease in the proper warehouse pulling of items for orders.
Endeavor, as much as possible, to arrange warehouse items in item number sequence; and, if order
forms are provided with pre - numbered item
numbers, have them also arranged in the same
sequence. Importance of proper item number coding and identification cannot be overemphasized
to assure accuracy of inventory and sales figures.
Employees should be carefully indoctrinated into
the benefits of the program to assure their cooperation and to reduce resistance and possible loss
of personnel by a lack of communication.

Con cl usi on
Our EDP program for recording and interpreting
sales, accounts receivable, and inventory is now regarded as very valuable by our management. We have
determined that installations of this type can be utilized profitably by other small industries. We believe
that more frequent detailed statements (which could
be done bi- weekly, as well as weekly) with detail of
customer purchases described in detail, as we have
done, would assist in reducing the working' funds necessary to carry accounts receivable and inventory by
shorteningcash conversion time of accounts receivable.
By applying a volume discount plan to the purchases
tied to payments made within the desired due date
of statements, it also encourages larger purchases by
customers, reduces delivery and handling costs, and
thereby increases profits. Periodic catalogues can be
prepared readily from the master item deck, when
desired, if appropriate headings are included for indexing.
Since we did not have prior cost experience on the
expanded number of items, we cannot make a dollar
cost comparison with a manual application. As with
most EDP applications, we believe its initial advantage
is largely in the vast amount of valuable additional
information that can be provided management rather
than a saving of dollars. The reports enable management to make better decisions much faster than can
be done by manual methods.
❑
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COSTING'.
FROM
A DATA BANK
The Objective Was To Marry The Cost Requirements To A
Recently Implemented Engineering And Manufacturing Data File

By John M. Caspole
Since 1962, the Cost Department of the Columbus
Major Appliance Division of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation maintained a "stand alone" cost file.
It was a modern system then, utilizing the computer,
tape files, and batch processing. As older appliances
were redesigned and as new lines were introduced, the
cost personnel interpreted the engineering and manufacturing data, structured it, file maintained it, and
loaded it on tape. There was always a need for "hot
list' after "hot list' to obtain missing data. Then after
the model costs were run there would be anywhere
from two to six weeks edit time before the new costs
could be published. For the annual cost revision, it
was necessary to load and run new part costs in one
run and then make a second run with the new labor
and burden standards. And costing of physical inventory took four to five months.
With increasing volume, additional production
lines, fewer people, and increased demand for timely
financial and cost data, and more of the same to come,
this division made a milestone decision. It decided
that it was time to invest men and money in a new
cost system using a concept now possible with high
speed computers and new software packages. It was
intended to be sufficiently flexible to meet our needs
through the Seventies.
Thus, in April 1968, the Management Systems Department presented a new cost system concept and
capability to the Accounting Department. It was in
reality an extension of a production and inventory
control data bank that already existed. Implementing
the cost system would take almost two and one half
years. This article will relate how we developed the
system, some of the problems encountered, our success
and some future applications planned.

Objective of the Project
Our objective was to marry our cost requirements
to a recently implemented engineering and manufacMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

turing data file. This was known as the MIDAS file
(Manufacturing Information Direct Access System) as
shown in Exhibit 1. It was established primarily for
production planning, scheduling, and control. This
production system was required to properly schedule
the material flow into the shop. As a plant, we would
end up with a "single central file" maintained and
used by all functions. Certainly not a new concept,
but with disk equipment and the IBM "Bill of Material Processor" software package, it could now be
brought up to functional reality. No longer would
there be the complaint that the Cost Department was
using old information. Cost would now be a byproduct.

File Concept
The early data bank was designed for the production
department to be the primary user; the new one serves
the whole Division. Engineering is responsible for the
loading of all bill of material items with the exception
of expense materials.' Industrial Engineering is responsible for loading all routing, operations, and time
values. When a department finds data missing or
incorrect, it is then obligated to advise the responsible
department to make the correction. Of course, the
big advantage of this system is the ability to edit the
input information. Selling the Engineering and Manufacturing Departments on the concept was easy; however, having them load the necessary data was a continuous effort.
Early analysis of the file indicated many discrepancies, plus missing and incomplete information. As
many as 1100 different edit programs were written
to identify these discrepancies with such messages as:

J. M. CASPOLE
Columbus Chapter
(Bridgeport 1955), is
Manager, Financial
Control, for the
Columbus Major
Appliance Division,
Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. He holds
a B.S. degree in Business Administration
from Boston
University. Mr.
Caspole was awarded
a Certificate of Merit
for this article.
This article was submitted through the Columbus Chapter,

1. Part number master supply source and record
control code disagree.
2. Incorrect "multiplier' for record control code.
' Expense material identifies a distinctive category of materials which is different
from productive materials and /or shop supplies. It includes "indirect materials"
having significant value such as certain cements, sealing gums, tapes, and brazing
materials.
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3. Can't add — parent assembly not on file.
4. Can't add —part already in Part Number Master
File.
5. Invalid unit of measure.
6. Invalid effectivity point (date).
7. Group "Deliver to" is blank.
8. Special finish; must have operation in finishing —
Group 69.
9. Purchased part; must have vendor number in
routing.
10. Self- manufactured part; must have group number
in routing.

"The cost file
was structured
into four
categories . . . "

Note: Error messages have been identified to responsibility to facilitate response and have been further
categorized as to additions, deletions, changes, and
transfers. At the present time if there is more than
one error in the record or chain, then only the first
detectable error is recorded and that persists until that
error is corrected.
In addition, loading the complete file put an extra
load on personnel and paperwork. Cumbersome file
maintenance routines had to be streamlined. As this
was being done, cost personnel and system analysts
defined cost department inputs, logic, and outputs.
Since the costability of the file and cost information
was a by- product of the system, every emphasis possible
was placed on having adequate edits to insure file
integrity; for without this, the cost information would
be useless. The integrity is based largely upon the
discipline that the functional users will agree to, and
on the extent that they can utilize the file information
for their own purposes.
One tangible means of insuring file integrity was
the establishment of a "New Part Release." This may
be described as a turn around /action paper. This is

Exhibit 1
MIDAS FILE CONCEPT

COST /WORK
CENTER
MASTER
DATA
FILE

PART
NUMBER
MASTER
DATA
FILE
OPE RATIONAL
ROUTING
FILE

1
PRODUCT
STRUCTURE
FILE
BILL OF
MATERIAL
DATA
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APPLIDESCR.

MATERIAL
ROUTING
AND
CONTROL,
MANUFACT.
SEQUENCE
FILE

Cost File Organization
The cost file was structured into four categories as
follows:
These are the current year standard
labor burden rates as well as the standard material
and bought- outside costs which are used for financial
inventory control and valuation. They are updated
several times a year to control clearance of work -in-

STA N DA R D COSTS.

process.
These are the standard costs
in effect on January 1, and are based on the structure
of the MIDAS file on that date. They are used to
transfer inventory value to the Marketing Division's
shipping stocks inventory.

F R O ZE N STAN DA RD COSTS.

cosTs. These costs may be obtained at any
time. They are based on current year standard labor
and burden rates plus current material and bought outside part costs as well as the file structure on the
date run. Current, standard, and frozen costs are equal
only on January 1, each year.

CUR R EN T

These are costs to be used for forecast
and profit planning purposes. They utilize forecasted
labor and burden rates and either current or forecasted
material and bought- outside part costs. (A future project is to create the ability to manipulate file structure
to reflect the financial effect of planned redesigns or
cost improvements.)
The first programming effort applying cost information to the file and obtaining costed printouts (Exhibit
2) was completed in December 1970. At that time,
we used the old stand -alone cost file to prepare the
1971 standard costs. At the same time, we selected
one high volume, proven production model from each
product line and ran a parallel cost retrieval from the
new system. The results looked great and the differences were reconciled in every case to less than a
dime from the cost developed on the old system. We
elected to drop the old system and rely on the new.
At that point, we decided to program a method
to handle activity factors and expense materials. Since
these two items were not the responsibility of either
the Engineering, Manufacturing, or Production Departments, the responsibility to maintain this data was
F UTU R E C O S TS .

PRODUCTION
REQUIRE
MENTS
STATUS
FILE

4 * 0

the first document created. Once a new part is established on the MIDAS file, a new part release is
sent to Production to establish routing— self- manufactured or bought outside. Once this is loaded on the
file, the new part release is further routed until all
basic information requirements are satisfied. This document is unique to this system and does measurably
establish integrity.
It is interesting to note that there was a reluctance
to proceed to in -depth definition and programming
of the cost portion until all problems were resolved.
Finally, the decision was made to apply the cost logic
and programs to the MIDAS file, as it was, and to
make parallel runs to the old cost system. This would
permit us to measure file integrity, identify logic errors
and enable us to correct them on an organized project
basis.
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assumed by the Cost Department. The activity factor
is a percentage applied to cover losses due to floor
sweepings, handling, etc. There were three alternatives
to programming this. The first was to apply it as a
percentage to the total model cost as we did in the
old cost system; the second was to apply it on the
final operation on each part or assembly; and the third,
which we chose, was to apply it on the input of each
additional part or operation. This method avoided
compounding the factor and facilitated the application
of the new system to costing of daily transactions.
Bill of material types of expense material constituted a more difficult problem. The company policy
is to include "significant items" of "expense material"
in the product cost. This procedure is difficult to

and we will be able to identify the cost center applying
it.

costing

Data Supersedure
The new costing program, in effect, takes a snapshot
of the data base at a given instant in time. Since the
file is designed primarily for inventory scheduling and
control, it is generally expected to reflect the materials,
parts, assemblies, routing and operations to make that
product today. However, there is the problem of reflecting manufacturing information changes (MIC's)
and defining them when such a change is effective.
The best example occurs when Engineering improves
a part. They usually desire to make it effective immediately. However, in most situations, there is an inventory balance which must be either used up or written
off. A decision to use up will result in one effective
date and the decision to write off and scrap will result
in an immediate effective date. Unless there are reasons such as consumer protection, product reliability,
or marketability the decision must be financially
oriented.
Our systems plan identifies two projects (one as
production control and one as financial). They define
the requirements and program the automatic file
changes based on the effective date of shop usage.
We expect this to give us even more financial control
over inventory clearances and the reasons for cost
changes.

de fi n e p re ci sel y a n d to a p p ly be ca u se a n ex pe n se ma -

terial which is significant in one product is frequently
insignificant in another. Significance may also be based
on something other than value. Is the part or material
a necessary part of the product such as permagum used
to insulate corners? Is it used in the manufacturing
process such as masking tape applied to protect wires
from snagging along the assembly line? In addition,
each item is permitted only one unit of measure and
we have problems when various functional users require different units of measures. These all have to
be reconciled. For this reason, we chose to have the
Cost Department assume the responsibility for loading
this data for cost purposes. We then applied a calculated amount of expense material for each product.
In future programs we will have the ability to load
significant individual items to each model thereby
refining the expense material content more precisely

"The new
program, in
effect, takes a
snapshot of
the dat a base
at a given
instant in
time."

Adaptability
In our original file structure we believed that there
was no need to maintain break -down costs on pur-

Exhibit 2
STANDARD COST BILL OF MATERIAL
IN APPLICATION SEQUENCE
12/01 / 70
LINE
NO.

RETRIEVAL 12

DEPT CSTA

STYLE

DESCRIPTION

TOTAL MODEL COST
SUK2DXO1
DISHWASHER COMPL
01065
010 67
01515
01
015
76
59
0

344AO25
344AO26
0092219
4 1 1 1 3 0 2 81

GENERAL INFORMATION
STAKING & CARTON MARKING
ENAMEL DECAL
TAPE 4424445AYUS2 PCS

SS

RC

S

P

D
D
P

C

P

E

UM

MULT

ASSY
CODE

1 .0000

OOX

.0000
. 0000
1.0000
1 . 0 012

01
01
01
01
O1

1.0000
1. 00 00
1. 00 00
4. 00 00
.4800

01X
02X
0 3X
05

RL

TOTAL
ICS

TOTAL
LABOR

PAGE L
TOTAL
BURDEN

TOTAL
MAIL

SUK2DX01
EFFECT
POINT

EF
CD

7270D
727M
7285D

12 -15-9

D

o6 -01 -0
o6 -o l -o

D
D

MIC

7058P

Cost information for each
pert and operation is printed
in these fields and is accomu-

01775
00 16 0
00 06 0
00 01 0
00010

TOTAL ASSEMBLY COST
2646D10H10
TUB
761JO11Ho6
TUB ASSY
TUB & BRACKET WELDED ASSY
26460 0gA03
194C5ooH01
BRACKET -TUB SUPPORT
2567
CR STL
.075 x 41.25 X CL

S
S
S
S
P

C
C
C
C
R

02120
00 02 0

TOTAL ASSEMBLY COST
2645DOlHOl
U -FRAME
2645DO1HO3
BLANK

S
P

C
C

2.0000
4.0 000

011
o2

7275D
7275D

P
y
P

C
C

4.0000
4.0000

of
01

7215D

021 32

C507610

02133

6898513HOI

SCREW -U -FRAME
NUT- LEVELING SCREW

LB

M

a

�

x

0

o e

lated to each next higher level
of assembly .

o4X

F'

O

p
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A
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••
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n

r
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"This will
permit our
cost personnel
to devote
more time to
comparative
analysis and
in -shop
audits."

chased assemblies or parts. Changes in management
thinking and manufacturing capability now dictate
loading the elements of purchased parts which may
from time to time be manufactured in- house. This
is also useful when one of our manufacturing operations in a sequence is performed by an outside vendor.
A good example is our requirement for heat treating.
Here we produce up to a point and send out to heat
treat, all without changing the part number. We expect to have other conditions arise which will demand
adaptability to change from the original file concept.
This system is flexible enough to do this.

Analysis and Edits
As we enlarged the costing of parts and products
from the original pilot run we found some minor errors
in logic. These resulted primarily in special situations
where there was some deviation from the normal
operating procedure. They were found by comparing
back to the last cost run on the old file and analyzing
the reasons for change, a time consuming operation
but worth it to prove the integrity of the programming.
A very recent effort has provided us with the ability
to evaluate the effect of what were thought to be
uncostable file conditions. For example, when a part
is identified as self - manufactured, there must be a
labor value on that part. In many cases the labor is
paid at a higher level assembly. The new coding technique alerts us to the condition. Another is on a
bought - outside part where the standard cost has not
been loaded. A separate code signals this and a cost
can be quickly obtained. Some of the error messages
(edits) designed to indicate the costability of the file
are:
1. Part number has no supply source, purchased or
self- manufactured.
2. Self - manufactured part; does not have parts
chained to it.
3. Purchased part; should have material cost.
4. Self - manufactured part; does not have routing.
5. Group records do not have "Delivery to" codes.
6. Part number has Engineering "Hold" code.
7. Raw material; does not have loss factor loaded.
8. Paint group 1 should have special finish value.
9. Bought- outside part; has self- manufactured routing.
Note: All edit error messages obtained by this retrieval
are coded to functional responsibility to expedite
response time. Secondly, in normal operation, rather
than edit the whole file, only those parts that are
required in the next five months' production schedule
are edited for costability.

Success and Benefits
How successful is this program? In a recent test on
a long- established high production refrigerator the cost
was less than .7 percent off. On a dishwasher the cost
error was .2 percent. In both cases edit messages gave
us the capability to quickly recognize the cause and
to make the correction. And here is the big plus! With
the new MIDAS Cost System, we costed 92 percent
(14,000 cards) in 34 minutes within 14 working days
of the inventory date, whereas it took four to five
50

months to value physical inventory cards under the
old system.
Another significant benefit is the expression of cost
information in the same format as others use it. This
is best demonstrated where our design engineers can
now obtain a costed bill of material. They now see
cost data in their own working format and as a result
find the cost data more meaningful. This also promotes the desire to keep the file current, thus enhancing its integrity.

Computerized Analysis Techniques
It must be remembered that under this concept the
file is ever changing. This makes analysis difficult
without reading the file daily which is not practical.
Thus, a project is scheduled to identify and define
mechanized analysis programs and retrievals. This is
expected to be long term and changing with varying
analysis requirements, but with this file concept, there
is great flexibility and, of course, high speed.

Future Plans
Essentially, the effort to date has been to refine
the file and program logic to provide basic material,
part, assembly, and product cost information. We are
in the early phases of application of this file to cost
everyday transactions, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deliveries to shipping stocks,
Shipments to other divisions,
Scrap material tags, and
A weekly report of financial value of inventory in
each cost center with an input /output analysis
for control purposes.

In addition, we have a future project to use this
file for forecasting and profit planning purposes. We
will be able to load forecasted or planned cost rates
and material costs in order to get planned model costs.

Personnel Considerations
With the implementation of this new system we
have eliminated the manual effort needed to maintain
our own cost file. It is our plan to upgrade our present
personnel to provide more control functions and cost
analysis. This will be accomplished by significantly
reducing routine manual costing of daily transactions
through the application of the MIDAS cost system
to these transactions. This will permit our cost personnel to devote more time to comparative analysis and
in -shop audits. The personnel now involved are rapidly
awakening to the many possible uses of the MIDAS
cost system.

Conclusion
We have not created a new concept but have
adapted an old one to utilize the capability of current
computer technology. Within our organization, we
have created the need for each functional user to be
more aware of the needs of other users and the impact
of his actions on them through the MIDAS file. And
finally, we have developed a base of information flexible enough to be adaptable to even more sophisticated
computers and viable enough to meet the changing
demands of our organization.
❑
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SOME LEGAL ASPECTS
OF EDP
In A Complex, Multi - Contract Situation, It May Be Well For You
To Employ A Systems Consultant And Have Your Attorney Draw
Up Or Review The Various Agreements

By Dennis J. Zaiden
Whether you are a buyer or seller in the EDP market,
you had better have your attorney around looking over
your shoulder. Even if you haven't been caught up
in the rush to computers, you can't afford to remain
indifferent. If you are in a -position to do so, you should
periodically authorize studies on the advisability of
using computers for various business applications.
Since EDP technology advances rapidly, there should
also be periodic reassessments. The feasibility study
should include the following criteria: cost versus benefits, the need for keeping up with competitors, the
need for information, external requirements which
may require speed on the part of some businesses (like
banks and stockbrokers), and available systems on the
market.
Management decisions, however, cannot be totally
delegated to the computer. Management must select
the criteria, parameters or decision tables. Requisite
care must be exercised to review the procedures and
approve them, monitor the program, evaluate the risk
of errors, and establish appropriate controls.

Computer Contracts
There are all sorts of contracts involving EDP.
Equipment may be leased or sold and it is common
to use configurations involving the equipment of several manufacturers. Usually a standard printed form
is used with boiler plate clauses covering terms, warranty, title, accessories, and engineering changes.
Though manufacturers are primarily in the business
of selling hardware, their sales promotion suggests that
they are in the business of selling systems —and many
are. Often, they claim that they have in their catalog
systems which will fill your needs or that they will
custom design to your specifications. (Anti -trust laws
may require separate prices for hardware and software.)
They will provide you with how- to -do -it manuals,
software built into the machine, package and custom
designed programs, training, and implementation.
These provisions are not usually included in the boiler
plate contracts, which might subject them to charges
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

of discrimination under the Anti -trust laws. For this
reason, the vendor's proposals must be examined for
the machine and systems specifications, special assistance provisions, and standards of performance. The
proposal should be made a part of the contract. If
the system is to be provided by a manufacturer, the
manufacturer's proposal should include:
1. Detailed specifications of the system which tell
what the system can and cannot do,
2. The physical requirements for the installation,
3. Details as to the programs and compilers which
will be provided,
4. Details as to the implementation assistance which
will be provided such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Technical personnel of manufacturer
Employee training
User's manuals to be furnished
Period of assistance (preferably until parallel
running satisfies the customer),
Details as to who will do what, as between the
manufacturer and customer, and specifics on the
roles of the respective personnel of each.

D. J. ZAIDEN
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Krekstein Horwath &
Horwath, CPA's,
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holds both a B.S.B.A.
and an L. L.8
degree.

The responsibility for the specifications of the system rests with the user. These specifications and the
criteria for performance should be determined and
reduced to writing at the outset. This recommendation
is applicable to hardware manufacturers, software
firms, service bureaus, management consultants, and
contract programmers. A contract can make reference
to a proposal, or a proposal can be accepted by letter
(offer and acceptance equal contract). In a complex,
multi- contract situation, it may be well for you to
employ a systems consultant and have your attorney
draw up or review the various agreements.

Service Bureaus
There are two primary uses of service bureaus. The
user may buy the services of a package system that
has common characteristics which make it available
to multi- users; or the user may contract to have a
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"Run the old
and new
systems
side -by -side
and compare
the results."

service bureau process a custom - designed system. The
custom system may be designed and programmed by
the service bureau or third parties that the user hires.
Generally, the package system and programs are
owned by the service bureau. Care must be exercised
in entering such an arrangement, since you are left
with nothing in the event the service bureau ceases
to function or the contract is terminated.
Sometimes you can purchase an interest or license
to use the programs and other documentation, so that
you can use them elsewhere if termination occurs.
Where the service bureau custom designs a system
for you, you should contract to possess or share title.
Where you have gained the right of use, you should
obtain duplicate copies to be maintained under your
control. Remember that these programs will require
compatible equipment.
The fixing of the contractor's and user's responsibilities should be contained in the contract or appended proposal. Training, implementation assistance
and user's instruction manuals should be specified.
Another important aspect is turn - around time, which
is the intervening period between the time the data
is sent in until the user receives the output. Of course,
the user has the responsibility of promptness if he
expects promptness. Perhaps it is possible to insert
a clause on this aspect.
Time- sharing and leasing computer time are variations of the service bureau arrangement. Since privacy
is a prime consideration, one must very carefully select
the EDP contractor. The following criteria may be
helpful:
1. How long has the company been in business?
1. Is the company financially sound? (Run a Dun &
Bradstreet report on it.)
3. What is the reputation of the company?
4. Do they have the technical know -how?
5. Visit the premises of two customers and obtain
some first -hand information on their operating
systems.

Third Party Contracts
Sometimes EDP equipment is available from a
leasing company on an operating lease basis, or on
a financial lease where the lease operates as a loan
against a purchase. Another third party agreement may
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be for contract programming. In this case, the contract
should carefully spell out the basis of billing and
require that invoices be itemized. In addition, you
must be concerned about supplies, travel expense, and
who will be responsible for supervision. Where the
work is to be done, who owns the programs, and does
the contractor assume liability for the acts of his
employees are other questions that must be answered.
Systems consultants can be invaluable to you, but
you should cover their specific services in writing,
responsibility should be fixed, and billings should be
itemized.
Maintenance contracts may be covered in the basic
computer contracts, or by separate agreement. Your
agreement may be with the manufacturer or someone
who is a third party to your basic contract. The situation is further complicated when there is a configuration of equipment from several manufacturers.
Insurance coverage for EDP operations should be
considered. Some insurers provide "all risk" EDP policies, but there are significant exceptions. These may
be covered by riders to an EDP policy, or in other
policies, such as accounts receivable, valuable papers,
errors, and employee dishonesty. You should consider
insurance even if you use a service bureau, but ascertain that the contractor is insured also.

Termination of Outside Assistance
Do not switch important company operations to
automation completely until the new systems are
operating to your satisfaction. Run the old and new
systems side -by -side and compare the results. Don't
switch over completely until you are satisfied and don't
release outside technical assistants until then. Clarify
this in writing at the outset of doing business with
contractors.

Proprietary Protection of Software
This area is too new to be settled at this time. The
owner of a trade secret can protect himself only by
suing those who wrongfully disclose the secrets or
obtain them in bad faith, but has no rights against
someone who secures knowledge independently. The
area of copyrights is open to question. A program may
be patentable under certain circumstances, but such
action will require careful research and review by legal
counsel.
❑
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LETTERS to the editor
Continued from page 8
Mr. Roesner discussed only one approach to the problem and
did not go into the straight lease or lease -buy methods that are
also available. Since the lease or buy decision is one that has caused
a great many headaches, it seems that all the possibilities should
be examined before a proper decision is made.

Forecasts—Public or Confidential Information?
Mr. Backer's article "Reporting Profit Expectations," in the

February 1972 Issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, covers an area
of disclosure that in the past has virtually been ignored. Forecasts
of profits have generally been considered to be confidential corporate information, to be doled out sparingly to investment analysts and financiers. I believe that a company's shareholders and
Arthur F. Hood the investing public should be made aware of management's expecEssex County Chapter tations through disclosure in the company's own reports, rather
Montclair, N. J.
than through research releases of financial analysts. This disclosure
would put everyone on a more even basis in evaluating the company as an investment.
Truck Fleet Expansion: On Target
Naturally, guidelines would have to be set, for such disclosures,
and adherence to those guidelines would have to be policed. Every
Mr. Paul I. Roesner's article appearing in the January 1972 attempt should then be made to assure the investing public that
issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING should be mandatory reading the forecasts are reasonable and not misleading.
for any financial or distribution executive in a company involved
with trucking operations. The article is extremely well organized
Edgar J. Dillard, Jr.
and comprehensive, and is easily understandable. However, from
New Orleans Chapter
experience there are a couple of items of concern not totally
covered in his article, that I feel should be discussed. These are:

New Orleans, La.

A. Administrative and clerical control can be very costly to an
owner - operator, as this type of detail is somewhat foreign to
them and requires a disproportionate amount of man -hours
to administer.
B. Variable costs (operating costs) will almost always be higher
for the owner- operator due to (1) the spread of maintenance
costs over a smaller base; and (2) the normally higher costs
for fuel, oil, tires, tubes, and other running expenditures.

Reporting the Longer -Term Broad Objectives

The article by Dr. Morton Backer, "Reporting Profit Expectations" (February 1972), addresses a very real problem of the investing community. With a view to improving the situation, Dr. Backer
offers some guidelines for dissemination of budget information
by corporate managements. However, I wonder if he is placing
too much emphasis on reporting expectations for the near future.
As an investor, I would be more interested in a company's
I was definitely interested to note, however, how closely Mr. outlook for the next five, or even ten, years rather than simply
Roesner's Exhibit 1 agreed with a recent study made by our next year. There seems to be too much quarter -by- quarter and
company in our decision to lease or buy. A comparison of these year -by -year speculation in the stock markets already, and one
factors is as follows:
objective of financial reporters ought to be to discourage (or at
Fiberfil study
least not encourage) this kind of investing.
Roesner
Owner
Reporting the longer -term broad objectives as formulated by
Variable costs:
study
operator
Leasing
management and the board of directors would give investors a
Repairs & servicing
3.00¢
3.67
3.64
yardstick for measuring management performance and a valuable
Fuel
5.40
4.80
4.50
input for establishing appropriate price /earnings multiples. By
Oil, grease, filters
.30
.65
.64
broad objectives I mean, for example, planned growth in earnings,
Tires & tubes
2.00
1.63
1.55
earnings per share, dividends, or whatever objective(s) management
Variable costs per mile
10.70Q
10.75a
10.30Q
considers appropriate for a particular company's situation.
Following the establishment of the broad objectives, it is manFixed costs per mile
8.73
8.66
8.54
agement's
responsibility to develop strategies to achieve those
(Based on 83,400 miles)
objectives. We should not place the CPA's or the analysts in the
Total cost per mile
19.43¢
19.41¢
18.84Q
position of second - guessing management on budgeting of capital
expenditures, advertising and R & D expenditures, product line
The extreme closeness of the Roesner study and the Fiberfil mix, and all of the other factors that go into a company's supportive
Owner- operator results seem to indicate that close scrutiny of all strategy. Often these strategies will be intentionally altered, somethe factors can give anyone, who takes the time to analyze these times markedly, and resulting budget variances, which on the
costs, a good basis for determining whether to own or lease.
surface might appear to be inaccuracy of forecasting, are simply
Completion of this type of a study is an absolute necessity before a reflection of management prerogative.
any manager attempts to make a decision on whether to purchase
Management should be held accountable for meeting the stated
or lease a truck fleet. Virtually every situation will be found to corporate objectives, but specific plans of action to attain those
be difficult, thus justifying the study.
objectives should be left off the stage of public reporting.
Raymond E. Wright
Vice President
James P. Henninger
Marketing and Distribution
Minneapolis Chapter
Evansville, Ind.
Minneapolis, Minn.
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THE CAPITALIZATION
OF COSTS AS OPPOSED TO
CHARGING THE COST OFF
AS AN EXPENSE
The Management Accounting Practices Committee, as part
of its broad program of making definitive contributions to the
practice of the profession of management accounting, appointed a subcommittee to study fixed asset accounting.
Members of the subcommittee (Donald C. Brabston, Chairman;
Warren B. Coburn, G. Kenneth Dye, William C. Flewellen,
fr., Charles W . Lamden and Clement Schwingle) had their
first meeting on December 3, 1970.
The Committee's first paper is the following discussion draft,
titled "The Capitalization of Costs as Opposed to Charging
the Cost Off as an Expense." (Another topic currently being
studied by the group is capitalization cost recovery or depreciation.) The subcommittee feels that the information set forth
is in the best interests of better corporate reporting, and anticipates this will be the first step in guidance to companies
in the handling of their fixed asset accounting problems.
The MAP Committee has not taken a final position on a
number of significant points in this discussion draft. However,
several improvements suggested by MAP have been incorporated in the text by the subcommittee. In order to provide
a broader base for a MAP Committee position, your comments
are welcomed.
Introduction
Kohler' defines cost as follows:
An expenditure or outlay of cash, other property, capital
stock, or services, or the incurring of a liability therefor, identified with goods or services purchased or with any loss incurred,
and measured in terms of the amount of cash paid or payable
or the market value of other property, capital stock or services
given in exchange. Implicit in the concept of cost is the accrual
basis of accounting.
The accrual basis of accounting requires that expenditures
be identified with specific periods of time. Thus, a cost incurred
must be identified with a period of time —the present or the
future. Identification of the appropriate period in which to
charge the cost to expense is then the determinant of whether
a cost is capitalized (identified with future periods) or charged
off to expense (identified with current period). Identification
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of such appropriate period is generally determined by whether
an expenditure is intended to benefit the current period or
future periods.
Kohler's definition, while applicable in categories other than
depreciable assets, is somewhat inclusive when related to expenditures for these facilities. For non - depreciable assets such as
land or fee -owned water power rights, expenditures which enhance utility or capacity clearly benefit future periods. For
depreciable property most expenditures, even for maintenance,
also benefit future periods because if the property is not maintained, future periods will not be enjoyed. It becomes necessary,
therefore, to inject a further factor for plant and equipment,
namely, the estimated economic life. Expenditures which are
necessary to reach that life are properly expensed. For plant
and equipment then, in the context of Kohler's definition,
future periods may be taken to mean extensions beyond the
initial estimated life.
The capitalization versus expense decision is fundamental
to income determination, which is the "process of identifying,
measuring, and relating revenue and expenses of an enterprise
for an accounting period." ' The distinction which must be
made in determining whether a cost should be capitalized or
charged off to expense is made much clearer when Kohler's
definition is appended with reference to initially established
estimated life as suggested earlier. The problems in making
this distinction are evidenced in accounting for depreciable
assets. Discussion of problems in accounting for costs which
are related to depreciable assets may be divided into two cat egories —(1) costs incurred at time of acquisition or construction
and (2) costs incurred during the period of ownership.
COS T S I NC UR RE D AT T IM E OF
ACQUI SIT I ON OR CON ST RUC T ION

The general rule in accounting for the acquisition of depreciable assets is that the asset is initially recorded at cost which
includes all charges to "prepare an asset for use "' (i.e., to
bring the asset to the appropriate condition and location for
use). In practice, charges to prepare an asset for use are sometimes charged to expense where the amounts are not material.
Significant problems arise where the cost of the acquisition
is in a form other than cash, e.g., issuance of securities, exchange
of other assets, and donated assets. Costs incurred by a firm
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in constructing assets for its own use also give rise to a number
of significant problems. These include the treatment of overhead and interest costs during construction. The question of
whether or not to capitalize interest may relate either to debt
incurred for the purpose of construction or to the interest
imputed on stockholders' equity.
Other costs are sometimes incurred with respect to the acquisition of depreciable assets which are capitalized by some companies and expensed by others. Costs incurred in putting a plant
"on- stream," e.g., testing of a new process, breaking -in costs,
and start -up costs are sometimes charged to expense even
though they are "charges to prepare an asset for use." These
costs might include direct costs such as labor, materials and
also indirect costs such as administrative salaries of supervisory
personnel. (A discussion of the various problems and procedures
involved in the "determination of the cost of a depreciable
fixed asset" is covered elsewhere.)
COSTS INCURRED DURING PERIOD OF OWNERSHIP
Expenditures incurred during the period of ownership must
be examined closely to determine whether they are capital or
expense in nature.
Kohler' defines a capital expenditure as:
An expenditure intended to benefit future periods, in contrast
to a revenue expenditure which benefits a current period; an
addition to a capital asset. The term is generally restricted
to expenditures that add fixed -asset units or that have the effect
of increasing the capacity, efficiency, span of life, or economy
of operation of an existing fixed asset.
Expenditures during ownership generally fall into the following categories:
1. Maintenance and repairs
2. Improvements (betterments) and additions
3. Replacements
In practice it has been difficult to classify the expenditure
due to the potential overlapping of the categories. Futhermore,
differences can develop in the treatment of these costs based
on the differences in objectives between those for tax purposes
and those for financial accounting purposes. The tax method
is often used when amounts are immaterial.'
In general, the terms maintenance and repairs are used interchangeably. One authority, however, states that:
A theoretical distinction between repairs and maintenance
is sometimes made, maintenance being directed to keeping the
assets in good condition and repairs being directed to putting
them back into good condition. Maintenance is preventive;
repairs are curative. The theoretical distinction usually is difficult if not impossible to maintain in the accounts.'
Within this general category, a distinction is made between
ordinary repairs (revenue charges) and extraordinary repairs
(capital charges)." Moyer and Mautz' state that extending of
an asset's depreciable life "is the point that distinguishes ordinary and extraordinary repairs." In addition, others suggest that
an increase in value is a necessary characteristic of an extraordinary repair. An expenditure to achieve the life established
for depreciation purposes should be an expense.
Improvements may involve a substitution, or they may result
from extensive repairs such as a major motor overhaul or the
rearrangement of factory equipment. Improvements ordinarily
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do not increase the physical size of the productive facility but
may increase capacity to improve quality or decrease maintenance costs or increase the original planned depreciable life.
While distinctions between additions and replacements are
treated in accounting texts, they seldom can be made in practice
as a new unit acquired to replace an old unit is usually greatly
improved and of greater capacity both as to quantity and
quality.
Minor improvements and additions are seldom regarded as
a separate class but rather are included within the classification
of ordinary repairs and maintenance.
Kohler' defines replacement as:
. . . the substitution of one fixed asset for another, particularly of a new asset for an old, or of a new part for an old
part. On the books of account, the recognition of the cost
of the new asset requires the elimination of the cost of the
asset it replaces.
If, in fact, the old asset (or part of an asset) is retired, the
costs for replacements should be capitalized. Nevertheless, in
practice, a distinction is made between major replacements and
minor replacements. Minor replacements are regarded as current
expenses, whereas major replacements are treated as newly
acquired assets. The replacement of tires, for example, could
be accounted for as new assets when the old tires are retired
if the base unit is the tires. On the other hand, if they are
treated as an integral part of the automobiles (the base unit
being the automobile), the cost of the new tires is charged
V
to expense. The cost of a new automobile generally would be
capitalized as a new asset when the old automobile is retired
if the base unit is the automobile. It would be possible, however,
but not likely, to use the fleet of automobiles as the base unit
and treat the new automobile (or typewriter or chair or any
similar asset) as an expense.
Even though it may sometimes be difficult to determine
whether an expenditure merely maintains the facility or adds
something new, the criteria for determining whether or not
to capitalize the expenditure during the period of ownership
should not be different from those established for costs incurred V
at acquisition. Both require a determination of the period
receiving the benefit of the cost and both depend upon the
company's base unit policy. If the cost increases efficiency,
extends the asset's original planned depreciable life, or adds
a new base unit, it should be capitalized. Otherwise, it should
be expensed.
In practice, for expediency, minor costs, whether for acquisition of an asset or for expenditure during ownership, are expensed. Many companies have established policies regarding
the minimum dollar amount to be capitalized. As a practical
measure, companies should establish such a policy. The minimum dollar amount is subject to specific conditions in a company (including the determination of the base unit). Judgment
must be exercised when the policy is established and it should
be followed consistently.
Many of the problems in distinguishing between revenue and
capital expenditures are diminished by a clear identification
of a base unit as a guide for capitalization and depreciation
recording and consistent adherence to that policy. As stated
earlier, expenditures which are necessary to enjoy or reach the
depreciable life estimated for the base unit should be expensed;
expenditures which extend that life or add significantly to its
capacity or purpose should be capitalized. The determination
and considerations involved in establishing the base unit
follow.
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Determination of Base Unit
The original selection and identification of what constitutes
a base property unit is a critical determination. Most difficulties
in distinguishing between revenue and capital charges may be
avoided by clearly identifying the base unit in the initial recording of expenditures. Future determinations of capitalization
or expensing replacements or betterments and the depreciation
or capital cost recovery policy of a company are, in fact, related
to and closely tied to the original selection of the base unit.
A company should have a written approved policy as to
selection of base unit. A company, in advance, by policy, or
if the item to be capitalized is a new type of asset not covered
in the company's written policy, could set base units as large
or as small as practicable within its operations, but once the
base units are established, subsequent expenditures for similar
items, replacements, or improvements and the depreciation
policy (including original life) should be adhered to consistently
unless substantial reasons for change in policy are clearly determinable.
Among the criteria which should be considered in establishing
a company's fixed asset accounting policy for base units are
the characteristics of the property, industry practices, reasonable
limits of practicability and controllability, identifiability, approximate depreciable lives, and control for maintenance and
replacement. The base units must be practicable, identifiable,
and controllable.
A building as a single entity may be established as the base
unit, or each of its principal components considered as separate
base units; an entire machinery line as a base unit or each
machine as a base unit; a blast furnace as an entity or the
furnace and its lining each as a base unit; separate items of
furniture or each year's acquisitions as base units; groups or
classes of similar machinery and equipment as base units. In
the case of a building, elevators, escalators, air conditioning
and heating system, plumbing, electrical, other mechanical
equipment, and the basic building structure could well be
accounted for separately. A complete factory complement of
tools could be a base unit.
One of the primary considerations of accountants is the
physical and economic nature of the base unit and here a
knowledge of property is essential.
The capitalization policy (base unit determination) and depreciation policy must be interrelated and considered collectively. When the base unit and life expectancy are established
upon acquisition, expenditures necessary to achieve that life
are properly expensed. It is not meaningful to refer to expenditures which extend life unless it is known what life was contemplated in depreciation policy.
Management of a company has the obligation and responsibility to determine the original base unit, since once this is
determined, this decision will affect and control future capitalization and depreciation decisions for accounting purposes
for these assets. All theories and methods on depreciation or
capital cost recovery must be tied to and follow the capitalization policy of the individual company. Considerable effort
should be spent by a company's management in the determination of a base unit. Therefore, the emphasis would be shifted
from the aimless, somewhat misguided analysis of the individual
occurrence or expenditure, to policy areas such as base unit,
depreciable life, and other related matters, all of which should
be predetermined by management.

Purchases with Cash
Plant and equipment items are frequently acquired for cash
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Under such circumstances the asset is simply recorded at the
amount of the cash outlay plus incidental costs relating to its
purchase. Costs other than purchase price for assets purchased
,are discussed later.

Purchases with Long -Term Debt
Interest on long -term debt does not add value to the fixed
assets being purchased and should not be capitalized. This point
of view is supported by the Accounting Principle Board in
Opinion No. 16 on Business Combinations as follows:
"An asset acquired by incurring liabilities is recorded
at cost —that is, at the present value of the amounts to
be paid."
When fixed assets are purchased with noninterest- bearing
long -term notes, the assets should be capitalized at the cash
price rather than the full amount of the notes.
The accountant measures the goods and services that enter
into his calculation of net income essentially at the acquisition
cost of the type of goods or services rendered. When purchasing
capital assets, the price being paid for the capital assets must
be separated from the price being paid for the use of funds.
The price paid for the use of funds (interest) should not be
capitalized.
For discussion of interest during the period of construction,
see section on this subject.

Purchases with Securities
There is widespread agreement on the proper accounting for
assets acquired by exchange for securities. Welsch, Zlatkovich
and White 10 summarize this position well.
"In general it may be said that the assets received
should be valued at an amount equivalent to what would
be the cash cost basis. Lacking this figure, valuation of
the assets acquired through exchange of securities should
be determined as follows:
1. Determine the fair market value of the consideration
given, that is, the securities. In the case of a going concern
whose capital stock has an established market price, the
cost of the asset is measured by the cash equivalent
market value of the securities issued for the asset. If there
is no quoted market price on the securities, recent sales
of the securities involved to third parties in arm's- length
transactions may be used as an indication of the consideration given. In this case it is important that the
amount of securities sold to third parties be considered,
since a small sale may have been 'rigged' to arbitrarily
establish a market value. The par, stated, or book value
of such stock is no indication of the fair market value
of such stock. Sometimes stock is issued in payment for
property with an agreement that after issuance of the
stock a designated number of shares will be donated back
to the corporation. Such agreements constitute prima facie evidence that the real consideration is the fair
market value of the shares actually retained by the vendor
of the property.
2. If the fair market value of the securities exchanged
for assets other than cash cannot be determined, the fair
market value of the assets acquired should be estirvated.
In the absence of an actual cash -basis sale of the assets
involved in the immediate past, an independent appraisal
of them by a professionally recognized appraiser may be
recorded as the implied cost' of the assets acquired.
3. If a fair market value for either the securities or
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the assets received cannot -be determined objectively,
values established by the directors of the corporation may
be used. The law generally allows the directors considerable discretion in establishing values in this situation,
except in cases where fraudulent intent on the part of
the directors can be shown.
When assets are acquired by exchange of securities,
any actual or implied discounts or premiums on the
securities should be accounted for in the normal manner."
In summary, where the securities market does not appear
to provide an acceptable basis for measuring the fair market
value of the assets received in exchange, the approach to costs
may be through an appraisal of the fair market value of the
assets received. However, even where no market has been established for the securities involved, reasonable conclusions as
to value for non - traded securities may be reached through
comparison with published data for earnings, dividend policies,
size of blocks, and company characteristics, preferably by experienced analysts. While the law allows boards of directors discretion in these matters, it would seem that any board would
seek informed outside counsel, carefully documented, before
reaching its conclusion.

Donated Assets
Donated assets should be recorded at their appraised fair
market values or appraised values if no market value can be
established as of the effective date of acquisition. Any expenses
or costs incurred in connection with the donation should be
charged against the special surplus resulting from the recognition of the donated assets.

Assets Acquired in Trade -Ins
For depreciable business property customarily traded for new
property of like kind, such as office machines, automobiles,
and certain production equipment, the Federal income tax
regulations provide that the new asset be recorded at the net
book value for the old asset plus the cash paid. No gain or
loss is recognized. While for other types of exchanges a revaluation of the asset exchanged might be justified, the treatment
covered by the tax regulations, if adopted for both corporate
and tax purposes, appears to result in minimum error and has
the advantage of uniformity.
In many trade -in situations such as automobiles and trucks
and office furniture and fixtures, the amount allowed for the
trade -in asset may be a fictitious or false value and gain or
loss in the trade -in impracticable of determination.

Costs in Addition to Invoice Price for Assets Purchased
When fixed assets are acquired, capitalized cost should be
the invoice price plus incidental costs to bring the asset to
its fulfillment status. The purchased asset, new or used, reaches
this condition when it is capable of producing an acceptable
product or service at a reasonable production rate.
Expenditures related to the acquisition of a fixed asset,
available in position, ready to use, should be capitalized. These
would include such items as the contract or invoice price for
an asset, freight in, handling and moving costs, costs of installation including construction for installation such as foundations,
renovation or repairs at the time of purchase to a used asset,
testing costs, duties on foreign purchases, and sales and use
taxes.
All costs to get the unit into ready condition (fulfillment
status) should be capitalized and once this condition is reached,
no additional initial costs should be capitalized as charges to
fixed assets. Instances may occur when it becomes obvious that
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productivity initially considered reasonable will not be reached.
In such cases, capitalization should be discontinued and depreciation commenced, unless decision to abandon has been concluded.
When fixed assets are acquired, there may be other expenditures which should be added to the fixed asset costs. Some
of these, grouped by type of asset, are set forth below:
Land:
a. Original contract price
b. Brokers' commissions
c. Legal fees for examining and recording title
d. Cost of title guarantee insurance policies
e. Cost of real estate surveys
f. Cost of an option when it is exercised
g. Special paving assessments
h. Cost of razing an old building
i. Cost of cancellation of an unexpired lease
j. Payment of noncurrent taxes accrued on the land at date
of purchase if payable by purchaser
Buildings:
a. Original contract price or cost of construction
b. Expenses incurred in remodeling, reconditioning, or altering a purchased building to make it available for the
purpose for which it was acquired
c. Cost of excavation or grading or filling of land for the
specific building
d. Expenses incurred for the preparation of plans, specifications, blueprints, etc.
e. Cost of building permits
f. Payment of noncurrent taxes accrued on the building
at date of purchase if payable by purchaser
g. Architects' and engineers' fees for design and supervision
h. Other costs, such as temporary buildings used during the
construction. period
Machinery and equipment:
a. Original contract or invoice cost
b. Freight and drayage in, cartage, import duties, handling
and storage costs
c. Specific in- transit insurance charges
d. Sales, use, and other taxes imposed on the purchase
e. Costs of preparation of foundations and other costs in
connection with making a proper situs for the asset
f. Installation charges including company overhead on the
same basis as it is charged to inventory
g. Charges for testing and preparation for use
h. Costs for reconditioning used equipment when purchased
4. Furniture and fixtures:
a. Same as machinery and equipment
If a cash discount is allowed on payment of an invoice for
the purchase of a fixed asset, cost is the net payment made.
Therefore, the cost of the fixed asset purchased should be
reduced by the amount of any cash or trade discount received.
If discounts not taken are material, these also should be credited
to the asset's cost.
Following are types of expenditures which should not be
capitalized as fixed assets:
a. Expenditures for facilities and the renovation of buildings required in connection with specific contracts, which
would not have been incurred except for such contracts,
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b.

c.

d.

e.

and which are therefore specifically included in contract
costs.
Repair of existing equipment including replacement of
component parts, reconstruction or alteration except as
outlined above.
Expenditures incurred in demolishing or dismantling
equipment including those related to the replacement
of units or systems, and the removal of parts in connection with a rebuilding or replacement project.
Expenditures incurred in connection with the rearrangement transfer or moving of equipment within a plant
or from one location to another.
Special test equipment, fixtures, cutting tools, shaping
tools and boring tools having a comparatively short term
of effective life.

The capitalized cost of land does not include:
Fees for surveying, title searches, geological opinions, legal
and other expert services on land not purchased. Expenditures
in connection with disposal of refuse. Cost of easements or
rights of way which are limited as to time. Assessments for
repairs to roads, sidewalks, and repairs to other improvements.
The capitalized cost of buildings and other capitalized items
should not include:
Extraordinary costs incidental to the erection of a building,
such as those due to strike, flood, fire or other casualty.
Note: Unanticipated expenditures, such as rock blasting,
piling, or relocation of the channel of an underground stream,
should be capitalized.
Cost of abandoned construction.
Cost incurred for bonus payments to contractors, temporary
construction because of shortages of material for permanent
construction, etc., for the purpose of hastening completion.
Extra payments, such as premium time to take advantage
of management operating decisions, should be expensed.
Most companies, in the course of their accounting, must of
necessity adopt a minimum figure for capitalization. Any item
costing less than such minimum is arbitrarily charged to repairs
or some other expense account. This practice does not seem
to have been considered in tax rulings or decisions, but it is
so widespread that general acceptance gives sufficient weight
to justify its use, provided the minimum figure is not unreasonably high.
The size, nature, and experience of a company will likely
be the criteria for setting this minimum figure. When it has
been set, the treatment of minimum capitalization level should
be clearly set forth in a written policy, as, for example:
"Items purchased individually with a first cost of less
than $100 are to be written against current operations,
but the expensing of such items is limited to a total cost
of $1,500 per one -time purchase.
A'one time' purchase is defined to mean one individual
billing, regardless of the quantity or value named in
purchase order commitments or capital appropriations."
Of paramount importance, of course, in the operation of
this minimum - capitalization procedure is the following of a
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consistent practice.
Rules of thumb can be derived to be used as a guide. Three
such rules follow, but it should be pointed out that these are
not precise rules to be followed, rather guides resulting from
experience:
The fact that a request for the acquisition of capital assets
is approved is not, per se, evidence that capitalization is
required. Such decisions are of an accounting nature and
should be governed by whether the expenditure is for a
new base unit, is necessary to reach the prior estimated life
of the base unit, to extend its life, or to substantially alter
or expand its planned original function.
If an item has an estimated life of one year or less, regardless
of cost, it should be expensed.
If an asset is perishable, extremely small, easily lost, and /or
has a comparatively short life expectancy, that is one to
three years, its cost generally is expensed.

Assets Constructed by a Firm for Its Own Use
When buildings are constructed, capitalized costs consist of
material, labor, and overhead. Installation charges for new
machinery are capitalized against the same machinery account
according to material, labor, and overhead expended on this
activity. All material and labor costs directly identifiable with
construction or manufacture of an asset should be capitalized.
All overhead costs necessary for and indirectly associated with
the asset being constructed likewise should be capitalized. Capitalized costs during the construction period should include a
reasonable allocation of factory or operations overhead.
Capitalization may be appropriate for general and administrative costs applicable to planning for construction in the
utility industry. If a company has a large part of general and
administrative overhead attributable to in -house construction
activities, such as the utility industry, capitalization of this
overhead is allowable. Where in -house construction is not a
major part of the business, general and administrative overhead
costs should not be capitalized.
An exception concerns the real estate industry where developments, such as apartments, multiple occupancy dwellings,
office buildings, hotels, and motels, in most instances, involve
a single project producing no revenue until completion. For
these businesses, it is customary to capitalize indirect construction costs, such as ad valorem taxes, interest, insurance, and
administrative overhead.
Interest during the period of construction should not be
capitalized except in the utility and real estate industries where
the current acceptance of this practice and the economics of
these industries permit such capitalization.
Any gross profit or loss resulting from the sales of capital
equipment between affiliated companies should not be included
in the capital asset accounts.
Generally, expenditures which recur in a normal pattern for
demolition and rearrangement should be charged to expense.
However, a major rearrangement (perhaps involving demolition
related to a project which is expected to function three years
or more) might more properly be capitalized.
Expenditures (excluding demolition, rearr angement, etc.) for
partial but major replacement of building mechanical equipment or other equipment systems should be capitalized or
expensed in accordance with initial base unit life determination.
Expenditures for renovation projects relating to a basic building structure of a normally recurring nature should be charged
to expense as incurred.
Expenditures for repairs, maintenance or dismantlement are
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chargeable to expense as incurred.
Following are definitions of the several categories of cost:
Material— purchase cost of all material which becomes physically identifiable in the completed building, product or equipment plus incoming transportation.
Labor —cost of payroll or purchased labor required to construct or fabricate, machine, process, assemble and test materials, equipment, or buildings.
Overhead — manufacturing expenses necessary to produce
product, e.g., inspectors, planning, wage rate employees, shop
supplies; distribution expense; light, heat, and power; and general and administrative expense (only that portion directly
attributable to the work done on building or equipment).
Interest during construction — (usually for public utilities and
real estate companies) the net cost of borrowed funds used
for construction purposes and a reasonable rate upon the firm's
own funds when so used.
A company should have a detailed written policy, which
should be consistently followed, for capitalization policy (and
capital cost recovery policy) for assets constructed by it for
its own use. Generally, this capitalization policy should also
be consistent with the company's cost accounting policies for
inventory determination. If the company has a specific construction department for the planning and construction of its
fixed assets, as many utility companies have, the costs of this
department should be capitalized as a directly related department. Criteria for capitalization and expensing of work orders
should be provided for in the written company policy.
When interest incurred during the period of construction
is capitalized, it is reasonable for identifiable imputed interest
on fixed assets constructed to be capitalized in order to provide
comparability.
In unregulated industries, any gross profit or loss resulting
from sales between affiliated companies should be eliminated
in consolidated financial statements. However, in a regulated
industry were a parent or subsidiary manufactures or constructs
facilities for other companies in the consolidated group, the
foregoing is not intended to require the elimination of intercompany profit to the extent that such profit is substantially
equivalent to a reasonable return on investment ordinarily
capitalized in accordance with the established practice of the
industry.
Equipment manufactured by a company for its own use
should exclude the markup on those items if purchased through
independent distributors and affiliated companies. Equipment
items produced by a company, for its own use, as well as
miscellaneous work performed on plant assets, if properly capital, should be included in capital costs plus use and excise taxes
where applicable. Transportation incurred on shipments within
a company should be excluded.
When a company designs and develops its own equipment,
the capitalized cost of the equipment should represent the fair
reproductive cost, thereby expensing initial development costs
in the year in which they were incurred. Reproductive cost
means the cost of a substantially like item of equipment, exclusive of design or development expense.

Purchase of a Group of Assets
The problem of equitably distributing lump sum or basket
purchases may occur where the acquisition comprises an entire
business enterprise, an assembly of like assets such as a group
of machines, or one or more parcels of improved real estate.
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The need for supportability for the conclusions reached in
allocating a lump sum increases in proportion to the extent
to which, within the purchase, depreciation and life characteristics differ, and to the extent of intangible assets embraced.
Depreciation referenced here relates to whether one or more
of the assets included, although tangible, may be nondepreciable, such as land, as well as life expectancy differences. These
factors become very significant for Federal income tax and now,
in addition to the requirement for adequate control for corporate purposes, become even more important in view of the
conclusions recently expressed by the Accounting Principles
Board in its APB Opinions Nos. 16 and 17.
BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
The most complex problems of basket purchase allocation
arise when the acquisition concerns a complete business enterprise, particularly in an industrial operation. Because of the
significance of allocation conclusions for Federal income tax
matters and the large number of allocations required since the
advent of Section 334(b) -2, experience and writings generated
from this source are of interest. In this area, Federal income
tax accounting appears parallel to corporate accounting and
reporting principles. Quoting from Karl Rube, chief of the
Engineering Branch of IRS:
The basic problem, as revealed in current tax literature
and in the indicated approaches being taken by practicing
involves a fractional valuation technique
accountants
or one based...
on a theory of "subtraction or gap." Under
this approach the theory is that if we find the value of
physical assets
any intangible value will be reflected
... between this value and the actual
in the gap or difference
total purchase price paid. This theory is based on the
premise that the sum of the parts cannot equal more
than the whole.
This premise will result in a proper allocation only by
rare coincidence of circumstances and is more often than
not in conflict with Sec. 1.167(a) -5 of the Income Tax
Regulations, which provides that allocation or apportionment must be based on the relative fair market value
of each of the elements. All the elements, including any
intangibles, must be considered in relation to one another
under Sec. 1.167(a) -5.
The regulation Mr. Ruhe mentions states:
In the case of the acquisition on or after March 1, 1913,
of a combination of depreciable and nondepreciable
property for a lump sum, as for example, buildings and
land, the basis for depreciation cannot exceed an amount
which bears the same proportion to the lump sum as
the value of the depreciable property at the time of
acquisition bears to the value of the entire property at
that time

...

Current assets and current and long -term liabilities are discussed in APB Opinion No. 16 and since this treatise takes
no exception to their treatment therein specified, they will not
be treated here. This discussion will be confined to plant and
equipment and intangible assets.
While the total purchase price, or that portion of it which
relates to plant and equipment and intangibles, is surely evidence of value, it is not necessarily conclusive. A further point
made by Mr. Ruhe is that seldom does the sum of the value
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of the parts independently determined equal the value of the
whole. Both of these positions depart somewhat from the
"GAP" or goodwill residual approach prescribed in APB Opinion No. 16. The latter suggests a summation of plant and
equipment replacement values and identifiable intangibles be
deducted from the total applicable to plant and equipment
and all intangibles, to reflect the amount applicable to nonidentifiable intangibles such as goodwill.
The value of the fixed assets in a large lump sum business
enterprise purchase generally is not readily determinable apart
from the value of the whole business. The continuity of the
earnings stream, the current and projected economic facts, and
the capital needed to maintain the earnings stream should be
measured.
In contrast to a real estate entity, where the value of the
whole usually lies in the property, an industrial enterprise
derives its earnings capacity and hence its value from many
sources. The specific contribution of each is difficult to measure
and intangibles may be a significant factor. Plant and equipment usually enjoy their highest value as a part of the enterprise
but with a ceiling limited by the value of the whole. Since
this entire problem is extremely subjective, it would seem
advisable to reduce the element of conjecture to a minimum
as suggested by Mr. Rube. A logical step would be to check
or independently value the whole. This conclusion so reached,
after deducting current assets and adding liabilities assumed,
places an independent ceiling on the amount to be allocated
to the noncurrent assets.
The use of replacement costs less estimated accumulated
depreciation as outlined by APB Opinion No. 16 for facilities
not measurable as to value by comparison with market may
provide an acceptable basis for a location provided all factors
are considered and the ceiling heretofore described is observed.
For most industries, only limited amounts of property can be
valued by market comparison, as most investment is represented
by equipment not ordinarily exchanged or available in the used
market, and fixed property such as wiring, piping, foundations,
and installations. Even the market prices for buildings do not
in most instances offer an acceptable basis for comparison as
the data available usually relates to sales apart from the business
made at substantial discount from cost even though the property be relatively new. Although the process of valuation may
not be precise, every effort should be made to separately recognize, value, and include in the allocation base trademarks,
copyrights, and other intangible elements as well as goodwill.
The absence of a precise approach does not preclude reasonable
valuations for any intangible, including goodwill. All intangible
items subject to specific life measurement such as patents,
contracts, franchises and leases should, of course, be separately
valued.
After all identifiable elements have been valued, their total
can be compared with the separately appraised lump sum
amount considered applicable to the noncurrent assets. This
would be the appraised conclusion for the enterprise as an entity
less net current assets or less cash or equivalent to cash. Where
a difference exists between the two proposed appraised bases
for allocation, appropriate adjustment should be made so that
the basis used to spread the lump sum is supported by all facts
including earnings. Since all noncurrent assets are embraced
by both, goodwill is included. If earnings are found to compel
downward adjustment, this must be made. If earnings support
a grtater amount, this may enhance goodwill as the contribution
to the enterprise of plant and equipment, in excess of replacement less depreciation, is seldom factual.
Unfortunately, no specific pattern can be suggested for an
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appropriate conclusion to be reached after these comparisons
are made. It may be that goodwill exists even though the
summation of the parts equals or exceeds the related amount
to be allocated. Whether goodwill is measured by this difference
(GAP) or whether it is an estimated amount based on available
facts, its reasonableness must be subject to test. For a going
business producing acceptable earnings on the total investment
under review including working capital, it is difficult to debate
the existence of some goodwill representing the existence of
management, labor force, and customer relations.
After all elements have been subjected to test, a sound
allocation can be made using the independently determined
values as a basis for distributing the related lump sum to the
various items of tangible and intangible noncurrent assets acquired.
While the experience and thinking accumulated over the
years as a result of Federal income tax matters is of interest,
allocation costs for corporate purposes may differ from those
for Federal tax purposes. In no event may the total costs exceed
the lump sum actually paid.
The Accounting Principles Board in its recent Opinions Nos.
16 and 17 has set forth somewhat different criteria for determination of the cost of individual assets. The Opinions do, however, urge that judgment be used. Since goodwill is residual
in the opinion procedure and cost of reproduction less depreciation largely basic, the error to which the latter is frequently
prone may not be recognized. The error might lie in attributing
much higher amounts to plant and equipment than facts justify.
GROUPS OF SIMILAR ASSETS

Where, as with the group of machines mentioned earlier,
the individual items have similar depreciation characteristics
and continued use is anticipated, either open market prices
or cost of reproduction less depreciation can usually serve as
the basis for the spread. The lump sum total is then allocated
by applying to the market, appraised, or judgment values of
each item the ratio that the total market or appraised amount
bears to the lump sum purchase price of the group.
INCOME REAL ESTATE

The transfer of income real estate such as hotels, apartments,
and office buildings, where the transaction is a lump purchase
of assets, usually requires an allocation to land and to building
improvements, and perhaps to furniture and equipment. An
appraisal based upon the income, extant and realizable, will
test the reasonableness of the purchase price. More than likely
in such an appraisal, the building and furniture will be residual.
If the appraisal is less than the purchase price, a pro rata
adjustment upward to the purchase price can be made for land
and for building. The same theory would apply if the appraisal
findings exceed the purchase price, but the adjustment for each
element is downward.
Equipment Used in Research and Development
Most large companies maintain well- equipped, specially designed research laboratories where experimentation is carried
on, and, in addition, developmental work necessary to push
to reality the conceptual idea conceived in the laboratory is
performed in production areas of the company. Significant
portions of the equipment ordinarily devoted to production
may be diverted to developmental work.
Researchers have long thought, and, despite some past vigorous resistance to the idea, accountants are now beginning
to concede, that certain accounting doctrines and procedures
cannot be applied to research situations in the same manner
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

as in productive company operations. One of the most basic
of these accounting tenets —that income needs to be matched
with its related expense— necessarily becomes suspended in a
research laboratory. The reason for this is that discoveries spring
from diligent research which cannot be scheduled in advance,
so the benefits that accrue from research, real as they may turn
out to be, cannot be measured and related to the income of
any specific period. Thus, the successes or failures of research
projects may remain undetermined for several years.
The facilities of the laboratory may include, in addition to
single purpose special equipment, assets and furnishings of the
nature normally otherwise subject to traditional depreciation
treatment. Understandably the probability of obsolescence is
high because researchers are continually moving far in advance
of existing commercially available equipment (not infrequently
they must fabricate testing equipment themselves because it
is not available at all). Under these circumstances it is reasonable to expect that the specialized equipment that a researcher
uses will experience a much shorter depreciation period than
would otherwise be the case. In many instances, the equipment's
usefulness is inherently tied into a specific project, and, as is
often the situation, the project itself is of an indeterminate
life. Its ultimate worth may be a matter of conjecture and the
research accountant is justified in writing the cost of such
apparatus against'current operations.
Similarly, cost of apparatus which would ordinarily be given
capital treatment in the productive parts of the company, would
be considered to be a period operating cost in the laboratory
when it appears that its usefulness may be materially shortened
by the nature of its service. Thus research equipment is often
"cannibalized" —that is, significant parts of it are assimilated
into the project itself, causing the unit as a whole to become
useless. Even the experimental apparatus which remains intact
may not survive the research process as it might be driven to
premature ruin by being subjected to experimentation under
extremely adverse conditions or by the working of damaging
factors like corrosive gases or radioactivity. Finally, a good deal
of the research equipment falls prey to the researcher himself,
who, balked in his efforts to obtain novel testing equipment
commercially (perhaps because it has not yet been invented)
is fully capable of modifying standard equipment for his particular purpose or to meet the requirements of a particular project.
These modifications are usually drastic and nearly always render
the equipment modified useless at the end of the project
because it is usually economically unwise — perhaps it is impossible—to restore it to its original state. Thus, research, and laboratory equipment represent specialized items and should be carefully studied in a company before normal capitalization and
depreciation policies are applied.

Leased Property
The generally accepted accounting treatment of leases is
presented by the following summary of APB Opinions Nos.
5 and 7, subsequent memoranda of the APB and an outline
of a possible Opinion on Accounting for Leases by Lessees
(6/30/71). This summary, in substance, provides sound corporate reporting criteria.
There are two predominant methods in general use by lessors
and lessees for allocating rental revenue and expenses over
the accounting periods covered by a lease, namely, the
financing method and the operating method. The financing
method exists when all or most of the usual rewards or risks
of ownership are passed to the lessee and the lessor is assured
of and limited to full recovery of investment plus a reasonMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

able return subject only to the credit risks generally associated with secured loans. The operating method exists
when the risks and rewards of ownership are retained by
the lessor.
Lessees should capitalize leases that qualify as financing
leases or are with parties directly or indirectly affiliated with
the lessee. Lessees should not capitalize leases under the
operating method but treat the rentals incurred as expense.
The amounts to be recorded for capitalized leases should
be computed at the commencement of the lease on a net
basis at the present value of estimated lease commitment
for primary terms plus favorable renewal and purchase options, applying the interest rates used in setting rental payments. In the case of related parties, the undepreciated cost
should be used if it is greater than the present value.
The carrying value of capitalized lease assets should be
amortized; however, the sinking fund (or compound interest)
method should not be used. Payments should be prorated
between principal and interest.
Estimates of amounts required under commitments to
restore facilities to their original state should be accrued.
Initial direct costs of negotiating and closing leases should
be deferred and allocated over the life of the lease.
Lessees should defer and amortize over the periods benefited
any radical differences between rental payments and expiration of economic usefulness.
Material amounts invested in or obligated by leasing activities should be stated separately. The financing method
requires that the lessor classify aggregate rentals with or
near receivables and clearly identify them. Lessees should
disclose charges to income in the period and the aggregate
amount of new rental commitments under leases. Both lessor
and lessee should disclose obligations or guarantees assumed,
unusual and significant provisions and the accounting
methods used. Lessors should classify estimated residual
values separately with or near property, plant and equipment
unless they represent amounts expected to be collected from
the lessee, in which case it should be classified with or near
notes and accounts receivable.
Sale and leaseback arrangements should be treated as separate transactions if conducted on an arm's - length basis. If
not, the transaction should be deferred and amortized over
the term of the lease. Disclosure of sale and leaseback
arrangements should be made in the years in which the
transactions originate.
The APB makes no distinction between real and personal
property or short and long -term leases and does not include
leases that apply to natural resources.

Cost Reductions Such as Investment Credit
The APB has issued two Opinions on "Accounting for the
Investment Credit." Under Opinion No. 4, issued in March,
1964, amending No. 2, the Board concluded that the preferable
method for handling of the investment credit was a reflection
in net income over the productive life of acquired property
and not in the year in which it is placed in service but that
the alternative method of treating the credit as a reduction
of Federal income taxes of the year in which the credit arises
is also acceptable. Full disclosure, when material, of the method
of accounting for the investment credit and the amounts involved was required.
Tax incentive credits or subsidies by governmental bodies
or donations by such agencies should be handled in a manner
similar to the United States Federal income tax credit.
In accordance with the theory that a fixed asset should be
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charged with all of its appropriate costs and credited with all
discounts or credits (whether from the vendor or from governmental establishments), the preferable method of handling the
investment credit would be the deferred method.
Congress passed in 1971 a new investment tax credit which
allows a company to use either the deferred or the flow- through
method provided the amount and method for handling the
investment tax credit are disclosed.

Commencement of Depreciation
The idea of relative permanence of certain assets that are
"fixed" suggests that at more than one stage of dealing with
them one would not b e surprised if he ran headlong into
complex problems that involve the relationship between these
fixed assets and time. In addition to never quite discovering
a satisfactory pattern which completely describes the course
of an asset's useful life, or finding the solution to the related
riddle of predicting its residual value at the end of this life,
at the outset one is confronted with another unequal struggle
with time —to determine the point at which the depreciation
process should begin to operate.
On the surface this might appear to be a simple matter.
"Clearly," one says; "the physical appearance of property on
the scene triggers depreciation." But the accountant's philosophy which holds that costs are to be matched with the revenue
they help to earn should persuade him to investigate the accounting influence of the differences in time between when an
asset is acquired and when it qualifies as a full- fledged revenue- producing element of the business.
Evidence of the time disparity involving fixed assets is apparent in the considerable time lapse sometimes found in
fabrication processes (the construction of a building is a typical
illustration) which sometimes cover several years. It is understandable that this has moved some accountants to take the
view that, during the construction period, the uncompleted
property has already embarked on an inexorable march to the
junk -heap, that the onset of wear and tear has already commenced and, therefore, a distinction should be made between
costs and lost costs. This reasoning is that a portion of the
costs of the property has already become transformed into losses
which should, theoretically, be taken into the accounts.
Although there is a commendable realism in this concept,
this kind of treatment during the construction period conflicts
with the firmly rooted tenet that the costs that are associated
with the construction period should be capitalized. The idea
of paying accounting attention to wear and tear at this juncture,
if it were followed to its inevitable conclusion, would work
the folly of recapitalizing the depreciation because it is part
of construction period expense.
A more satisfactory treatment would be to ignore the incident
of the diminishing worth of the property during the construction
period, however real it may appear to be, and to allocate the
ultimate cost of the completed property over the time period
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of its anticipated usefulness. Also if one accepts the accounting
concept that fixed assets are akin to any other material that
is consumed in the course of earning income —and it is submitted
that there is a strong body of support to this theory —then
depreciation, the measurement of such usage, must be stayed
from flowing from a category of property that does not yet
earn income in the sense for which it was purchased or constructed. This is new equipment which is undergoing testing
and breaking -in, undoubtedly physical existant, probably set
in its allotted position ready to operate, and perhaps it is even
already functioning in a pilot test capacity. But, until these
assets can be said to have completely satisfied the purpose for
which they were intended— normal, or acceptable production
capability, they are, for the time being, suspended accounting -wise in a sort of hiatus, not producing income, hence not
triggering depreciation against which it is to be set.
Similarly, the piecemeal occupancy or partial utilization of
a newly constructed building raises serious questions about the
start of its depreciation. Clearly, the delivery of a certificate
of completion to the owner by the builder, is not, per se,
evidence that the structure has reached the stature of depreciable property. By the same reasoning that was applied to new
machinery during its breaking -in period, partial utilization of
a new building which is wholly intended for a specific operation
does not appear to merit the start of depreciation.
However, where partial utilization of a building is coupled
with a specific operation or completely identified with an
income - producing center, the portion of the building's depreciation which is thus related should be allocated to that operation. Depreciation or capital cost recovery, therefore generally
begins at the point that capitalization ends.
El
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IMA DIRECTOR NAMED
Dr. James Bulloch Has Been Appointed
Director of the Institute of Management Accounting
Dr. James Bulloch, former Associate Professor of Accounting at the University of Michigan, has been
appointed Director of the Institute of Management
Accounting.
The appointment of Dr. Bullock was announced
by NAA President J. G. Underwood and Executive
Director William M. Young, Jr.
Established by the National Association of Accountants earlier this year, the Institute of Management
Accounting will grant a Certificate in Management
Accounting to candidates successfully completing a
four -part examination. The Institute is responsible for
evaluating the credentials of candidates, administering
the examinations and ensuring that certificate holders
continue to meet the professional development requirements necessary to retain their certificates in
good standing.
As Director, Dr. Bulloch will be the full -time, salaried administrator of the Institute, reporting directly
to the Executive Director, William M. Young, Jr. He
will be responsible for the detailed planning and implementation of the activities of the Institute within
the framework of the policies and procedures established by the Board of Regents and its committees.
The names of those appointed to the nine- member
Board of Regents were announced in the April issue
Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
Dr. Bulloch's extensive academic background, his
work with committees and his authorship of articles
in the accounting field uniquely qualify him as the
administrator of the newly launched Institute of Management Accounting. He received his B.B.A. and
M.B.A. degrees from the University of Michigan and
his Ph.D. from Ohio State University. He has been
a CPA in the State of Michigan since 1957.
In addition to teaching at the University of Michigan, he has taught at Ohio State. He was associated
with Price Waterhouse & Co., and Gregg & Velker,
CPA's, prior to taking university teaching positions.
A member of the National Association of Accountants since 1961, Dr. Bulloch was elected to the NaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

tional Board of Directors, 1969 -71. He served three
years on the NAA Committee on Education. He is
a past president of the Ann Arbor Chapter.
Dr. Bulloch is the author of a NAA research report
published this month. Its title is "Defense Contract
Costing: The State of the Art."
He has published articles in the Accounting Review,
and other journals, and conducted special courses for
the Association and for the University of Michigan.
In addition, he has served as a consultant to business
and other enterprises. He is a member of the AICPA,
as well as the American Accounting Association.
Dr. Bulloch, his wife Davette, and their three children live in Ann Arbor, Mich. He will have an office
at 919 Third Avenue.
0
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E. W. Kelley, chairman of Consolidated Cigar Corp., presents NAA testimony at Trueblood
Committee hearings. Members of the study group are, 1. -r., C. Reed Parker, Howard O. Wagner,
Oscar S. Gellein; Chairman Robert M. Trueblood; George H. Sorter, staff, and Frank T. Weston.
Other members not shown in above photo are Richard M. Cyert, Sidney Davidson, lames Don
Edwards, and Andrew 1. Reinhart.

ACCOUNTING
OBJECTIVES AIRED
AT PUBLIC HEARINGS
AICPA Committee on Accounting Objectives Climaxes Its Work
With Three Days Of Public Testimony In Wide - Ranging
Discussion Of Financial Statement Aims; NAA's MAP Committee
Presents Recommendations

By Robert F. Randall
The accounting profession held a mirror up to itself
at public hearings in New York last May and, predictably, reactions were mixed, according to the eyes of
the beholders. The occasion was open hearings of the
AICPA Accounting Objectives Study Group, often
called the Trueblood Committee after its chairman,
Robert M. Trueblood.
Established early in 1971 by the American Institute
of CPA's, the Committee was directed to study and
refine the objectives of financial statements. Another
committee —the Wheat Committee —which was established at the same time, completed its work and pre64

sented a report earlier this year. (See June 1972 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING)
The objective of the Committee was succinctly
stated by Chairman Trueblood in a progress report
at the AICPA's annual meeting last October. "The
accounting profession needs, but so far has been unable
to develop, a statement of basic objectives that allows
the structuring, the identification, and the analysis of
potential problems and solutions —a statement of basic
objectives responsive and relevant to the needs of
users."
Testimony to the Committee was presented in the
form of written and oral statements. Those organizations testifying included members of the "Big Eight"
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

OBJECTIVES OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR EXTERNAL USES
The complete text of the statement by NAA'S Management Accounting Practices Committee to the
AICPA Accounting Objectives Study Group is published below. Members of the 1971 -72 Committee were
1. Wa y n e Keller, Chairman; Robert N. Anthony,
Robert Beyer, Joseph F. Bond, Donald C. Brabston,
Dudley E. Browne, R. Lee Brummet, E. W. Kelley,
R. Wayne Oates, and Bernard H. Semler.
The objectives of financial statements should be to
communicate to users adequate information on a
business entity to permit each user to make informed
decisions in his area of interest and concern in the
entity. These objectives imply a broader connotation
of financial statements than generally provided by the
conventional balance sheet, income statement, and
statement of changes in financial position with their
related notes. This statement of objectives relates to
the external uses of financial statements for purposes
other than the management of an entity.
A statement of the Accounting Principles Board'
states that the function of accounting:
"is to provide quantitative information, primarily
financial in nature, about economic entities that
is intended to be useful in making economic
decisions."
This suggests that the content of financial statements
is quantitative and originates in the books of account.
However, a financial statement which does not contain
qualitative information and quantitative information
from sources other than the accounts will not meet
the objectives stated in the first paragraph. In the
contemporary social and economic environment such
expansion is essential if financial statements are to
meet their objectives.

Users
As with any product, financial statements should
be designed for the market they are intended to serve.
Needs of current and potential investors and other
'Statem en t of the Accounting Principles Board No. 4, Basic Concepts and
Accountin g Principles Underlying Financial Statements of Business Enterprises,
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, New York, 1970, Paragraph
9, Page 6.

accounting firms, smaller accounting firms, accounting
and financial organizations, investor groups, industrial
companies, public interest organizations, creditors'
associations, financial analysts and the New York Stock
Exchange.
NAA's statement was presented by E. W. Kelley,
chairman of Consolidated Cigar Corp., and a member
of the Association's Management Accounting Practices
Committee. The statement is reprinted in full on
this page, (above).
In order to make its study as comprehensive as
possible, the Trueblood Committee invited hundreds
of CPA firms, governmental and professional organizations, state societies, and companies to participate
in its work. In addition, the Committee conducted
in -depth interviews with a cross- section of business
leaders and other decision- makers.
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users should be met by including regularly and consistently in financial statements all material information
which is available to the public from other sources.

Form and Content
Financial statements should include the conventional comparative balance sheet, income statement,
statement of changes in financial position, and such
other information as is necessary to reflect the status
and progress of the business. The objectives of these
should be to provide comparisons of actuals of the
entity for different periods on a consistent basis and
to permit users to determine relative financial standing. The statements are intended to be informative
and, therefore, standard terminology should be used
in their preparation and publication.
Investor decisions are influenced as much or more
by the prospects of an entity as by its history. Therefore, since the objective of financial statements is to
provide adequate information for informed decisions,
historical data are not sufficient. The publication of
forward estimates of material aspects of the company
with statements of the basic underlying assumptions
is highly desirable.
Where pertinent financial statements should be
accompanied by data relative to such items as market
position, order backlogs and revenues by classes of
customers. For diversified companies information by
segments should be disclosed. Also, pertinent qualitative comments should be included. A major objective
is the avoidance of surprises in the investing community.

"The
publication of
forward
estimates . . .
is highly
desirable."

Other Disclosures
Present principles and conventions preclude the
quantitative disclosure of certain information which
is desirable to reflect the status of the business. In
these categories are: the value of human resources,
social benefits and costs, future benefits of research
and development, brand franchise, patent protection,
and other unrecorded or undervalued assets; and also
unrecorded or not quantified contingent liabilities.
Research should be initiated to establish procedures
for reflecting these in financial statements.
El

The questions and issues discussed at the public
hearings were controversial and far - reaching in their
implications. Some of them touch upon the very foundations of modern accounting. For example, some of
the issues as defined by Mr. Trueblood are:
• the possible need for forecasts and budgets as part
of the basic financial report;
• the possible presentation of the financial health of
business in other than historical transaction terms;
• the possibility of the use of such measures as replacement costs, exit values, and discounted cash
flows;
• utilization of different forms of appropriate attestations.
Following are highlights of testimony on the major
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possible legal liabilities involved in the attestation of
published forecasts were noted by several speakers.

Historical Costs: Pro and Con

E. W. Kelley at Trueblood Committee hearings.

questions posed by the Committee. Almost every
single issue that has bedeviled the accounting profession in recent years was brought up at least once in
oral or written testimony.

To Forecast or Not
The publication of financial forecasts received little
support from industry spokesmen but other organizations recommended the inclusion of such information in financial reports. Robert Morris Associates —
The National Association of Bank Loan and Credit
Officers —said, "It is recognized that some problems
may result from the publication of forecasts, particularly when relied on by the unsophisticated investor,
but this problem is one no different from other careless
or faulty interpretations made by the same unsophisticated users of financial reports."
Arthur Young & Co.: "Statements forecasting the
future operations of an enterprise, if reliable, should
be made available to investors, but they should not
be part of the basic financial statements." Laventhol,
Krekstein, Horwath & Horwath recommended that
the Committee "recognize the need for projected
financial statements and feasibility studies, and further
address itself to establishing criteria which would subject such statements to attestation by certified public
accountants."
NAA's MAP Committee said: "The publication of
forward estimates of material aspects of the company
with statements of the basic underlying assumptions
is highly desirable." But Ernst & Ernst cautioned that
taking a position on forecasting would be premature
until all the ramifications had been explored. The
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Historical cost accounting was both attacked and
defended at the hearings. The American Accounting
Assn. made the strongest statement for inclusion of
current cost information in financial statements. "We
suggest that decision makers would be greatly aided
if accounting information presented current rather
than historical cost data...." The Association admitted, however, that this position was not a unanimous
one of its Task Force on Accounting Objectives, and
a dissent by a committee member was included in
its printed report.
At least one accounting firm supported a different
approach than historical cost. J. K. Lasser & Co. suggested that two columns might be presented on the
balance sheet, income statement, and statement of
changes in financial position, "one on the cost basis
and the other on the basis of current values." The
firm admitted, "This solution is not a panacea, but
it would be a workable start. Current values are a
reasonable objective and they can be audited." A
representative of the N.Y. Stock Exchange said, "Fair
value accounting does not seem to us to be a panacea"
and he recommended making haste slowly.
Duane R. Borst, comptroller of Inland Steel Corp.,
told the Committee that departure from historic cost
was fraught with more problems than it would solve.
"We feel that the economic concept of value is quite
valid and useful in making various and sundry analyses
of 'what if' questions. However, it does not appear
to be at all appropriate for the reporting of the results
of operations to the owners of the company." Price
Waterhouse stated unequivocally, "...fair value is
not practical."

Attestations
Suggested changes in the form of the auditor's
traditional attestation were offered in some of the
testimony. Alexander Grant & Co. published a recommended short -form report designed to help the accounting profession deal "with the fast - changing life
and business conditions of the future." This firm also
stressed that it believed improvements could be made
in financial statements only if the audience for the
statements is defined "to exclude the untrained user
from the area of primary concern."
In general, members of the "Big Eight" cautioned
against sweeping changes in accounting objectives.
Some emphasized the convention of conservatism
underlying the profession. (Price Waterhouse: "This
is a conservative paper. ") All recognized the necessity
for clearly stated objectives. As George Catlett, chairman of the Arthur Andersen Committee on Accounting Principles and Auditing Procedures, phrased
it: "The accounting profession needs a compass and
a North Pole to head toward."
The Financial Executives Institute echoed the note
of caution, calling for evolution rather than revolution.
Other testimony, however, suggested that the accounting profession could not afford to stick with the status
quo. A Big Board representative remarked, "This is
probably the last opportunity to keep standards and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

objectives in the private sector." In its testimony, the in financial statements was opposed by most, if not
Exchange stressed stronger enforcement of accounting all, professional groups in the field of accounting.
Some recommended that such information could be
rules rather than increased disclosure.
As for statements of objectives, proposals were often included in other portions of the financial report.
similar with minor differences in wording and empha- Others, like NAA, suggested that research be initiated
sis. For example, Price Waterhouse submitted this to see if such information could be quantified and
suggestion: "General purpose financial statements are put into the financial statement.
Expressing its apprehension about moving too fast,
designed to report to investors on the use of funds
Ernst
& Ernst called for a Continuing Conference on
they have invested in their enterprise in such a way
the
Objectives
of Financial Statements. Such a conas to facilitate their investment decisions of the fuference
was
needed,
the firm said, because, "changing
ture."
On the other hand, the Corporate Accountability conditions will create new problems and call for new
Research Group —a Ralph Nader organization— offered solutions."
The nine - member Accounting Objectives Study
this objective: "Accounting should provide to the
public an understandable presentation of a corpora- Group now has the task of sifting through the
tion's financial progress and social impact." It empha- hundreds of pages of testimony, interviews, and matesized that the accounting profession serves the pub- rials, and issuing a report. Whether or not the Truelic —not just management. It urged probably the most blood Committee's report will receive the broad supradical expansion in financial statement disclosure of port given the report produced by the Wheat Committee is at this point —like accounting objectives —a
any of the testimony.
The inclusion of some form of social cost accounting moot question.

DOREN D. VEST ELECTED PRESIDENT OF McLEOD SOCIETY
Doren D. Vest, Washington, has been elected pres- Florida West Central, and Otis L. Johnson, Jr., Los
ident of the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society, the Angeles. Earl A. Matheney, Charlotte, was named
honorary organization of past national officers and secretary, and Russell P. Jones, Waterbury, treasurer.
National Controller Russell W. Hardy was redirectors of the National Association of Accountants.
Mr. Vest, who is now a financial management con- elected assistant secretary- treasurer of the Society.
Six members were elected governors to serve a twosultant in Washington, D.C., recently retired as secretary- treasurer and trust officer of Government Services, year term, 1972 -74. They are Joseph F. Cotteleer, ChiInc. He joined NAA in 1941 and was subsequently cago; George D. Gee, Kansas City; Vincent B. Grande,
elected president of the Washington Chapter. He Knoxville; John T. Kokos, Indianapolis; Carl G. Orne,
served on the NAA Board of Directors and Executive Oakland -East Bay, and Robert J. Weafer, Boston.
Those governors elected last year whose terms expire
Committee, 1961 -65, and was an international Vice
President, 1961 -62. He served as chairman of the Pro- in June 1973 are: William J. Berglund, Oakland
County; Willie E. Fergusson, Columbia; Robert J.
motion and Public Relations Committee, 1962 -64.
Society members also elected five other officers at Hinz, North Alabama; William A. Reville, Bangor their annual meeting in Philadelphia last month. Waterville; Jack W. Robinson, Tulsa, and Carl W.
❑
Elected as vice presidents were Robert J. Enersen, Strobel, Rochester.
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New Products /Services

NCR 399 is a low -cost data processing system which can function as a self- contained
d.p. system or as a satellite to a computer or data center. Its communications capabilities
allow it to serve as intelligent terminal that can provide editing, formatting, validating, and
batching of input data for transmission to another NCR 399. National Cash Register Co.,
Dayton, Ohio 45409.

Area Sala ry Diffe rent ials

Des k -t op C al cu la to r We ig hs 3h lbs.

A 35 -page report by Ebasco consists of
compilations of salary data from 190 cities.
It c an be us ed to c alc ulate pay diff erentials for office and clerical pos itions at
branch offices of a multi - location company. Priced at $35,the report is available
from Ebasco Services Inc ., 100 South
W ac ker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

A new 12-digit, compact c alculator weighing less than three - and -a -half pounds has
been introduced by G reat Southern Elec tronic Products, Inc. Citation III measures
7'h" x 10'/x" x 3" and is priced under $300.
Great Southern Elec tronic Products , Inc.,
1900 Bashford M an or Lane, Louis ville,

PALMTRONIC calculator fits easily into
hand; runs on a rechargeable NiCd battery
pack, AC or penlight batteries. Canon U.S.A.,
Inc., Electronic Calculator Div., 10 Nevada
Drive, Lake Success, L.I., N.Y. 11040.

Ky. 40218.
MINI- CALcalculator measures 4 inches long,
3 inches wide and three - fourths inch thick.
Powered by rechargeable nickel- cadmium
battery that provides up to four hours continuous use. Includes adapter for recharging.
Titan RBM, 12 W. First St., Havre, Mont.
59501.

Payr oll - P er s on n el Sys tem
For Small Users

STATUS CHARTS AND BUDGET CHARTS assist in scheduling projects, jobs or orders.
Includes snap -on plastic colored movable signals, load strips and cords. Visual Control
Associates, 350 Schmale Road, W heaton, III. 60187.
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SUPER /PA1' payroll - personnel system
provides for over 30 earnings and deduction categories, five tax segments for state
and loc al taxes, and two f ederal tax segments . Vers ion two of S U P E R / P A Y in cludes a c omp let e d oc u men tat ion package, consisting of guides for systems,
operations , us ers , and a complete s et of
test data. Calif ornia Datalease Systems
and Financ ial Corp., 6430 Sunset Blvd.,
Suite 1017, Los Angeles , Calif. 90028.
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Stock-Portfolio Service
A monthly, stock - portfolio reporting service consists of a computer - generated,
print -out report showing summary of accounts, current value, dollar and percent
gains and losses of individual securities
and total portfolio relative to original
investment. The report also shows highs
and lows for the current year and last year
for each stock, total portfolio performance
versus the Dow -Jones Industrial average,
capital gains and losses, and ordinary gains
and losses. Analog, P.O. Box 521, Owatonna, Minn. 55060.

CARS 2 Reduces Audit Time

MINI -RACK for housing bound computer
records holds up to 3600 printout sheets, 14
%" x 11"; takes up less than 1 1/2 square feet.
Wilson Jones Co., 6150 Touhy Ave., Chicago,
III. 60648.
EKTALITE portable microfilm reader retails
for less than $100; utilizes the informational
storage capability of microfiche. Dept. DP2018, Business Systems Markets Div., Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State St., Rochester,
N.Y. 14650.

Stat:Tab Offers d.p. Services
Financial systems for companies without
data processing departments of their own
are offered by Stat:Tab. Among those
available are the Computerized General
Ledger System, the Computerized Inventory Control System, the Computerized
Payroll System, Sales Analysis and a new
package, Accounts Receivable Management System. (ARMS) Statistical Tabulating Corp., 104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60603.

Computer Audit Retrieval System 2
greatly reduces audit preparation time and
virtually eliminates the need for auditors
to have programming experience. Some
of the features of the system are: eliminates need for re- formatting of company
data, audit parameters may be changed
on each audit without developing a new
program, permits test audit and random
sampling. Computer Audit Systems, Inc.,
725 Park Ave., East Orange, N.J. 07017.

Kit for Regression Analyses
New kit is designed to h e l p the accountant
easily compute and plot break -even diagrams and bivariate regression analyses.
"What -If" kit includes "how- to- do -it"
booklet on profit forecasting, a pad of
specially designed Regression Forms for
plotting and collecting values, and a Plastic Slope Indicator for direct reading of
the slope of the line. WHAT -IF, Inc.,
3661 Grand Ave., Oakland, Calif. 94610.

INSTANT CURRENCY COMPUTER can
convert the value of any country's currency
to its equivalent in any other currency, but
also show the cost per unit in the same or
different system of weights and measures.
Lechner Publishing Co., Old Greenwich,
Conn. 06870.

AUTOTAB Produces Fast Reports
A financial planning system designed for
installation in an IBM 360 or 370 computer or Honeywell 600/6000, AUTO TAB produces accurate, timely financial
reports. Software system lends itself to
forecasting, business modelling, budget
systems, sales analysis, cash flows, return
on investment and others. Capex Corp.,
2613 N. Third St., Phoenix, Ariz. 85004.
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FRIDEN 5800 BILLING /ACCOUNTING SYSTEM combines accounting system with magnetic
stripe ledger capability. Does routine Invoicing, payroll, billing- end - posting and with addition
of MSL processor, it Is capable of performing many additional tasks. Friden Div., Singer
Co., San Leandro, Calif. 94577.
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Chapter /Member News
CARL J. KUBICEK, Battle Creek, has been
named to a newly created post of vice
president of administration at the Air
Comfort Div., McGraw- Edison Co.
EUGENE IRMINGER, Boise past president,
has joined Permaneer Corp., as vice president of finance.
NORMAN E. HADAD, national director from
Bridgeport, has been appointed director
of finance for Goldmark Communications
Corp.
GARY MANDLEY, Canton, has been appointed treasurer of Olson Electronics.
J. B. REHNSTROM, national director from
Cedar Rapids, has been appointed vice
president and principal financial officer
of the Iowa Electric Light & Power Co.

Citing his virtues of self - development and service, Lebanon Valley
(Pa.) College recently honored NAA President f. G. Underwood just
before he turned over the badge of office to the new Association
president. Dr. Frederick P. Sample (left), president of the college,
makes the presentation to Mr. Underwood, who is president of Harsco
Corp.

Emeritus Life Associates
The designation of Emeritus Life Associate is made available to retired members
who have had 20 years of active service,
or ten years of active service including five
years as an elected national or chapter
officer or director. Those so designated
are relieved from payment of annual dues.
The intent of this provision of the ByLaws is to recognize the debt which the
Association owes to members of long
standing. For additional information,
write to the Member Relations Dept.
NORMAN S. ANGELL, San Francisco.
CLARENCE W. BROADHEAD, Jamestown
past president.
DOUGLAS L. Buss, Detroit.
MAXIME A. CODERE, Bangor - Waterville.
J. WARREN FOWLER, Long Island — Nassau.
J. W. HARRISON, Dallas.
ARNO W. HINZE, Brooklyn.
Roy F. MOAKLER, Hartford past president.
IJENRY E. NUELSEN, Cincinnati.
FLOYD F. NUHN, Coosa Valley past president.
JOHN G. NUNN, Rochester past president.
J. EDWARD PERRY, Denver.
WESLEY N. PETERSON, Salt Lake Area past
president.
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RALPH S. POLLEY, Oakland County.
JACK H. RONK, Greenwich -Starr ford.
GEORGE L. RYAN, Chicago.
WILLIAM P. RYAN, Peoria.
M. CARLISLE SCHRADER, Evansville.
MILES H. SIGNOR, Syracuse past president.
ALBERT B. STEVENS, Lake Superior past
president.
C. NORRIS TAYLOR, Memphis past president.
F. LYNDON TRUEWORTHY, Southern
Maine past president.
HORACE F. WALSH, Worcester.
CHARLIE F. WILKINSON, Richmond past
president.
GEORGE E. WILLIAMS, Jamestown past
president.
Amos L. ZIMLICH, SR., Louisville.

Promotions and New Positions
JOHN RECUPERO, Albany, has been appointed treasurer of Mechanical Technology, Inc.
BEN H. MOORE, III, Austin Area, is now
an assistant accountant with Haskins &
Sells, Jacksonville, Fla.... M. K. ROBERTS
is now assistant controller, Acacia Mutual
Life Insurance Co., Washington, D.C.

Two Dayton members have been named
at Wright State University. DEAN S.
EITEMAN has been promoted to professor
in the department of accountancy and
THOMAS G. EVANS was named associate
professor of accountancy. . . . HERBERT
E. SHAPER has been appointed controller
of Miami Valley Broadcasting Corp.
... RICHARD WELLS was recently elected
vice president of Dolly Toy Co.
EDWARD B. ELLER, Delaware, was promoted to assistant comptroller, Continental American. . . . WILLIAM J. MOONEY
has been named comptroller of Paisley,
Standard Brands Chemical Industries, Inc.
JAMES WELLS, Detroit, was elected president of Ace Paper Products Co.

REHNSTROM

COX

Cedar Rapids

SouthMwt L.A.

WILLIAM RIFKIN, East Bergen - Rockland,
is now controller of Brevel Products, a
division of McGraw- Edison.
KENNETH W. BRINK, Grand Rapids, has
been
promoted
to
vice
president— controller at Interstate Motor
Freight System, Inc.
WILLIAM R. TENNANT, Greenwich Stamford, was recently appointed controller for Hooker Chemical Corp.
D. E. HICKS, Kansas City, has been appointed vice president, management serMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1972

Time Off

vices, for the Hesse Corp. . . . D. N.
MCINNES was elected corporate treasurer,
C. J. Patterson Co.
CHARLES I. RACKMIL, Lancaster,
controller for Grinnell Corp.

Is

now

GORDON BRADLEY, Madison, has been
named vice president and controller of the
General Telephone Co., and elected to
the board of directors.
DONALD E. BREITENBACH, Madison, was
named vice president— management information systems of American Family
Insurance.. . . RICHARD CORWIN was recently named controller of Dairy Equipment Co.
DONALD F. STANHOPE, Member -at- Large,
has been appointed associate professor of
accounting at Sangamon State University,
Springfield, Ill.
L. WALLACE CROSS, Mid - Hudson, has been
appointed to vice president— finance and
accounting —and comptroller at Central
Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.
RALPH R. GOETSCH, Milwaukee, is now corporate secretary—office manager for
Berndt Buick Co.... CAL PATTERSON has
been promoted to controller, Federal
Huber Corp — Bradley Washfountain Co.

"As you can see, our last controller always kept his desk cleared."

Iff YOUpay by
p agEe

Standby for the Atomic Pen
Businessmen who still remember the would transmit a short sound beam so
messy business of writing with quill pen you can keep tabs on another innovaand ink might score the ballpoint pen tion—a pen with a 100 -year ink supat the top of the list of most useful ply —and a pen which has a self- destruct
inventions in the 20th Century. Re- ink that disappears after 48 hours.
cently, members of the Writing In- Direct mail correspondents would get
strument Manufacturers Assn. took a big boost from personalized notes
pens in hand and scribed some dazzling made possible by programming indipredictions for the future of the writing vidual handwriting into the computer's
industry, which if actually accom- memory. Even more helpful (or detriplished would make the ballpoint pen mental depending upon the readability
look like a stone age stylus.
of your script) is the pen that would
For example, their flights of fancy translate spoken messages into your
include a multi -color pen which with own style of writing. But the ultimate
the push of a button or twist of the cap blue - sky writing instrument is a pen
would provide many colors, shades and that would use atomic power to write
hues; a pen with a homing device that by burning lines into paper.
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by the gross!
Costly retyping is a thing of the
past with Wite -Out correction
fluid.' Makes perfect, undetectable
corrections . . . and because it's
washable, does no damage to
typewriters. Wite -Out is the ideal
cover -up for errors in typing, writing, preparing layouts or forms,
designing, whatever. Perfect for
photocopying or printing. Don't
settle for substitutes. Ask for
Wite -Out, the original water -base
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v i d e e x p e r t i s e r a n g i n g f r o m d a t a proce ssi n g t o so l i d w a s t e d i s p o s a l t o t h e C i t y
Co un ci l an d the Mayor.

In Memoriam
ZAHRT L. AUGUSTINE, 82, Rochester
pre s i de nt ,

1921.

past

ELA.

MAYNARD F. CARTER, 73, Worcester p a s t
pr e s i d e n t a n d p a s t n a t i o na l v i ce p r e si d e n t ,

1936.

ELA.

GEORGE L. DICKINSON, 75,
pre s i de nt ,

1928.

Providence p a s t

ELA.

ROBERT C. DREN NEN,

61, Pittsburgh, 1951.
90, Toledo p a s t

SAMUEL E . EICHMAN,
p r e s i d e n t , 1927. E L A .
FREDERICK M .

EISNER,

76, New York,

MARSHALL G. HARDESTY,

61, Cedar Rapids

1955.
past pre sident,
GEORGE
ELA.
HE I N Z

HERRM ANN,

J.
J.

1946.

HIN TZE,

70, Detroit, 1944.

63, Member -at- Large,

1960.
ROBERT R. HUGHES,

62, Orange County,

1967.
ROSCOE LINDBERG,

Los Angeles spins off another NAA chapter as John Arme (center),
chairman of the organizing committee, accepts charter for the
Southeast Los Angeles County Chapter from Emil "Bob" Scharff (left),
1971 -72 NAA Vice President, and from NAA Managing Director John E.
Vavasour.
PAUL

STRAND,

Minneapolis,

has

been

nam ed con trol le r of Co mp on en t Syst em s,
I n c.

CHARLES

North Central Indiana,

was p r o m o t e d t o h e a d o f t h e a c c o u n t i n g
d e p a r t m e n t a t Ba l l S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y .
JOHN ALLEN,

been pro mote d to vice presid ent and control ler of N e w Y o rk A i r B rak e
JEAN L . LABORDE,

Co.

Northern Wisconsin,

CAMENISCH, JR.,

Philadelphia,

wa s r e c e n t ly na me d a se ni o r vi c e p re si d e n t

of John F. Rich Co. . . . WILLIAM P.
VALENTINE h a s b e e n

promoted

t o vi c e

pr e s i de n t an d t r e a su r e r , B ayu k C igar s , I nc .
MICHAE L T EACH,
age r , p r o d u c t

Pittsburgh, is

cos ts a n d

pre s i de nt ,

se ni or

now mans t a t i s t i c s , U.S.

Ste e l Co r p .

vi ce

pr e s -

JOHN DOY LE,

Springfield,

wa s re c e nt l y a p -

O'Co nn e l l 's So ns , Inc.
L . JOSEPH B o s ,

Trenton,

was a p p o i n t e d

F. EDWARD MAYERS, Union County, w a s
e l e ct e d

vi ce

president

and

au d it o r

Communi ty St at e Bank & T rust

of

Co.

GERALD SCUTT,Waterbury, w a s a p p o i n t e d
ge ne ra l ma n age r o f t h e M e t a l Ho s e D i v. ,
A n a c o n d a A m e r i c a n Br a s s

Co.

ROGER BARTOSH,
named

West Los Angeles, w a s
vi ce p r e s i d e n t of G S C D e v e l o p -

Raleigh- Durham,

has

w e s t C o r p . . . . EARL VOLDING h a s b e e n
p r o m o t e d t o vi ce pre si de n t — fi n an ce a n d

ident.

adm in ist ratio n, C e n t u ry C i t y, Inc.

EDWARD

MOLIS,

vi ce

Rochester,

p r e s i d e n t of

has

fin anc e ,

been

DAVID SAWIN,

Wil-

p r o m o t e d t o cont rol l e r, H o b b s M f g.

been

Organization Service

Worcester,

wa s

re ce nt ly

Co.

mori t e , Inc.
DWIGHT

BAITS,

San Diego,

has

el e ct e d t re as ure r o f W o o d ward - Gi zi e n s k i
& A s s o c i a t e s . . . . R O B E R T M C N E I L Is n o w
co n t r o l l e r o f P e p p e r I n d us t r ie s .
JAMES G. SPEER,

Scottsdale Area, h a s

EDWARD S. BILZERIAN, Worcester pr e s i d e n t , was a p p o i n t e d by M a y o r T h o m a s

J.
been

e l e ct e d v i ce p re s id e n t f o r c or p o ra t e d e ve l -
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ReachKeyMenonthe
corporateteamwith

Corp.

j o i n e d G e n e r a l P a r t s , I n c . , as vi ce pr e s -

name d

59, Ithaca- Cortland,
1969.
W AYNE R. WILLI AM S, 34, Rockford, 1969.
MRS. AGATHA M . WOOD RU FF, 64, Baltimore, 1950. E L A .

ident— finance at Western Airlines.

ment Cor p., a su bsid iary of Gr e at S o ut h -

CAROL R. JAMISON,

1946.

EDWARD A . SUBEN,

vi c e p r e s i d e n t , f i n a n ce , f o r U n i t e d Ar t i s t s

wa s na m e d c o n tr o l l e r , Le n o x C a n dl e s , I n c .
WALTE R

elected

58, Milwaukee, 1959.
60, Seattle p a s t

poi nt e d fi nanci al vi ce pre s i de nt of D ani e l
has

Northern New York,

LEON H . NELSON,

J. J. Cox, Southwest Los Angeles,

be e n

80, Hampton Roads,

ELA.

MICHAEL E . O'BY RN E ,

opm e n t , Gre yho und Corp.

has

PAUL PARKISON,

1946.

on

E a r l y of W o r c e s t e r t o t h e C o m m i t t e e
Community

Probl em

Involvement.
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a business. Segment reporting is treated as a set of converging
informa tion requ irements where the sa me da ta ba se serves both
the manager a nd investor despite differences in their informa tion
needs. Emphasizing the implementa tion of segment reporting,
this book focuses on the practical side of pr ob le ms associated
with the design a nd content of segmented sta tements.
99 pp. List Price : $1 0.0 0; NAA Member Price: $6.00.

INTERIM F INANCIAL REPORTING
by James W. Edwards, Geraldine F. Dominiak
and Tho mas V. Hed ges
A comprehensive study which exa mines the role of a ccounting
informa tion in investment a nd credit decisions a t va riou s levels
of a na lytica l intensity. Inclu des criteria and guidelines to assist
accou ntants and managers in prepa ring and providing interim
reports. Most of the issues involved a re a lso releva nt to a nnu a l
reporting. Contains genera l recommenda tions ba sed on a ca refu l a na lysis of both the managerial responsibilities a nd accou nting problems involved in va riou s a spects of interim reporting.
240 pp. List Pric e: $11 .50 ; NAA Member Price: $7.00.

L O

with the M. J. Neeley School of
Business at Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, where Dr. Edwards is Professor of Accounting
and Drs. Dominiak and Hedges are
Associate Professors of Accounting. All three have been published
frequently in various professional
journals. This is their first joint
work.

wo)

ABOUTTHEAUTHORS...
James W. Edwards (left), Geraldine
F. Dominiak (center), and Thomas
V. Hedges (right) are all associated

ABOUT THE AUTHORS ...
Alfred Rappaport (left) and Eugene M. Lerner
(right) are the same co- authors who produced
A Framework for Financial Reporting by Diversified Companies, published by NAA in 1969.
Dr. Rappaport currently is Director of the Center for Advanced Study in
Accounting and Information Systems at the Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University, where he is also Professor of Accounting
and Information Systems. Dr. Lerner is a fellow faculty member at the
same School, where he is Professor of Finance.
�r

Special Order Dept.
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Please send new NAA book(s) as follows:

NAA No. 72.01
Qty.

Segment Reporting for Managers and Investors

C $10.00 (List Price)

NAA No. 72 -02
Qty.

cry` $6.00 (NAA Member Price)

Interim Financial Reporting

01 $11.50 (List Price)

ORDER TODAY!

Ca)

$7.00 (NAA Member Price)

Total enclosed: $

Send check or money order, payable to NAA. Remittance and membership account nronber~ MU S T accompany order to obtain member price: no C.O.D.'s
or orders wit hou t pa yment accepted. Book (s) will be
shipped prepaid.

My NAA Membership Account Number is:
Nam
company
Street

'The six -digit number on the top line of your NAA mailing label.
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Robert Half
deals with
financial &

AT L ANT A
235 P ea c ht r e e St. , N. E.
(4041688 - 2300

BAL TI MORE
The Qu adr an gle — C r oss Key s
130 1) 32 3 - 77 70

BOSTON
14 0 F e de r al St .
(617) 423 -6411

CHARL OTTE
90 7 B a u g h B u i l d i n g
( 70 4) 3 33 - 51 73

CHI CAGO
333 N. Michigan Ave.
J312) 782-6930
CI NCI NNATI

data processing

606T. ,
* Hi l t o n
( 513) 621.7711

CL EVE L AND
1367 E. 6th St.
(216)62 1-0670
DAL L AS

personnel...
that's it!

1 1 7 0 He r t f o r d B ld g .
( 214) 742.9171

DENVER
16 12 C o u r t P l ac e
( 30 3) 24 4 - 29 25

DETROI T
1 4 0 Ho n e y we l l C n 1 H
Sou t hf le ld
13 13 1 3 5 4. 1 53 5

HAR TF O RD -`
111 Pea r l St.
( 2 0 3) 2 78 . 71 7 0

HOUSTON

The Robert Half Organization does

12 0 0 C e nt r a l N a t' l . B a nk B l d g .
( 71 3) 2 28 - 00 56

not have any side -lines ...

I NDI ANAPOL I S
9 N o r t h I l li n o i s S t .
( 31 7) 6 36 - 54 41

they are specialists.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
127 W . st 10t h St
( 816) 474.4683

The specialist does a better job

,

LONG ISL AND

because he concentrates on a

5 8 5 S t e w . r t A ve .
G. r d . n C i t y
( 5 16 ) 24 8 - 1 23 4

limited area of coverage.

LOS ANGELES
3600 W I 1sI 1i r e Blvd.
( 2 13 ) 36 1 - 7 97 4

ROBERT HALF is the largest

MEMPHIS
12 S. Mei n S t.
( 90 1) 5 27 - 73 24

specialist in FINANCIAL &

MI AM I
1190 N.E. 163 St

DATA PROCESSING.

No r t h Ml. mi B e e c h
( 30 5) 9 47 - 06 84

... More opportunities

MI LW AU KE E
Th . C l a r k B l d g .
( 414) 2 71 s380

for the selective

MI NN E A P O L I S
8 2 2 M xq u . t t . A ve .
( 6 12 ) 33 6 - 8 63 6

applicant... More select

NEW ARK
1180 A.vnvond Blvd.
(201) 623 -3661
NEW YORK

applicants for
the particular company.

33 0 M a d i s o n A ve .
( 2 12 ) 98 6 - 1 30 0

Contact your R -H office

ORA N GE , C A L .
5 0 0 S o u th Ma i n
(714)835.4103

for competent, confidential

PHI L ADEL PHI A
2 P enn C e nt er Pla za
( 21 5) 5 68 - 45 80

and speedy service.

P HOE NI X
1 5 1 7 D a l W e b b 7 o wn s H Ou (602) 279 - 1688

PI TTSBURGH
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Ge t. w. y To we r .
( 412) 4 71.5946

PORTL AND, ORE.
610 S.W. Alder St.
1603) 222 -9778
PROVI DENCE
400 Turk Heed Bldg.
(401)27 , .8700
ST LOUIE
101 5 L oau r t St
( 3 1 4 1 2 31 . 0 1 1 4
S A N F RA NC I S C O
11 1 P i n. S t .
( 4 15 ) 43 4 - 1 90 0

SAN JOSE
6 7 5 No r t h F i r s t S t
( 4 08 ) 29 3 - 9 04 0

STAMF ORD, CONN.
111 P r o spe c t S t.
( 203) 325- 4156
W A S HI N GT O N, D . C .
73 16 W i s c o ns i n A ve . N. W .
( 3 0 1) 6 54 . 18 5 0
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